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The SDSU Collegian 
September 2003-April 2004 Index 
Lisa Lindell 
Editor 
Hilton M. Briggs Library 
South Dakota State University 
Brookings, South Dakota 
2004 
Collegian Index 
2003-2004 
Introduction 
This index provides subject access to the South Dakota State University Collegian. Included are all articles written 
by the newspaper staff as well as wire-service news stories. Excluded are brief announcements and notices. 
This index coves September 2003 through April 2004. 
Although this is a computer-assisted index, subject headings are not automatically assigned from key words in 
headlines. Whenever the headline words do not accurately reflect the content of the article, appropriate subject 
headings are assigned. Names of the editor, columnists, and staff writers on the opinion page are included in subject 
headings. Excluded are names of those writing letters to the editor and other reporters. 
Subject entries are limited to eighteen characters, including spacing. Thus, abbreviations and incomplete headings 
are sometimes necessary. For example, Student Association elections are listed as SA-ELECTIONS. A cross 
reference is made whenever necessary (e.g.: STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION see SA). Place names in subject entries 
are also abbreviated to save space ( cities and states in two letters, countries in three letters) but are spelled out in the 
notation. 
The following abbreviations are used throughout the index: 
An asterisk(*) at the beginning of a notation indicates that an illustration accompanies the story. 
(L) at the end of a notation denotes a letter to the editor. 
(ED) at the end of a notation signifies an editorial. 
Whenever space allows, a reporter's name is included in parenthesis at the end of a notation. 
Entries are arranged chronologically under each subject heading. The input record is composed of three fields: 
1. Subject headings-e.g.: CULTURAL DIVERSITY 
2. A twelve-digit code containing the date (month, day, and year) and pagination (section, page, and column)­
e.g.: 
03 = March 
23 = Day 
2004 = Year 
A= Section 
03 = Page 
03/23/04 
1 = Column A03 l 
* = Illustration 
3. The headline notation-e.g.: "FESTIVAL BRINGS GLOBAL APPRECIATION TO SDSU" 
Thus, an entry composed of the above units would read: 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY 03/23/04 A03 l FESTIVAL BRINGS GLOBAL APPRECIATION TO SDSU 
SUBJECT 
ABELL JOSEPH 
ABORTION 
ABRAHAM HEATH 
ABSTINENCE 
ABUSE 
ABUSED SHELTER 
ACADEMIC ADVISING 
ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
ACCESSIBILITY 
ACCIDENT AUTO 
ACTING 
ACTIVITIES 
ACTIVITY FEES 
ADDICTION 
ADOPTION 
ADVANCE 
ADVERTISING 
ADVICE 
ADVISING 
AFGHANISTAN 
AFRICA 
AFRICAN STUDENTS 
AFRICAN-AMERICANS 
AG 
AG MUSEUM 
AG-SD 
AGRICULTURE 
AIDS 
SDSU COLLEGIAN 
I N D E X  
2003-2004 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
1/27/2004 
2/10/2004 
2/17/2004 
2/24/2004 
3/16/2004 
3/02/2004 
SlOl *FOOTBALL STAR SHINES WITH GOLDEN GLOVES (HOHENTHANE 
A061 REMEMBER WOMEN WHO MADE CHOICES (ED) 
A091 PREGNANCY AT SDSU--ABORTIONS CAN BRING RELIEF OR REG 
A012 *MEMORIES OF ABORTION HAUNT ONE SD WOMAN (VANDERWERF 
A062 *POSITIONS ABOUT STATES' RIGHTS SHOULD BE APPLIED UN 
A014 *3 SDSU GRADUATES TELL STORIES OF WORKING WORLD 
SEE SEX 
2/24/2004 SlOl SIGNS OF ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS 
10/07/2003 
9/09/2003 
9/23/2003 
9/23/2003 
10/21/2003 
11/18/2003 
12/09/2003 
12/09/2003 
2/24/2004 
2/10/2004 
1/20/2004 
4/06/2004 
4/06/2004 
9/09/2003 
9/16/2003 
9/23/2003 
10/07/2003 
10/14/2003 
10/21/2003 
10/28/2003 
11/04/2003 
11/11/2003 
11/18/2003 
11/25/2003 
12/09/2003 
1/20/2004 
1/27/2004 
1/27/2004 
2/03/2004 
2/10/2004 
2/17/2004 
2/24/2004 
3/02/2004 
3/16/2004 
3/23/2004 
3/30/2004 
4/06/2004 
4/20/2004 
4/20/2004 
4/27/2004 
10/14/2003 
10/21/2003 
10/21/2003 
10/21/2003 
9/30/2003 
3/30/2004 
SEE ALSO WOMEN'S SHELTER, SHELTERS 
SEE ADVISING 
SEE ALSO CALENDARS 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PROGRAMS, CLASSES, CURRICULUM 
A061 DISABILITY AWARENESS WORTHY GOAL FOR SA (ED) 
A062 *STUDENTS SOUND OFF ON JANKLOW CONTROVERSY 
A045 JANKLOW HOLDS PRESS CONFERENCE (HERRICK) 
A061 JANKLOW CONTINUES POOR PUBLIC RELATIONS (ED) 
A062 *WEEKEND DISASTER PROVES DJ RIGHT (STECKELBERG) 
A081 NURSING STUDENTS ASSIST AT ACCIDENT (MARSH) 
AOll *CAR ACCIDENT LEAVES STUDENT WHEELCHAIR-BOUND 
AOSl JURY CONVICTS JANKLOW ON ALL COUNTS 
A052 
A012 
AOSl 
AOSl 
A054 
Sl91 
Sl14 
S063 
SlOl 
S091 
Sl72 
S071 
S091 
Sl61 
Sl04 
Sl14 
S081 
Sl41 
A104 
SlSl 
Sl82 
Sl81 
Sl81 
S091 
S204 
Slll 
S091 
SlOl 
S094 
A062 
so8s 
S091 
A082 
A045 
A081 
A074 
A021 
S091 
SEE DRAMA, THEATER 
SEE STUDENT ACTIVITIES 
SEE ALSO UAFBC, STUDENT FEES 
*GAMBLING FOR ENTERTAINMENT TURNS INTO PROBLEM 
*ADOPTION COLORS LIVES OF TWO WOMEN (VANDERWERFF) 
*ADVANCE OFFERS STUDENTS OPPS IN WORKPLACE 
KERRY'S CRITICISMS FOUNDED, BUSH LACKS EVIDENCE IN 
INFORMED VOTERS CAN SOLVE PROBLEMS OF NEGATIVE ADS 
*DEAR LIBBY ADVISES ON LIVING WITH POOCHES, HOOCHES 
*SLEEPING WITH TEDDY OKAY (HILL) 
*DEAR LIBBY SOLVES WORKPLACE WOES (HILL) 
*LIBBY HELPS FRESHMAN BEAT HOMESICKNESS (HILL) 
*TALKING AT MOVIES CONSIDERED RUDE (HILL) 
LIBBY--LOVE YOUR BODY BUT KEEP IN SHAPE 
*HELPFUL HINTS ON PARTYING, KEEPING THE 'RENTS HAPPY 
*BAD CHIT-CHATTER--LOOSEN UPI (HILL) 
*TELL OR NOT TELL ABOUT CHEATING? (HILL) 
*ROOMMATES--TALKING KEY TO GET STUFF DONE (HILL) 
TOUGH TO STOP ROOMIE'S HABIT 
DISAPPEARING PHONE MESSAGES REQUIRE DISCUSSION 
ADVISING FRIEND SHOULD KEEP TRYING (HILL) 
*OUR ADVICE COLUMNIST GIVES BRIDES HINTS (HILL) 
*USE CAUTION WITH INTERNET BOY TOY (HILL) 
*SAY NO TO EX'S SEX ADVANCES (HILL) 
*TIME WITH FRIENDS COSTS TOO MUCH CASH FOR STUDENT 
*GIRL WANTS BABY NOT HUSBAND (HILL) 
*GIRL WANTS OUT OF CAMERA LENS (HILL) 
*SPRING TRIP A PROBLEM FOR COUPLE (HILL) 
*AGE-OLD FURNITURE DEBATE SETTLED (HILL) 
*CLEAN A CONFLICT FOR MEN (HILL) 
*FRIEND WANTS TO HELP LOVESTRUCK GIRL (HILL) 
*SUMMER FLING CAN BE AVOIDED (HILL) 
*RANDOM ADVICE THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN WITH MANY GRAINS 
*WOMAN SEEKS FAMILY'S APPROVAL (HILL) 
*LIBBY EXPLAINS THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW (HILL) 
SELF-DESCRIBED TOKEN INDIAN QUESTIONS DSUA'S COMMIT 
*STUDENTS ASSOCIATION DISCUSSES MEDIA FACULTY ADVISO 
SDSU NATIVE AMERICAN ADVISOR SEARCH CRITICIZED 
*HOW TO LIE ABOUT AFGHANS WITH MAPS (ROGERS) 
HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON EXCHANGE TRIP TO W AFRICA 
*DISCOVERING AFRICA--STUDENTS & PROFESSORS (MARSH) 
SEE ALSO FOREIGN STUDENTS 
2/17/2004 AlOl *AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS SHARE THEIR STORIES 
4/06/2004 A026 AG MORE THAN JUST FARMERS--NDSU VICE PRES, DEAN OF A 
SEE AG HERITAGE 
SEE ALSO FARMS & FARMING 
2/03/2004 A041 SD AG PROGRAM LOOKING FOR LEADERS 
SEE AG, FARMS & FARMING 
SEE ALSO HIV 
9/16/2003 Sl21 THE HOUSE WILL ROCK FOR CHARITY--BERAKHAH HOUSE 
4/27/2004 A022 *FORMER PLAYBOY BUNNY SHARES LIFE BATTLE (MANGAN) 
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SUBJECT 
AIRPLANE ACCIDENT 
AL-OMARI AHMAD 
ALASKA 
ALBERS NATALIE 
ALCOHOL 
ALCOHOL-FUEL 
ALLEN ASHLEY 
ALTHOFF NATHAN 
ALUMNI 
AMERICAN CIVIL LIB 
ANDERSEN DARCY 
ANDERSON JOELLA 
ANDRAWIS MADELEINE 
ANIMAL SCIENCE 
ANIMAL WASTES 
ANIMALS 
ANOREXIA 
ANTIQUES 
ANTONEN MEL 
ANXIETY 
APATHY 
APPAREL MERCHANDIS 
APPLEBEES 
ARAMARK 
ARCHIVES 
ARCTIC 
ARENA 
ARGUS LEADER 
ARMSTRONG REBEKKAH 
ART 
ART MUSEUM 
ARTISTS 
r ARTS 
ARTS & CRAFTS 
ARTS & SCIENCES 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
SEE ACCIDENT AIRPLANE 
2/03/2004 AlOl *MANY REASONS ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (MOOKER 
10/07/2003 A071 WE SHOULD REDUCE OIL NEED, NOT DRILL FOR MORE (HORTO 
10/07/2003 A074 ANWR A NON-ISSUE SPUN TO MAKE BUSH LOOK GREEDY (VENH 
11/18/2003 Sl21 *SENIOR ART EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY NOW (STEIN) 
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC 
11/25/2003 A044 *CITY CONSIDERS PRIVATIZING SOLE MUNICIPAL LIQUOR 
SEE ALSO GASOHOL 
10/07/2003 A042 *QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH •NEW ROCK• ASHLEY ALLEN 
3/16/2004 A042 SA ANNOUNCES ALLEN, MARSH TO HEAD CAMPUS MEDIA 
11/11/2003 SlOS *WRESTLERS BEGIN HOME SEASON 
3/16/2004 S091 *4 RABBIT WRESTLERS GO NATIONAL (GOEMAN) 
10/14/2003 A022 *DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS DEDICATED LIFE TO STUDENTS 
10/21/2003 A022 *SDSU ALUMNUS FIRST STRIKED FOR, NOW DONATES MONEY 
10/28/2003 B021 ALUM RECALLS CAMPANILE SLEEPOVER (MANGAN) 
11/04/2003 A022 ED GRAD'S CURRICULUM IN CLASSROOMS STATEWIDE 
11/18/2003 A031 *ALUMNUS ALWAYS WILLING TO GO EXTRA MILE (MANGAN) 
11/25/2003 A031 ALUMNUS CONTINUES TO STAY INVOLVED AT SDSU 
12/09/2003 A032 *ALUMNUS STILL TRUE TO SDSU COLORS (MANGAN) 
1/20/2004 A022 *ALUM SHOWS SKILLS BEYOND BASKETBALL FLOOR 
2/03/2004 A022 *SDSU ALUM EXCELS ON SD SUPREME COURT (MANGAN) 
2/10/2004 A031 *SDSU EDUCATION PREPARED ALUM (MANGAN) 
2/17/2004 A034 FROM COLLEGIAN TO ARGUS LEADER--ALUM RECALLS (MANGAN 
2/24/2004 A021 *ALUM'S LOVE FOR FARMING TURNS TO GLASSES FULL OF WI 
3/02/2004 A014 *3 SDSU GRADUATES TELL STORIES OF WORKING WORLD 
3/02/2004 A031 *SDSU ALUM AT CENTER OF US NEWS EVENTS (MANGAN) 
3/16/2004 A034 *ALUM TURNS IDEA INTO A BOOK (MANGAN) 
4/06/2004 A022 *ALUMNUS PUTS ART INTO THERAPY (MOOKERJEE) 
4/20/2004 A042 *THORNES WORKS BEHIND THE SCENES IN LOCAL GOVT (FIER 
4/27/2004 A031 *JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN) 
SEE ACLU 
3/02/2004 A014 *3 SDSU GRADUATES TELL STORIES OF WORKING WORLD 
4/27/2004 A054 NEW AT-LARGE SA SENATOR SELECTED, ADMIN MEMBER HONOR 
3/23/2004 A033 *ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PROF WANTED TO BE JUST LIKE 
SEE ALSO LIVESTOCK 
2/17/2004 A051 MANURE MAY FUEL EXPERIMENT STATION (SMITH) 
SEE ALSO LIVESTOCK 
SEE ALSO BULIMIA, EATING DISORDERS 
4/06/2004 S081 *ONE MAN'S TRASH IS ANOTHER'S TREASURE (MARSH) 
11/04/2003 A022 *NEWSPAPER DAY TO FOCUS ON WORLD OF SPORTS 
SEE ALSO FEARS 
3/16/2004 A061 TAKING ACTION IS KEY TO MAKING DIFFERENCE (ED) 
3/23/2004 A022 APPAREL MERCHANDISING--DESTINATION NEW YORK (PRETEAU 
9/16/2003 A062 *NEW APPLEBEES WILL OPEN IN NOVEMBER (FUGLEBERG) 
11/25/2003 A054 APPLEBEES PREPARES TO OPEN ITS DOORS 
1/20/2004 A051 *APPLEBEES OPENS DOORS LAST TUESDAY (SIKKINK) 
SEE ALSO FOOD SERVICE 
1/20/2004 A015 *QUICK RESPONSE SAVES WET LIBRARY MATERIALS 
10/07/2003 A071 WE SHOULD REDUCE OIL NEED, NOT DRILL FOR MORE (HORTO 
10/07/2003 A074 ANWR A NON-ISSUE SPUN TO MAKE BUSH LOOK GREEDY (VENH 
SEE FROST ARENA 
9/09/2003 AlOl ARGUS OVERPLAYS THE NEGATIVE OF DI MOVE (ED) 
4/27/2004 A022 *FORMER PLAYBOY BUNNY SHARES LIFE BATTLE (MANGAN) 
SEE ALSO ARTS 
9/09/2003 S081 *ARTIST DISPLAYS STRUGGLES OF HOMELAND (PEGO) 
9/23/2003 S081 *GROWTH THROUGH ART OFFERS HOPE--DISABLED ARTISTS 
9/30/2003 S051 *TRADITIONAL ART DEMONSTRATION AND SHOW 
10/28/2003 S081 *PHOTOGRAPHS & PAINTINGS BY SD ARTISTS ON DISPLAY 
11/18/2003 Sl21 *SENIOR ART EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY NOW (STEIN) 
2/10/2004 A021 SENIORS EXHIBIT •FUSION" IN RITZ 
2/17/2004 S061 *THERE'S PLENTY OF ART ON CAMPUS (CHRISTEN) 
3/02/2004 A021 SD ART MUSEUM FEATURES WORKS OF BUEHL, TACKETT 
3/02/2004 SlOl *SENIOR EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY (CHRISTEN) 
3/30/2004 Sl24 *NEW ART EXHIBIT ON CAMPUS (CHRISTEN) 
4/06/2004 A022 *ALUMNUS PUTS ART INTO THERAPY (MOOKERJEE) 
SEE ALSO ART CENTER, MEMORIAL ART CTR 
9/30/2003 SOSl *TRADITIONAL ART DEMONSTRATION AND SHOW 
10/14/2003 Sll4 ART MUSEUM FEATURES NORWEGIAN ARTISTS 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ARTISTS 
9/16/2003 Sl33 *SODAK ART ON DISPLAY--3 AREA ARTISTS 
10/07/2003 A021 SDSU GRAD ARTIST TO DISCUSS BROTH PROJECT 
10/14/2003 Slll *ART OUTSIDE THE NORMAL (HERRICK) 
10/14/2003 Sll4 ART MUSEUM FEATURES NORWEGIAN ARTISTS 
2/10/2004 S061 *WE PRODUCE ARTISTS TOO--BRAD THIELE (STEIN) 
SEE ALSO ART 
12/09/2003 A031 PERFORMING ARTS CENTER WINS DESIGN AWARD 
SEE CRAFTS 
9/30/2003 A022 *NEW ASST A & S DEAN TELLS TALES BEYOND THE OFFICE 
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SUBJECT 
ASETOYER CHARON 
ASIAN AMERICANS 
ASSAULT 
ASSESSMENT 
ASTRONOMY 
ATHLETES 
ATHLETICS 
ATHLETICS-COACHES 
ATKINSON LISA 
ATMS 
AUCTIONS 
AUGUSTANA COLLEGE 
AUTHORS 
AUTO 
AUTO ACCIDENT 
AUTO PARKING 
AUTO-SD 
AUTOMOBILE 
AUTUMN 
AVIATION 
AWARDS 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
9/30/2003 A031 CONSIDER THE CENTURY BROADENS HORIZONS 
11/18/2003 A014 *ASIAN-AMERICAN NON-TRAD STUDENT TELLS STORY 
10/21/2003 AOll STUDENT CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING (VANDERWERFF) 
2/17/2004 A016 *ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FRED OIEN CHARGED IN ASSAULT 
2/17/2004 A061 OIEN'S ACTIONS MERIT CAREFUL CONSIDERATION (ED) 
4/20/2004 A021 FINAL SELECTIONS FOR ACADEMIC EVALUATION, ASSESSMENT 
3/02/2004 A022 *PHYSICS PROF GIVES DETAILS ON OBSERVATORY (MOOKERJE 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETES 
9/09/2003 AOll *SDSU TO MOVE TO DIVISION I ATHLETICS IN SUMMER 2004 
3/30/2004 A061 STRENGTH OF CHARACTER MARKS SDSU ATHLETES (ED) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF ATHLETICS, SPORTS 
9/09/2003 AlOl ARGUS OVERPLAYS THE NEGATIVE OF DI MOVE (ED) 
9/23/2003 AOll SENATORS TO INTRODUCE BILL THAT LIMITS DI FUNDS 
10/21/2003 Sl61 *BACKING THE JACKS WITH NO HOLDS BARRED 
10/28/2003 A015 *SDSU WANTS TO PLAY GAMES WITH USD, AUGIE NEXT YEAR 
11/18/2003 AOll *NORTH CENTRAL CONF TEAMS WILL MISS RIVALRIES 
1/20/2004 AOll *WILL MOVE TO DI ATTRACT SD HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES? 
2/10/2004 AOSS SD LEGISLATORS REFUSE TO MICROMANAGE SDSU MOVE TO DI 
2/17/2004 A016 *ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FRED OIEN CHARGED IN ASSAULT 
2/17/2004 A061 OIEN'S ACTIONS MERIT CAREFUL CONSIDERATION (ED) 
3/02/2004 AOll *SDSU ANNOUNCES NEW DI FOOTBALL CONF (HOHENTHANER) 
3/02/2004 A062 *TRADITIONAL RIVALRIES WILL FADE, NEW FOES WILL TAKE 
3/23/2004 S061 STUDENTS CAN FELLOWSHIP WITH CHRISTIAN ATHLETES 
4/20/2004 A016 *OIEN PLEADS GUILTY IN COURT (VANDERWERFF) 
4/27/2004 A014 EQUESTRIAN SPORT ADDED TO LINEUP (FUGLEBERG) 
4/27/2004 AOll SHOT AT CHAMPIONSHIP IN FIVE YEARS (FUGLEBERG) 
4/27/2004 A015 TITLE IX COMPLIANCE 
4/27/2004 A061 EQUINE SPORTS WILL SERVE THE CAMPUS WELL (ED) 
4/27/2004 S074 JACKRABBIT TOP 5 (ZOBEL) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COACHES 
10/14/2003 Sl61 *RUNNING BACK TO SCHOOL 
11/11/2003 S091 *SHOULD OL' JOE PA STICK AROUND NEXT YEAR? 
2/10/2004 Sl21 *TENNIS COACH DON HANSON HAS 3 LIVES (HOHENTHANER) 
2/24/2004 Sl31 *COACHES MOVE ON TO MINNESOTA (KNEIP) 
3/30/2004 S031 COACH JOHNSTON REFLECTIVE, NOT DISAPPOINTED (WONNENB 
3/30/2004 S074 *DANGER RESIGNS (GOEMAN) 
9/09/2003 A013 *LEAVING HOME--ATKINSON SAYS PARENTS HAVE HAD TROUBL 
11/18/2003 Sl12 *ATM FAVORITISM VARIES (HAATVEDT) 
10/07/2003 A041 ONLINE AUCTION SCAM WARNING 
10/28/2003 A015 *SDSU WANTS TO PLAY GAMES WITH USD, AUGIE NEXT YEAR 
SEE WRITERS 
11/04/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/04/2003 A052 *AUTO INSURANCE BASICS (TELKAMP) 
11/11/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/11/2003 A052 *NEW CAR--LEASE OR BUY? (TELKAMP) 
11/11/2003 Sl51 *HOW TO JUMP START A CAR (HOHENTHANER) 
11/18/2003 AOSl DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/18/2003 A052 *A LOOK AT BUYING A USED CAR (TELKAMP) 
11/25/2003 A052 *A LOOK AT FINANCING A NEW CAR (TELKAMP) 
1/20/2004 A062 *GOD BLESS THE HIGHWAY PATROL! (HILL) 
1/27/2004 Sl41 *HOT WHEELS (MARSH) 
2/03/2004 A014 PREPARE FOR WINTER ROAD TROUBLES (HILL) 
3/30/2004 SlOl *BEST OF BROOKINGS--OIL CHANGES (KLAVETTER) 
4/06/2004 A016 UPD REPORTS INCREASE IN CARS TOWED (VANDERWERFF) 
SEE ACCIDENT AUTO 
9/30/2003 A041 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSS DISABILITY AWARENESS, PARKIN 
10/28/2003 A042 STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION DISCUSS PARKING & LOCAL POLICE 
11/04/2003 A042 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSS WOMEN'S HOCKEY & PARKING 
11/18/2003 Sl51 *PARKING TICKETS ARE NO FUN, JUST ASK ROXY 
11/25/2003 A015 *SA, UPD WILL WORK TO FIND SOLUTIONS FOR PARKING 
11/25/2003 A073 PARKING COMPLAINTS WHINY (L) 
3/02/2004 A043 *SDSU PARKING TO CHANGE WITH TRANSITION (FIER) 
SEE ALSO SEAT BELTS 
SEE AUTO 
10/07/2003 A081 *FALL COLORS 
9/23/2003 A022 *SENATOR'S WIFE THROWS SUPPORT TO BUDDING AVIATORS 
1/20/2004 A022 *AVIATION STUDENT EMBARKS ON BUSINESS VENTURE 
9/23/2003 Sl52 *PATER NAMED NCAA SD WOMAN OF YEAR 
9/30/2003 A021 SDSU COOPERATIVE UNIT WINS EDUCATOR AWARD 
10/21/2003 A021 HALL RECEIVES ENGINEERING SOCIETY AWARD 
11/04/2003 A021 FAHRENWALD'S DOCTORAL WORK EARNS TOP HONOR 
11/18/2003 A031 *ALUMNUS ALWAYS WILLING TO GO EXTRA MILE (MANGAN) 
11/25/2003 A021 SDSU FACULTY TO RECEIVE FO BUTLER AWARDS 
11/25/2003 A041 REV CARL KLINE HONORED FOR HUMAN RIGHTS WORK 
12/09/2003 A031 TRIO NAMED OUTSTANDING PUBLIC EMPLOYER 
3/23/2004 A041 STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AWARDED 
3/30/2004 A021 REGENTS AWARD SDSU STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
3/30/2004 A021 SDSU WILDLIFE, FISHERIES STUDENTS WIN AWARDS 
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SUBJECT 
BALL JOHN 
BALLET 
BAND 
BANDS-BR 
BANDS-SD 
BANKS&: BANKING 
BARNES JARED 
BARS 
BASEBALL 
BASEBALL-PROF 
BASKETBALL 
BASKETBALL-PROF 
BASQUIN JEAN MICHE 
BEARDS 
BEAUTY CONTESTS 
BEER 
BEHM STEPHANIE 
BERAKHAH HOUSE 
BERANEK KAREN 
BERG CHAD 
BERINGER FAMILY 
BIA 
BICYCLING 
BILINGUAL EDUCATIO 
BINGER ANNA 
BIOCHEMISTRY 
BIOTERRORISM 
BIRTH CONTROL 
,.
. BIRTHDAYS 
·. BISCHOFF ABBY 
BLACKOUTS 
BLOOD 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
9/16/2003 A043 TREE PROFESSOR TALKS ABOUT TREES, RAPPELLING (PEGO) 
2/24/2004 A031 *BROOKINGS-2-BROADWAY (SIKKINK) 
SEE MUSIC BAND, BAND MARCHING, ETC. 
SEE ALSO MUSIC BAND 
SEE ALSO MUSIC BAND 
9/16/2003 A062 MONEY 101--PICKING UP THE RIGHT ACCOUNT FOR YOU 
9/16/2003 A061 BEATING AN OVERDRAFT FEE IS SIMPLE IF YOU KNOW WHAT 
11/18/2003 Sll2 *ATM FAVORITISM VARIES (HAATVEDT) 
11/04/2003 S031 *MADNESS ON THE MAT (ZOBEL) 
11/25/2003 A052 *SKINNER'S STUDENT EMPLOYEES DEAL WITH FELLOW 
3/02/2004 SlSl BASEBALL SEASON TO START SOON (TANATA) 
3/30/2004 S071 *BATTER UP FOR BASEBALL (ZOBEL) 
3/30/2004 S071 *BALL TALK FACE-OFF---THE •NATIONAL PASTIME• 
10/21/2003 S071 *CURSES, GHOSTS OR JUST BAD BASEBALL? (KOPECKY) 
11/04/2003 SOSl *IS GAMBLING A BIGGER SIN IN BASEBALL THAN MURDER? 
2/24/2004 SlSl *YANKS BUY, SOX CRY (KOPECKY) 
4/06/2004 S061 *CAN BOSTON BREAK THE CURSE? (KOPECKY) 
4/20/2004 S064 *IS BONDS THE BEST? (KOPECKY) 
9/23/2003 S152 *PATER NAMED NCAA SD WOMAN OF YEAR 
10/21/2003 S081 *MIDNIGHT MADNESS 
10/21/2003 S083 BASKETBALL FAST APPROACHING FOR TEAMS, COACHES 
11/04/2003 S063 CO-REC BASKETBALL SEASON BEGINS (TANATA) 
11/11/2003 Sl13 *DANCE TEAM GETS READY FOR BASKETBALL SEASON 
11/18/2003 S061 *LADY JACKS WIN SEASON OPENER (ZOBEL) 
12/09/2003 Sl31 *HOOP DREAMS--SCHLAGEL HOPES TO LEAD TEAM 
12/09/2003 Sl41 *JACKS' BASKETBALL REMAINS UNDEFEATED 
1/20/2004 A022 *ALUM SHOWS SKILLS BEYOND BASKETBALL FLOOR 
1/20/2004 SlOl *SCHANTZ SHINES ON COURT (TANATA) 
1/20/2004 Slll *JACKS STRUGGLE ON THE ROAD (HOHENTHANER) 
1/20/2004 Sl21 *JACKS TAKES THE BIG BROOM TO RIVAL COYOTES (ZOBEL) 
1/27/2004 S031 *ABCS OF SDSU BASKETBALL (VANDERWERFF) 
1/27/2004 Sl21 *SDSU MEN END LOSING SKID AGAINST USD 
1/27/2004 Sl21 *LADY JACKS TIP #2 UND (WONNENBERG) 
2/03/2004 SlSl *LADY JACKS BEAT THE HUSKIES 79-68 (WONNENBERG) 
2/03/2004 SlSl SDSU MEN SHINE OVER AUGUSTANA, GAIN 88-78 WIN 
2/10/2004 Sl31 *LOVE AND BASKETBALL (GOEMAN) 
2/10/2004 SlSl *JACKS FACE OFF AGAINST THE VIKINGS AGAIN 
2/17/2004 Sl61 *JACKS TAKE 3 OF 4 IN NO DAK 
2/24/2004 Sl41 *LADY JACKS WIN OVER WEEKEND (WONNENBERG) 
2/24/2004 SlSl CHEERLEADERS SIT OUT OVER STUNTS (ZOBEL, HOHENTHANER 
2/24/2004 Sl53 *SCHANTZ NAMED NCC PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
3/02/2004 S131 *LAST SHOT FOR BASKETBALL AGAINST USD--WOMEN CRUSH 
3/02/2004 Sl31 *JACKS MEN FALL HARD TO COYOTES (WONNENBERG) 
3/16/2004 S031 *WOMEN EARN SPOT IN ELITE 8 (WONNENBERG) 
3/16/2004 S031 MEN BEATEN BY METRO STATE IN SECOND ROUND (WONNENBER 
3/16/2004 S081 *MARCH AND THE MADNESS OF DOUG KOPECKY 
3/30/2004 A061 STRENGTH OF CHARACTER MARKS SDSU ATHLETES (ED) 
3/30/2004 S031 *END OF ERA--DEFENDING CHAMPION JACKRABBITS (TSCHETT 
3/30/2004 S031 COACH JOHNSTON REFLECTIVE, NOT DISAPPOINTED (WONNENB 
3/30/2004 S041 ••THE LAST TIME•--CIZEK, DAVIS RECOUNT FINAL GAME 
3/30/2004 S044 PLAYER'S MOM&: DAD DEVOUT FANS (TANATA) 
3/30/2004 S061 *IMAGES FROM NCAA DII ELITE EIGHT 
4/27/2004 S074 JACKRABBIT TOP 5 (ZOBEL) 
11/18/2003 S061 *LAKERS ARE HEAD OF THE CLASS IN THE NBA 
2/17/2004 A064 LOVE IS DEFINED IN SEVERAL FACETS (BASQUIN) 
3/16/2004 A064 PUT HEART INTO OBSERVING LENT (BASQUIN) 
2/03/2004 Sl71 *FACIAL HAIR STYLE (FEISTNER) 
SEE ALSO PAGEANTS 
SEE ALSO LIQUOR TRAFFIC, ALCOHOL 
1/20/2004 Sl61 *TAP BEER FLOWS FREELY (TSCHETTER, GUSSIAAS) 
10/07/2003 S071 *FEARSOME FRESHMEN--NEWCOMERS HOPE TO LEAD YOUNG TEA 
9/16/2003 Sl21 THE HOUSE WILL ROCK FOR CHARITY--BERAKHAH HOUSE 
12/09/2003 A032 *SDSU GRADS HEAD INTO THE REAL WORLD--543 GRADS 
10/21/2003 Sl61 *BACKING THE JACKS WITH NO HOLDS BARRED 
12/09/2003 AOll *PARENTS WITH KIDS OVERSEAS WAIT FOR HOLIDAY TOGETHE 
SEE US BIA 
SEE CYCLING 
SEE EDUCATION BILINGUAL 
3/02/2004 SlOl *SENIOR EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY (CHRISTEN) 
10/28/2003 AOll UNIVERSITY WANTS NEW CHEMICAL LAB (GROCHOW) 
11/04/2003 A021 LECTURER TO ADDRESS BIOTERRORISM RISK 
SEE CONTRACEPTIVES 
2/10/2004 Sl95 BIRTHDAY ADDS NEW ELEMENT TO V-DAY (TSCHETTER) 
3/30/2004 A062 *BIRTHDAYS SHOULD ALWAYS BE FUN, FULL OF GIFTS (HILL 
3/30/2004 S091 *DISCOVERING AFRICA--STUDENTS & PROFESSORS (MARSH) 
SEE ELECTRICITY 
11/04/2003 A015 NURSING DEPT SPONSORS BLOOD DRIVE (THOMAS) 
11/04/2003 A061 DONATING BLOOD ONE WAY TO HELP OTHERS (ED) 
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SUBJECT 
BLOOD 
BOARD OF CONTROL 
BOARD OF REGENTS 
BODOGAARD GRETE 
BOLDT TIM 
BONDS BARRY 
BOOKS 
BOS CHRIS 
BOXING 
BOYCOTT 
BRAMWELL ELDER 
BRIDAL SHOWS 
BRIDDICK CHRIS 
BRIGGS LIBRARY 
BROADCASTING 
BROOKINGS MALL 
BROOKINGS SD 
BROWN BAG LECTURES 
BROWNING LARRY 
BRUNNER RYAN 
BUDGET-SA 
BUDGET-SD 
BUDGET-SDSU 
BUILDING 
BUILDINGS 
BULFER MARY 
BULIMIA 
BURCKHARD SUZETTE 
BURNS JEN 
BURNS LISA 
BUSH GEORGE W 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
11/18/2003 A071 BLOOD DRIVE A SUCCESS (L) 
11/18/2003 A073 THANKS ABOUND FOR BLOOD DRIVE SUPPORT (L) 
SEE ALSO SA-SENATE 
SEE REGENTS 
10/14/2003 S114 ART MUSEUM FEATURES NORWEGIAN ARTISTS 
11/04/2003 S031 *MADNESS ON THE MAT (ZOBEL) 
11/11/2003 SlOS *WRESTLERS BEGIN HOME SEASON 
3/16/2004 S091 *4 RABBIT WRESTLERS GO NATIONAL (GOEMAN) 
4/20/2004 S064 *IS BONDS THE BEST? (KOPECKY) 
SEE ALSO TEXTBOOKS, LITERATURE 
9/09/2003 S092 *AN ODE TO THE AUTHOR OF AN ODE TO WEIRD 
9/23/2003 S041 *BANNED BOOKS WEEK CELEBRATES CHALLENGED (HAAS) 
9/30/2003 A022 *NEW ASST A & S DEAN TELLS TALES BEYOND THE OFFICE 
10/28/2003 S091 *SDSU STORIES THE FOCUS OF BOOK--COLLEGE ON THE HILL 
11/04/2003 AOll *SDSU GRAD SEN TOM DASCHLE SIGNS NEW BOOK 
11/18/2003 Sl33 *TALES OF MINNESOTA, THE NEW YORKER & THE MAFIA 
1/27/2004 S071 CLASSIC TRASHY NOVEL (CHRISTEN) 
2/03/2004 A021 LECTURE TO FOCUS ON NEW SDSU BOOK 
2/17/2004 Sl91 *LOCAL BOOKSTORE OPTIONS BROADER THAN IMAGINED 
3/16/2004 A034 *ALUM TURNS IDEA INTO A BOOK (MANGAN) 
2/03/2004 Sl71 *FACIAL HAIR STYLE (FEISTNER) 
10/21/2003 S091 *WEB EDITOR GETS AWAY FROM DESK & INTO RING 
1/27/2004 SlOl *FOOTBALL STAR SHINES WITH GOLDEN GLOVES (HOHENTHANE 
SEE STRIKE 
3/30/2004 Slll *2 YEAR MORMON MISSION MARKED BY SACRIFICES (JOHNSON 
1/27/2004 A081 *SDSU STUDENT MODELS BRIDAL DRESSES (HAATVEDT) 
11/11/2003 A062 *NEW FACE OFFERS 10 SUGGESTIONS FOR LETTER WRITING 
12/09/2003 A084 *IF LEAVING SO DAK, KEEP GOOD HUMOR (BRIDDICK) 
2/03/2004 A062 *ELECTION SEASON IN SD MEANS TIME FOR POLITICAL CIRC 
3/23/2004 A062 *KENTUCKY HAS CORNER ON MARKET IN MARCH TO MADNESS 
4/27/2004 A062 *CITIZENRY NEEDS TO STAND UP & SPEAK OUT (BRIDDICK) 
SEE LIBRARY 
10/07/2003 A042 *QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH •NEW ROCK• ASHLEY ALLEN 
10/14/2003 AOll *LOCAL RADIO STATION CONCERNED WITH KSDJ 
10/14/2003 A091 KSDJ NOT TRUE ALTERNATIVE (L) 
12/09/2003 A091 KSDJ CELEBRATES DECADE (L) 
12/09/2003 S091 KSDJ IS GETTING OLD--RADIO STATION CELEBRATES A DECA 
1/27/2004 Sl61 BEST RADIO STATION A TOUGH DECISION (FEISTNER) 
3/16/2004 A042 SA ANNOUNCES ALLEN, MARSH TO HEAD CAMPUS MEDIA 
4/27/2004 A042 BUYOUT PUTS MOST LOCAL RADIO STATIONS UNDER ONE OWNE 
SEE ALSO MALL 
9/16/2003 A031 THUMPIN' THURSDAY WILL RALLY THROUGH DOWNTOWN 
9/16/2003 AOSl BROOKINGS HONORED WITH FOUNDERS AWARD 
9/23/2003 A042 *DR MAYOR--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS (THOMAS) 
9/23/2003 A051 THUMPIN' THURSDAY WELCOMES STUDENTS (TELKAMP) 
9/30/2003 A041 BROOKINGS CITY MANAGER RESIGNS 
11/04/2003 A073 •BROOKINGS ALIVE• THANKS (L) 
1/27/2004 A061 BROOKINGS MISPLACED ON COLLEGE TOWNS LIST (ED) 
1/27/2004 A121 IS BROOKINGS THIRD-BEST TOWN? (VANDERWERFF) 
2/17/2004 A042 *NEW BROOKINGS CITY MANAGER RETURNS TO HOME STATE 
2/24/2004 A021 FINAL BROWN BAG TO FOCUS ON BROOKINGS HISTORY 
3/02/2004 Sl71 *CRUISIN' THE STREETS OF BROOKINGS (MARSH) 
3/16/2004 A044 5 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FILE FOR OPEN CITY COUNCIL POSIT 
3/23/2004 A041 *STUDENT MAKES BID FOR CITY COUNCIL SEAT (FIER) 
4/20/2004 A042 *THORNES WORKS BEHIND THE SCENES IN LOCAL GOVT (FIER 
SEE ALSO AG HERITAGE, LECTURES 
3/02/2004 A022 *PHYSICS PROF GIVES DETAILS ON OBSERVATORY (MOOKERJE 
3/16/2004 A044 5 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FILE FOR OPEN CITY COUNCIL POSIT 
3/23/2004 A041 *STUDENT MAKES BID FOR CITY COUNCIL SEAT (FIER) 
SEE SA-BUDGET 
3/02/2004 A041 LAWMAKERS APPROVE LARGEST STATE BUDGET EVER 
SEE ALSO SA-BUDGET 
11/11/2003 A044 SA SENATE GRANTS STUDENT FEE ALLOCATIONS (THOMAS) 
SEE CONSTRUCTION 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF BUILDINGS 
9/16/2003 A071 UNION SHOULD MAKE TRANSITION BEARABLE (ED) 
9/23/2003 A031 *GLAD TO BE BACK (FUGLEBERG) 
12/09/2003 A015 *UNION EXPANSION PLANS COME CLOSER TO BEING FINALIZE 
12/09/2003 A031 PERFORMING ARTS CENTER WINS DESIGN AWARD 
4/20/2004 AOll *UNION MOVE DATE PUSHED TO JULY (FUGLEBERG) 
3/02/2004 SOSl *AND WHAT THE MASSES ARE DOING THIS YEAR 
SEE ALSO ANOREXIA, EATING DISORDERS 
3/30/2004 A022 *SDSU HONORS 4 WITH DISTINCTION AWARD (KOPECKY) 
3/02/2004 A014 *3 SDSU GRADUATES TELL STORIES OF WORKING WORLD 
9/16/2003 A041 A SUMMER IN GERMANY (KOPECKY) 
9/09/2003 Al03 *NO DATA FOR WMD THEORIES (PHELPS) 
9/16/2003 A081 BUSH FOREIGN POLICY HAS ALIENATED, ANGERED ALLIES 
9/16/2003 A084 PRESIDENT KEEPS NATION'S BEST INTERESTS AT HEART 
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SUBJECT 
BUSH GEORGE W 
BUSINESS 
BUTLER DOROTHY 
CABLE TELEVISION 
CALENDARS 
CALIFORNIA 
CALLIOPE 
CAMPANILE 
CAMPANILE CARD 
CAMPANILE SCHOLAR 
CAMPBELL ROGER 
CAMPUS COMMENTS 
CAMPUS MINISTRY 
CAMPUS PLANNING 
CAMPUS POLICE 
CANADA 
CANDIDATES 
CAP 
CAPERS 
CARE 
CAREER PLANNING 
CAREERS 
CARLSON ANGELA 
CARPENTER TYLER 
CARS 
CARTOONS 
CASA 
CASH JOHNNY 
CATHOLIC 
CATHOLIC CAMPUS 
CATS 
CATTLE 
CCR 
CELEBRITIES 
CELL PHONES 
CENSORSHIP 
CENTENNIALS 
CENTER FOR INNOVAT 
CHAI TERRY 
CHAMBER MUSIC 
CHAMBERS TARA 
CHANDA SUMITA 
CHAPMAN MARSHALL 
CHASE STEPHANIE 
CHEERLEADERS 
CHELL ROBERT 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
1/27/2004 A071 EXAGGERATIONS CHARACTERIZE BUSH'S ASSESSMENT (HORTON 
1/27/2004 A074 PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL ADDRESS EXHIBITS EFFECTIVE LEAD 
2/10/2004 A071 BUSH USES SPIN TO OBSCURE IRAQI INTELLIGENCE ISSUES 
2/10/2004 A074 WMDS WERE NOT ONLY REASON FOR IRAQ CONFLICT (VENHUIZ 
4/06/2004 AOSl KERRY'S CRITICISMS FOUNDED, BUSH LACKS EVIDENCE IN 
4/06/2004 A054 INFORMED VOTERS CAN SOLVE PROBLEMS OF NEGATIVE ADS 
4/20/2004 A071 BUSH ADMINISTRATION FAILING TESTS OF FISCAL RESPONSI 
4/20/2004 A074 BUSH'S TAX CUTS MAKE UP FOR CLINTON'S TAX INCREASES 
SEE ALSO RETAIL TRADES 
9/09/2003 A081 *FIVE-STAR CELLULAR LEAVES MANY JOBLESS 
10/28/2003 AOSl SAM GOODY CLOSES DOORS FOR THE LAST TIME 
1/20/2004 A022 *AVIATION STUDENT EMBARKS ON BUSINESS VENTURE 
1/27/2004 AOSl CITY COUNCIL DISCUSSES WAL-MART SUPERCENTER (VANDERW 
2/03/2004 A052 *UNIVERSITY MALL SEES NEW BUSINESSES MOVE IN (FIER) 
3/16/2004 AOSS *FERGEN$ MARKS 50TH ANNIVERSARY (FIER) 
3/30/2004 AOSl *DOWNTOWN JEWELER TURNS AFTER-SCHOOL JOB INTO CAREER 
3/30/2004 A052 *ACTIVITY ON NORTHEAST SIDE OF TOWN INCREASES (FALCO 
4/06/2004 A074 *BROOKINGS FAMILY MAKES BIG IMPACT WITH LOCAL BUSINE 
4/06/2004 S091 *BEST OF BROOKINGS--SHOE STORE WINS WITH SELECTION, 
1/27/2004 A022 PERSONAL TIMELINE HONORS MARTIN LUTHER KING (KOPECKY 
SEE TELEVISION CABLE 
SEE ALSO ACADEMIC CALENDAR 
10/14/2003 A022 *CALIFORNIA KIDS LEARN TO LOVE THE PRAIRIE 
10/14/2003 A091 TIME WILL TELL IF CALIFORNIA RECALL SIGNALS TREND 
10/14/2003 A094 SCHWARZENEGGER MAY RECAST CALIF REPUBLICAN PARTY 
SEE ALSO OAKWOOD 
9/30/2003 A022 *CAMPANILE STANDS AS A LASTING LEGACY (MANGAN) 
SEE DEBIT CARDS 
SEE SCHOLAR PROGRAM 
9/30/2003 A031 CONSIDER THE CENTURY BROADENS HORIZONS 
10/07/2003 AOll *CONSIDER THE CENTURY SPEAKERS TALK ABOUT TRIBAL REL 
SEE ALSO SUBJECT OF COMMENTS 
SEE ALSO RELIGION, CHRISTIANITY 
3/02/2004 A043 *SDSU PARKING TO CHANGE WITH TRANSITION (FIER) 
SEE POLICE CAMPUS 
10/07/2003 A021 3RD NE HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON WINNIPEG 
11/04/2003 A044 *HERSETH ANNOUNCES BID FOR CONGRESS (VANDERWERFF) 
SEE CAREER & ACADEMIC 
1/20/2004 S031 *SPLITTING THE SPOTLIGHT (TSCHETTER) 
SEE COUNCIL AFFIRMING 
SEE CAREER & ACADEMIC 
SEE OCCUPATIONS 
4/20/2004 S081 *PLANTING FOR SPRING--STUDENTS FIND HOBBY IN GARDEN! 
10/21/2003 S161 *BACKING THE JACKS WITH NO HOLDS BARRED 
11/11/2003 SOSl *BROOKINGS GETS SOME JAZZ CULTURE (CHRISTEN) 
SEE AUTO 
11/11/2003 A073 'TOON IN GOD'S CONTEMPT (L) 
11/11/2003 A075 PAPER WITHOUT VALUES (L) 
SEE COURTS 
9/16/2003 S131 MUSIC LEGEND JOHNNY CASH REMEMBERED 
SEE CHURCH CATHOLIC 
10/14/2003 S071 *STUDENTS DEVELOP FRIENDSHIPS IN CCP (FEISTNER) 
3/16/2004 A022 *SDSU STUDENT TAKES SPIRITUAL SPRING BREAK (KOPECKY) 
2/17/2004 A062 EDITOR DEFIES MALE STEREOTYPES AS OWNER OF KITTY 
3/16/2004 AOll ••WINDOW• COWS LET STUDENTS CHECK OUT CATTLE DIGESTI 
SEE CAMPUS COMMUNITY 
9/16/2003 A072 *UNDESERVING CELEBRITIES DRAW COLUMNIST'S SCORN (BIL 
9/09/2003 A081 *FIVE-STAR CELLULAR LEAVES MANY JOBLESS 
9/30/2003 AOll *NEW STUDENTS GO WIRELESS (HULT) 
1/27/2004 A052 *LARGE CELL PHONE BILLS CAN BE TAMED (FIER) 
2/24/2004 A071 ATTEMPTS AT MEDIA CENSORSHIP DEPRIVE SOCIET (HORTON) 
2/24/2004 A074 ALL MEDIA HAVE RESPONSIBILITY NOT TO UNDULY OFFEND 
3/02/2004 SlOl *DOUBLE STANDARDS (HAMMOND) 
SEE ALSO BICENTENNIALS 
SEE CITE 
2/10/2004 Sl71 *FROM POINT A TO SNOWY SOUTH DAKOTA (KLAVETTER) 
SEE MUSIC CHAMBER 
9/09/2003 A016 *FRESHMAN CHAMBERS TRIES TO FIGURE OUT HOW TO MAKE 
2/03/2004 AlOl *MANY REASONS ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (MOOKER 
1/27/2004 SOSl *MARSHALL MEANS MORE TO MUSIC THAN JUST GUITAR 
2/10/2004 A042 *STUDENT HOPES TO SEE SD HOUSE OF REP AGE REQUIREMEN 
11/11/2003 Sll3 *DANCE TEAM GETS READY FOR BASKETBALL SEASON 
2/17/2004 Sl41 *LAURA EFFLING--LEAPING INTO LIFE (HOHENTHANER) 
2/24/2004 A071 CHEER ROUTINE IS SAFE (L) 
2/24/2004 S151 CHEERLEADERS SIT OUT OVER STUNTS (ZOBEL, HOHENTHANER 
3/02/2004 A071 LET CHEERLEADERS EXCEL (L) 
9/09/2003 A106 IN FREEDOM, LESS IS MORE (CHELL) 
10/21/2003 A065 *THINKING ON PAPER--RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINTS (CHELL) 
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SUBJECT 
CHELL ROBERT 
CHEMICAL LAB 
CHEMISTRY 
CHENEY DICK 
CHILD CARE 
CHILDREN 
CHINA 
CHOIR 
CHOLIK FRED 
CHORUS 
CHRISTENSEN MICHAE 
CHRISTIANITY 
CHRISTMAS 
CHURCH CATHOLIC 
CHURCH LUTHERAN 
CHURCH MORMON 
CHURCHES 
CIA 
CIGARETTES 
CIRCLE K 
CITIES & TOWNS 
CITIZENSHIP 
CITY COUNCIL 
CITY GOVERNMENT 
CITY ORDINANCES 
CIVIL ENGINEERING 
CIVIL RIGHTS 
CIZEK STACIE 
CLARK RANDY 
CLARK WESLEY 
CLARKE RICHARD 
CLASSES 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
11/25/2003 A064 *THOUGHTS ON THANKS (CHELL) 
12/09/2003 A082 *IMMANUEL COMES UNEXPECTEDLY (CHELL) 
2/03/2004 A071 *EACH LIFE FULL OF VALUABLE STORIES (CHELL) 
3/30/2004 A064 *GIBSON MOVIE HAS TOO MUCH PASSION, NOT ENOUGH CHRIS 
10/28/2003 AOll UNIVERSITY WANTS NEW CHEMICAL LAB (GROCHOW) 
10/14/2003 A021 DISTINGUISHED BIOCHEMIST TO GIVE LECTURES AT SDSU 
4/27/2004 AOll PROF FIRED (HERRICK) 
3/30/2004 A071 SCALIA SHOULD RECUSE SELF TO ENSURE UNBIASED JUSTICE 
3/30/2004 A074 PERSONAL FRIENDSHIP WON'T SKEW PROFESSIONAL DECISION 
4/27/2004 A074 LIKELY THAT CHENEY WILL REMAIN AS BUSH'S SIDEKICK 
SEE DAY CARE 
10/21/2003 A071 CASA HELPS CHILDREN (L) 
1/20/2004 A021 DICK AND JANE OPEN HOUSE SET FOR SATURDAY 
1/27/2004 A031 *EXHIBIT SHOWCASES 150 YEARS OF KIDS' STUFF (VANDERW 
2/17/2004 A022 *DANCE MARATHON TO ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK (KOPECKY) 
3/02/2004 A033 *STUDENTS DANCE AROUND THE CLOCK 
9/23/2003 S061 A PROF'S LESSONS FROM CHINA (OLSON) 
SEE MUSIC CHOIR 
9/30/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON EXCHANGE TRIP TO W AFRICA 
SEE MUSIC CHORUS 
4/20/2004 A022 *THEATER MAJOR STEPS INTO 1ST LEAD ROLE (KOPECKY) 
9/30/2003 A064 BIBLE STORY SHOWS •OUTRAGEOUS LOVE• (COLE) 
10/14/2003 A031 *DESPITE STEREOTYPES, MANY CHURCHES OPEN TO ALL 
10/14/2003 A084 *NO BOREDOM IN LIFE WITH JESUS (KOLLING) 
10/21/2003 Sl72 NAVIGATORS USE BAND, BIBLE TO REACH STUDENTS 
11/11/2003 A073 'TOON IN GOD'S CONTEMPT (L) 
11/11/2003 A075 PAPER WITHOUT VALUES (L) 
11/11/2003 Sl41 *CCF OFFERS •HOME CHURCH • FEEL (FEISTNER) 
11/18/2003 A064 *CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO HOSTILITY IS LOVE (HAMILTON) 
11/18/2003 SlOl NEW CHRISTIAN GROUP SMALL, PERSONAL 
11/25/2003 A064 *THOUGHTS ON THANKS (CHELL) 
1/20/2004 A064 ••SPRING TRAINING• GOOD FOR THE SOUL (KOLLING) 
2/03/2004 A071 *EACH LIFE FULL OF VALUABLE STORIES (CHELL) 
2/10/2004 A071 *LIKE OR LOATHE VALENTINE'S DAY (HAMILTON) 
2/17/2004 A064 LOVE IS DEFINED IN SEVERAL FACETS (BASQUIN) 
2/24/2004 A064 *WRITER ANTICIPATES •PASSION OF CHRIST• (KOLLING) 
3/02/2004 A064 FIND YOUR SPOT IN THE BIG STORY (COLE) 
3/02/2004 S071 *PASSIONATELY DISAPPOINTED WITH THE PASSION OF THE C 
3/16/2004 A064 PUT HEART INTO OBSERVING LENT (BASQUIN) 
3/23/2004 A064 *GOD'S PARENTING STYLE SEEN BEST WASHING DISHES 
3/23/2004 A071 *THUS SPAKE THE EDITOR (VANDERWERFF) 
3/23/2004 S061 STUDENTS CAN FELLOWSHIP WITH CHRISTIAN ATHLETES 
3/30/2004 A064 *GIBSON MOVIE HAS TOO MUCH PASSION, NOT ENOUGH CHRIS 
4/20/2004 A062 PASSION MISUNDERSTOOD (L) 
4/27/2004 A064 *CHRISTIANS START BY LIVING LIFE TO FULLEST (HOHENTH 
12/09/2003 A082 *IMMANUEL COMES UNEXPECTEDLY (CHELL) 
12/09/2003 S051 *SHOPPING SURVIVAL GUIDE 
12/09/2003 S054 HOLIDAY TRAVEL AN ODDITY FOR PK (UECKER) 
SEE ALSO CATHOLIC CAMPUS 
10/21/2003 A072 GAYS AND THE CHURCH (L) 
3/30/2004 Slll *2 YEAR MORMON MISSION MARKED BY SACRIFICES (JOHNSON 
1/27/2004 Sl61 *CHOOSE A CHURCH THAT MEETS YOUR NEEDS (HOHENTHANER) 
SEE US CIA 
SEE ALSO SMOKING, TOBACCO 
10/21/2003 A022 CIRCLE K WORKS TO BUILD RESPONSIBLE LEADERS (HAAS) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF TOWNS 
11/11/2003 A062 *NEW FACE OFFERS 10 SUGGESTIONS FOR LETTER WRITING 
1/27/2004 A051 CITY COUNCIL DISCUSSES WAL-MART SUPERCENTER (VANDERW 
3/16/2004 A044 5 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FILE FOR OPEN CITY COUNCIL POSIT 
3/23/2004 A041 *STUDENT MAKES BID FOR CITY COUNCIL SEAT (FIER) 
3/30/2004 A073 VOTE FOR WICKS (L) 
4/06/2004 A055 VOTE WICKS (L) 
4/20/2004 A045 CITY CHOOSES 3 NEW CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS 
2/17/2004 A042 *NEW BROOKINGS CITY MANAGER RETURNS TO HOME STATE 
4/20/2004 A042 *THORNES WORKS BEHIND THE SCENES IN LOCAL GOVT (FIER 
SEE ORDINANCES 
SEE ALSO ENGINEERING 
10/14/2003 A015 PATRIOT ACT DIVIDES OUR STATE'S CITIZENS 
10/28/2003 BOll MARTIN LUTHER KING III TO SPEAK AT SDSU 
10/28/2003 B052 FBI CONCERN UNNEEDED (L) 
3/30/2004 S041 ••THE LAST TIME•--CIZEK, DAVIS RECOUNT FINAL GAME 
9/09/2003 S081 *ARTIST DISPLAYS STRUGGLES OF HOMELAND (PEGO) 
9/23/2003 A071 *THE GREAT WHITE-HAIRED HOPE--WESLEY CLARK (HULT) 
9/30/2003 A071 CLARK GIVES DEMS STRONG CHANCE TO WIN PRES (HORTON) 
9/30/2003 A074 GENERAL MUST DEFINE POLICY STANCES TO WIN NOMINATION 
3/30/2004 A062 *US INTELLIGENCE WHISTLE BLOWER, PLEDGE CRITIC DESER 
9/30/2003 A022 SDSU FRESHMEN GUARANTEED ROOM IN CORE CLASSES 
1/20/2004 A071 *AFTER 5 YEARS, 200 CREDITS, EDITOR THANKFUL (VANDER 
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SUBJECT 
CLAUSSEN PETER 
CLEANUP 
CLOTHING 
CLUBS 
CLYNE ROGER 
COACHES 
CODE OF CONDUCT 
COLBURN CHRISTINA 
COLE RICK 
COLLEGE STUDENTS 
COLLEGES/UNIV 
COLLEGES/UNIV-SD 
COLLEGIAN 
COLOMBIA 
COMEDY 
COMICS 
COMMENCEMENT 
COMMITTEES 
COMMUNICATIONS 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
COMPUTER ANIMATION 
COMPUTER GAMES 
CONCERT CHOIR 
CONGRESS 
CONSPIRACY 
CONSTRUCTION 
CONTRACEPTIVES 
CONVENIENCE STORES 
COOKIES 
COOKING 
COOLING JOYCE 
COSMETICS 
COUGHLIN ALUMNI 
COULL KODY 
COURTS 
CREDIT 
CREDIT CARDS 
CREVIER TANYA 
CREWS GEORGIA 
� CRIME & CRIMINALS 
.: CROPS . CROSS COUNTRY 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
4/27/2004 SOSl *INSTRUCTION FOR LIFE (TANATA) 
4/06/2004 S081 *ONE MAN'S TRASH IS ANOTHER'S TREASURE (MARSH) 
SEE ALSO COSTUMES 
1/27/2004 A031 *EXHIBIT SHOWCASES 150 YEARS OF KIDS' STUFF (VANDERW 
2/24/2004 S061 *DRESSING YOUR MAN (HOHENTHANER) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CLUBS 
11/11/2003 A022 FLEDGLING CLUBS FACE CHALLENGES, REWARDS (FUGLEBERG) 
2/03/2004 S103 *ROGER CLYNE COMING (CHRISTEN) 
2/17/2004 S093 *ROGER CLYNE HEATS UP SKINNER'S ON FEB 9 (TSCHETTER) 
SEE ATHLETICS-COACHES 
SEE STUDENT CODE 
11/18/2003 A022 *WHEELS SET STUDENT'S DREAM IN MOTION (FUGLEBERG) 
9/30/2003 A064 BIBLE STORY SHOWS •OUTRAGEOUS LOVE• (COLE) 
3/02/2004 A064 FIND YOUR SPOT IN THE BIG STORY (COLE) 
SEE STUDENTS COLLEGE 
1/27/2004 A061 BROOKINGS MISPLACED ON COLLEGE TOWNS LIST (ED) 
1/27/2004 A071 *THE MATH IS NOT COMPLICATED (MILLER) 
1/27/2004 Al21 IS BROOKINGS THIRD-BEST TOWN? (VANDERWERFF) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COLLEGES/UNIV, TRIBAL COLLEGE 
10/14/2003 A041 *BOARD OF REGENTS ENROLLMENT FIGURES 2003-2004 
11/04/2003 AOll SD UNIVERSITIES WILL COOPERATE, NOT CLOSE 
9/09/2003 Alll *OUR EDITOR WANTS YOU TO CHECK OUT BIS JUICE 
9/30/2003 A071 COLUMN IN POOR TASTE (L) 
10/07/2003 A062 FRESHMAN QUESTIONS YIELD EDITOR THOUGHT (VANDERWERFF 
10/21/2003 A045 *STUDENTS ASSOCIATION DISCUSSES MEDIA FACULTY ADVISO 
10/28/2003 B051 RAISE REPORTING STANDARD (L) 
11/04/2003 A071 POOR STORY CHOICES, ERRORS (L) 
12/09/2003 A052 *READ ALL ABOUT IT- -A CONVERSATION AT THE COLLEGIAN 
2/24/2004 AOll COLUMN IN COLLEGIAN SUBJECT OF CONTROVERSY (UECKER) 
2/24/2004 A062 *SEX COLUMN IMPORTANT, NEEDS CLOSER EYE (VANDERWERFF 
3/02/2004 A071 SEX COLUMN IS DULL (L) 
3/02/2004 A072 GRANDMA LIKES COLLEGIAN (L) 
3/02/2004 A072 PAPER A TABLOID RAG (L) 
3/02/2004 A073 SEX IS PART OF SOCIETY (L) 
3/02/2004 A073 SEX AN IMPORTANT TOPIC (L) 
3/02/2004 A075 WHY ATTACK COLLEGIAN? (L) 
3/16/2004 A042 SA ANNOUNCES ALLEN, MARSH TO HEAD CAMPUS MEDIA 
4/27/2004 A062 *COLLEGIAN VISION FOR THE FUTURE (MARSH) 
9/09/2003 S081 *ARTIST DISPLAYS STRUGGLES OF HOMELAND (PEGO) 
1/20/2004 S051 *SMALL CLUB GETS BIG LAUGBS--FEATURED ON VBl (CHRIST 
1/27/2004 S083 *ARRESTED MAKES THE FUNNY (BILL) 
2/03/2004 Sl03 AN ENTHUSIASTIC ODE TO CALVIN & HOBBES (HAMMOND) 
SEE GRADUATION 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COMMITTEES 
1/27/2004 A084 *COMMUNICATION & BELIEFS IMPORTANT WHEN DECIDING TO 
4/20/2004 A061 EVENT A GOOD EXAMPLE OF COMMUNITY SERVICE (ED) 
4/27/2004 A075 BOBO IN A BOX A SUCCESS (L) 
SEE ANIMATION 
SEE VIDEO GAMES, GAMES 
SEE MUSIC CHOIR 
SEE US CONGRESS 
2/03/2004 A071 *CONSPIRACY THEORIES INVADE COLUMNIST'S LIFE 
3/30/2004 A052 *ACTIVITY ON NORTHEAST SIDE OF TOWN INCREASES (FALCO 
SEE ALSO CONDOMS, FAMILY PLANNING 
10/14/2003 SOSl *BIRTH CONTROL FOR DUMMIES 
10/21/2003 Sl91 *GAS STATIONS RANKED ON CONVENIENCE, FOOD 
9/23/2003 S061 HOW TO BAKE COOKIES (MARSH) 
1/27/2004 Sl51 *HOW TO MAKE A 3-COURSE DORM DINNER (KOPECKY) 
4/06/2004 A021 SDSU STUDENT WINS MAIN DISH IN SOY COOKING CONTEST 
3/23/2004 Sl21 *KILLER LADY JAZZ GUITARIST--JOYCE COOLING (CHRISTEN 
2/10/2004 S201 *HOW TO APPLY EYE MAKEUP (JOHNSON) 
SEE STADIUM 
11/11/2003 SOSl *BROOKINGS GETS SOME JAZZ CULTURE (CHRISTEN) 
10/21/2003 A071 CASA HELPS CHILDREN (L) 
9/30/2003 A054 MYTHS ABOUT CREDIT AND DEBT (TELKAMP) 
10/07/2003 AOSl CREDIT REPORT BASICS (TELKAMP) 
10/14/2003 A063 *CREDIT REPORT BASICS 
9/23/2003 A052 *CREDIT CARD ABCS (TELKAMP) 
9/30/2003 AOSl *CREDIT CARD ABCS--MANAGING YOUR CREDIT DEBT 
10/14/2003 A062 SNEAKY TRICKS THAT CREDIT CARD COMPANIES USE 
1/20/2004 A022 *ALUM SHOWS SKILLS BEYOND BASKETBALL FLOOR 
10/21/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF CRIMES, CRIMINALS, POLICE CAMPUS 
SEE ALSO JUDGING TEAMS 
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM 
9/09/2003 Slll CROSS COUNTRY SEASON SET TO BEGIN (ZOBEL) 
9/16/2003 SOSl CROSS COUNTRY TEAMS FINISH 1ST IN SEASON OPENER 
9/23/2003 SlSl LOWERY NAMED NCC MEN'S CC ATHLETE OF WEEK 
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SUBJECT 
CROSS COUNTRY 
CROSS COUNTRY SKI 
COBBY'S 
CULTURAL DIVERSITY 
CUMBER CAROL 
CURRICULUM 
CURRY ANGELA 
DAILEY RYAN 
DAIRY 
DAIRY BAR 
DAKOTA DIGITAL NET 
DAKOTA PUB 
DAKTRONICS 
DANCE 
DANCE FOR DYSTROPH 
DANGER PAUL 
DASCHLE LINDA 
DASCHLE TOM 
DATING 
DAUD ABDULLAH 
DAUER SHEENA 
DAUGAARD DENNIS 
DAUGAARD LAURA 
DAUGAARD SARA 
DAVID ANISAH 
DAVIS BRENDA 
DEADWOOD SD 
DEAF 
DEANS 
DEATH 
DEBOER KIEL 
DEMOCRATIC PARTY 
DEPARTMENTS 
DEREN MAYA 
DIABETES 
DIEDRICH LARRY 
DIET 
DIISCHER MARK 
DIISCHER MATT 
DIMITROV LIUBEN 
DIPLOMACY 
DIRECTIONS 
DISABILITIES 
DATE 
10/07/2003 
10/14/2003 
10/21/2003 
11/11/2003 
3/30/2004 
PAPER NOTATION 
S082 CC TEAMS BRING HOME HONORS 
Sl61 *RUNNING BACK TO SCHOOL 
S091 *RUNNERS TAKE TOP HONORS IN CONFERENCE (FIER) 
Slll CC TEAMS HEAD TO NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 
S074 *DANGER RESIGNS (GOEMAN) 
SEE SKIING 
3/02/2004 A031 COBBY'S HOSTS BENEFIT FOR FIRE VICTIMS (KOPECKY) 
4/06/2004 A074 *BROOKINGS FAMILY MAKES BIG IMPACT WITH LOCAL BUSINE 
3/16/2004 
3/23/2004 
3/30/2004 
11/25/2003 
SEE ALSO DIVERSITY, MULTICULTURALISM 
A041 SDSU FESTIVAL OF CULTURES NEARS 
A031 FESTIVAL BRINGS GLOBAL APPRECIATION TO SDSU (KOPECKY 
A022 *FESTIVAL OF CULTURE BRINGS TOUCH OF DIVERSITY TO SD 
A021 SDSU FACULTY TO RECEIVE FO BUTLER AWARDS 
SEE ALSO ACADEMIC PROGRAMS, CLASSES 
11/04/2003 A022 
4/20/2004 S081 
3/30/2004 A015 
ED GRAD'S CURRICULUM IN CLASSROOMS STATEWIDE 
*PLANTING FOR SPRING--STODENTS FIND HOBBY IN GARDEN! 
*RETURNING SOLDIERS SAY THEY MISSED FAMILY, FRIENDS 
SEE ALSO JUDGING TEAMS 
9/23/2003 A013 WORKING AT SDSU DAIRY BAR IS COOL (PEGO) 
9/30/2003 
10/07/2003 
3/30/2004 
11/04/2003 
1/20/2004 
10/07/2003 
11/11/2003 
2/03/2004 
2/17/2004 
3/02/2004 
3/16/2004 
10/14/2003 
3/30/2004 
9/23/2003 
11/04/2003 
10/21/2003 
2/03/2004 
10/07/2003 
1/27/2004 
1/27/2004 
1/27/2004 
9/16/2003 
3/30/2004 
3/30/2004 
10/07/2003 
9/16/2003 
9/23/2003 
11/18/2003 
2/03/2004 
11/11/2003 
9/23/2003 
9/23/2003 
9/30/2003 
2/17/2004 
2/17/2004 
11/04/2003 
3/23/2004 
2/24/2004 
4/06/2004 
3/23/2004 
11/11/2003 
11/18/2003 
10/21/2003 
10/28/2003 
11/04/2003 
9/09/2003 
9/23/2003 
9/30/2003 
10/07/2003 
10/14/2003 
11/18/2003 
SEE DDN 
S031 *WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MUSIC? (STEIN) 
A054 *DOWNTOWN HANGOUT, JACKALOPE LOUNGE GETS REVAMPED 
Sl21 *DAKOTA PUB FEATURES LIVE MUSIC IN FORMER JACKALOPE 
A052 *DAKTRONICS OFFERS SDSU STUDENTS PRACTICAL SKILLS 
A055 UNIONIZATION OF DAKTRONICS FAILS (VANDERWERFF) 
SEE ALSO INDIAN DANCE 
A051 *DANCE CLUB LURES UNDER 21-CROWD (KNUTSON) 
Sll3 *DANCE TEAM GETS READY FOR BASKETBALL SEASON 
A022 *SDSU STUDENTS DANCE THE NIGHT AWAY (KLAVETTER) 
A022 *DANCE MARATHON TO ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK (KOPECKY) 
A033 *STUDENTS DANCE AROUND THE CLOCK 
S071 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES--DANCING AROUND A DISORDE 
SEE ALSO DYSTROPHY DANCE 
Sl61 *RUNNING BACK TO SCHOOL 
S074 *DANGER RESIGNS (GOEMAN) 
A022 *SENATOR'S WIFE THROWS SUPPORT TO BUDDING AVIATORS 
AOll *SDSU GRAD SEN TOM DASCHLE SIGNS NEW BOOK 
SEE ALSO RELATIONSHIPS 
A042 EFFECTS OF DATING VIOLENCE HIT TOO CLOSE TO HOME 
AlOl *MANY REASONS ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (MOOKER 
S082 CC TEAMS BRING HOME HONORS 
A022 *FROM DELL RAPIDS TO STATE CAPITOL--LT 
A022 *FROM DELL RAPIDS TO STATE CAPITOL--LT 
A022 *FROM DELL RAPIDS TO STATE CAPITOL--LT 
A074 ••HOME• MORE THAN A LOCATION (DAVID) 
GOV'S DAUGHTE 
GOV'S DAUGHTE 
GOV'S DAUGHTE 
S041 *•THE LAST TIME•--CIZEK, DAVIS RECOUNT FINAL GAME 
Sl44 *DEADWOOD--A WILD & DIRTY PLACE (TSCHETTER) 
SEE ALSO HEARING DISORDERS 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF DEANS 
S084 *DEANS RUN IN ANNUAL JACK 15 ROAD RACE (WIENEKE) 
AOll *JACKRABBITS' FOOTBALL PLAYER DIES EARLY SUNDAY MORN 
A014 *REMEMBERING A LOST TEAMMATE--SERVICE HONORS (BULT) 
A061 IN FACE OF HUMAN LOSS, ACCOUNTABILITY NEEDED (ED) 
A064 *IF LIFE'S TOO SHORT, WAIT UNTIL DEATH (VANDERWERFF) 
S051 *BROOKINGS GETS SOME JAZZ CULTURE (CHRISTEN) 
A071 BLAMING DEMOCRATS AN OVERUSED TACTIC (HORTON) 
A074 DEMOCRATS DENY PRESIDENT HIS CONSTITUTIONAL (VENHUIZ 
A042 *Q & A--DONKEYS VS ELEPHANTS (THOMAS) 
A071 DEMOCRATS HAVE MOMENTUM TO DOMINATE POLITICAL SCENE 
A074 CIVIL UNIONS, MILITARY RECORD KEY IN TIGHT RACE 
SEE SUBJECTS OF DEPARTMENTS 
SlOl *AVANT-GARDE FILMMAKER FOCUS OF DOCUMENTARY 
A021 SDSU NUTRITION SEMINAR TO FOCUS ON DIABETES 
A044 *DIEDRICH HOPES TO BECOME SD'S NEXT US REPRESENTATIV 
A022 *WOMEN ADD TO POLITICS, DIEDRICH SAYS (UECKER) 
S092 *ATKINS ABOUNDS (KLAVETTER) 
S051 *BROOKINGS GETS SOME JAZZ CULTURE (CHRISTEN) 
A021 DIISCHER, MEYER TO PERFORM RECITAL SUNDAY 
Sl21 *PIANO DUO PERFORMANCE (CHRISTEN) 
B042 *ARCHIE MACKENZIE A MODEL FOR DIPLOMACY (GRANHOLM) 
A062 *LAUGH OF DOOM HAUNTS COLUMNIST (STECKELBERG) 
SEE ALSO HANDICAPPED, ADVANCE 
A051 *DEFYING THE ODDS--STUDENT ENTERS 3RD YEAR AT SDSU 
S081 *GROWTH THROUGH ART OFFERS HOPE--DISABLED ARTISTS 
A041 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSS DISABILITY AWARENESS, PARKIN 
A061 DISABILITY AWARENESS WORTHY GOAL FOR SA (ED) 
A091 DISABILITY AWARENESS (L) 
A022 *WHEELS SET STUDENT'S DREAM IN MOTION (FUGLEBERG) 
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SUBJECT 
DISCIPLINE 
DISCRIMINATION 
DISEASES 
DISHONESTY 
DIVERSITY 
DIVING 
DIVISION I 
DOCTORS 
DOOLITTLE JIM 
DORMITORIES 
DOUGHNUTS 
DOWNTOWN 
DRAFT (MILITARY) 
DRAMA 
DRINKING 
DRINKING AGE 
DROWN BILLY 
DRUGS 
DRUNK DRIVING 
DUBROY DENISE 
DUFF LOLA 
DUNKLE AMY 
DUNN KEITH 
DWARFISM 
DYKHOUSE DANA 
DYSTROPHY DANCE 
EARTH DAY 
EASTER 
EATING DISORDERS 
EBERLINE KATHERINE 
ECOLOGY 
ECONOMIC COND 
ECONOMY 
EDEBURN CARL 
EDUCATION 
� EDUCATION HIGHER 
EDWARDS JOHN 
EFFLING LAURA 
EGYPT 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
SEE ALSO SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 
SEE ALSO SEX DISCRIMINATION, RACISM 
SEE ALSO ANIMAL DISEASE 
10/28/2003 AOll UNIVERSITY WANTS NEW CHEMICAL LAB (GROCHOW) 
SEE ALSO HONESTY 
SEE ALSO CULTURAL DIVERSITY 
9/23/2003 A064 *DIVERSITY NEEDED FOR ADVANCEMENT (NAGY) 
2/17/2004 AlOl *AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS SHARE THEIR STORIES 
2/24/2004 A062 *EXPOSURE TO SINGLE VIEW CAN LEAD TO BLIND SOCIETY 
SEE SWIMMING 
9/09/2003 AOll *SDSU TO MOVE TO DIVISION I ATHLETICS IN SUMMER 2004 
9/09/2003 AlOl ARGUS OVERPLAYS THE NEGATIVE OF DI MOVE (ED) 
9/16/2003 A051 *MILLER ADDRESSES SA ON DIVISION I, JACKRABBIT GUARA 
9/23/2003 AOll SENATORS TO INTRODUCE BILL THAT LIMITS DI FUNDS 
10/28/2003 A015 *SDSU WANTS TO PLAY GAMES WITH USD, AUGIE NEXT YEAR 
11/18/2003 AOll *NORTH CENTRAL CONF TEAMS WILL MISS RIVALRIES 
11/25/2003 AOll *OFFICIALS FROM SDSU, OTHER SCHOOLS TO DISCUSS NEW 
1/20/2004 AOll *WILL MOVE TO DI ATTRACT SD HIGH SCHOOL ATHLETES? 
2/10/2004 A055 SD LEGISLATORS REFUSE TO MICROMANAGE SDSU MOVE TO DI 
3/02/2004 AOll *SDSU ANNOUNCES NEW DI FOOTBALL CONF (HOHENTHANER) 
3/02/2004 A062 *TRADITIONAL RIVALRIES WILL FADE, NEW FOES WILL TAKE 
3/23/2004 S071 GREAT WEST LOSES TEAM (ZOBEL) 
3/30/2004 A061 STRENGTH OF CHARACTER MARKS SDSU ATHLETES (ED) 
4/27/2004 AOll *NEW NDSU RIVALRY KICKS OFF AT BORDER (FUGLEBERG) 
4/27/2004 AOll SHOT AT CHAMPIONSHIP IN FIVE YEARS (FUGLEBERG) 
SEE PHYSICIANS 
10/21/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
SEE RESIDENCE HALLS 
10/21/2003 A055 *KRISPY KREMES HAVE ARRIVED (BORDEN) 
9/16/2003 A031 THUMPIN ' THURSDAY WILL RALLY THROUGH DOWNTOWN 
9/30/2003 A013 *COULD YOU BE DRAFTED? (VANDERWERFF) 
10/07/2003 A071 SERVICEMAN SPEAKS OUT ON DRAFT ARTICLE (L) 
SEE ALSO THEATER 
9/09/2003 A024 *READY FOR HIS CLOSEUP 
9/09/2003 S061 *THE FOREIGNER ENDS PRT SEASON (CHRISTEN) 
10/21/2003 Slll *THE OLD SONG AND DANCE--WEST SIDE STORY 
2/24/2004 A022 *BEHIND THE SCENES, ACTRESS SHARES SECRET TO SUCCESS 
4/20/2004 A022 *THEATER MAJOR STEPS INTO 1ST LEAD ROLE (KOPECKY) 
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC, ALCOHOL 
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC 
11/25/2003 S061 *CONFESSIONS OF A VIDEO GAME JUNKIE 
SEE ALSO MARIJUANA 
10/21/2003 A071 MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION AN ISSUE FOR STATES TO DECIDE 
10/21/2003 A074 MEDICAL MARIJUANA COULD BE 1ST STEP TOWARD GREATER I 
11/25/2003 A062 *MR STECKELBERG TALKING DRUGS (STECKELBERG) 
3/23/2004 AOll *SDSU SEES VERY FEW DRUG PROBLEMS (VANDERWERFF) 
9/30/2003 A062 *DOWNTOWN BARS A LONG WALK, BUT BETTER THAN (PEGO) 
12/09/2003 A081 RESPONSIBILITY, BRAINS SOLVE MAJOR PROBLEM (ED) 
10/28/2003 S081 *PHOTOGRAPHS & PAINTINGS BY SD ARTISTS ON DISPLAY 
11/25/2003 A042 *WHERE SUPPLY MEETS DEMAND--FOOD PANTRY 
2/03/2004 A021 LECTURE TO FOCUS ON NEW SDSU BOOK 
10/28/2003 S031 *SERVING UP HOBO DAY STEW (FIESTNER, HULT) 
11/25/2003 A022 *STUDENT FINDS PLACE IN AVERAGE SIZE WORLD 
10/21/2003 A022 *SDSU ALUMNUS FIRST STRIKED FOR, NOW DONATES MONEY 
SEE ALSO DANCE FOR DYSTROPH 
4/20/2004 S091 *EARTH DAY--APRIL 22, 2004 
4/06/2004 S085 *EASTER--FAMILY, SLEEP FILL TIME (KLAVETTER) 
SEE ALSO FASTING, ANOREXIA, BULIMIA 
3/02/2004 Sl21 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES (TANATA) 
9/16/2003 A051 CITY WELCOMES NEW LIBRARIAN 
SEE ALSO ENVIRON PROT 
1/20/2004 A062 *LOOKING BACK, LOOKING AHEAD PAIN SOME (PHELPS) 
4/20/2004 A071 BUSH ADMINISTRATION FAILING TESTS OF FISCAL RESPONSI 
4/20/2004 A074 BUSH'S TAX CUTS MAKE UP FOR CLINTON'S TAX INCREASES 
1/27/2004 A021 REAL STORY OF STURGIS RALLY TO BE TOLD FRIDAY 
2/03/2004 A022 FACULTY TELLS TRUE STORY BEHIND STURGIS RALLY (FIER) 
SEE ALSO TESTS EDUCATIONAL, STATE AID TO EDUC 
11/18/2003 A031 *ALUMNUS ALWAYS WILLING TO GO EXTRA MILE (MANGAN) 
12/09/2003 A052 FUTURE EDUCATORS FACE EXTENSIVE PAPERWORK & TESTING 
1/20/2004 A022 *RASMUSSEN TAKES EDUCATION TO ALL LEVELS (KOPECKY) 
1/27/2004 A042 EDUCATION OPTIONS INCREASE WITH BILL, SMIDT HOPES 
3/16/2004 A071 *MORE EFFECTIVE LEARNING HABITS CAN INCREASE EDUCATI 
4/27/2004 S091 SLICE OF LIFE (KEARNS) 
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV 
10/14/2003 A044 *HAUGE PUTS EXPERIENCE TO USE FOR JOHN EDWARDS 
2/03/2004 A061 PRIMARY FAVORITES NOT ALWAYS BEST CHOICES (ED) 
2/17/2004 Sl41 *LAURA EFFLING--LEAPING INTO LIFE (HOHENTHANER) 
3/30/2004 S091 *DISCOVERING AFRICA--STUDENTS & PROFESSORS (MARSH) 
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SUBJECT 
EHRISMAN SCOTT 
EIDSNESS ERIC 
ELDERLY 
ELECTIONS 
ELECTIONS-CA 2003 
ELECTIONS-SD 2004 
ELECTIONS-US 2004 
ELECTRICITY 
ELLIOTT PEGGY 
EMBARRASSMENT 
EMPLOYMENT 
ENERGY 
ENGINEERING 
ENGLAND 
ENGLISH 
ENGSTROM ROYCE 
ENROLLMENT 
ENTERPRISE INST 
ENTERTAINMENT 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
ENVIRON PROT 
ENVIRONMENT 
EQUESTRIAN 
ERICKSON ERIC 
ERICKSON JAYNE 
ERICKSON ROXY 
EUROPE 
EXAMS 
EXCHANGE PROGRAM 
EXECUTIONS 
EXERCISE 
EXHIBITS 
EXPERIMENT STATION 
EXPOSURE 
EXPULSION 
EXTENSION SERVICE 
FACULTY 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
10/14/2003 Slll *ART OUTSIDE THE NORMAL (HERRICK) 
2/24/2004 Sl31 *COACHES MOVE ON TO MINNESOTA (KNEIP) 
SEE AGED 
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS 
9/30/2003 A061 CALIF RECALL A CHANCE TO SHOW MERIT OF DIRECT (ED) 
9/09/2003 Alll FROM THE LEFT--REPUBLICANS START TIRESOME PATH OF NE 
9/09/2003 A114 FROM THE RIGHT--SD CONGRESSIONAL RACES COULD BECOME 
4/06/2004 A051 KERRY'S CRITICISMS FOUNDED, BUSH LACKS EVIDENCE IN 
4/06/2004 A054 INFORMED VOTERS CAN SOLVE PROBLEMS OF NEGATIVE ADS 
9/16/2003 A081 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG LIVES THROUGH NEW YORK BLACKOU 
10/07/2003 A022 SDSU ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO WORK WITH FUEL CELL 
SEE ALSO MILLER PEGGY 
9/16/2003 S091 EMBARRASSING MOMENT TOO GOOD TO KEEP QUIET 
SEE ALSO UNEMPLOYMENT 
9/09/2003 A081 *FIVE-STAR CELLULAR LEAVES MANY JOBLESS 
9/16/2003 A032 *STUDENTS HUNT FOR JOBS; EMPLOYERS GIVE TIPS AT FAIR 
9/23/2003 A021 SPOTLIGHT PRESENTATION FOCUSES ON STUDENT JOB OPPS 
10/21/2003 A052 *WAL-MART PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH PRACTICAL EXPERIENC 
10/28/2003 A052 *STUDENTS HAVE A WIN-WIN SITUATION WITH HY-VEE 
11/04/2003 A052 *DAKTRONICS OFFERS SDSU STUDENTS PRACTICAL SKILLS 
11/11/2003 A052 *STUDENTS FORM TIGHT-KNIT COMMUNITY AT RAINBOW 
11/18/2003 A051 PIZZA RANCH TEACHES STUDENTS ABOUT TEAMWORK 
1/20/2004 A051 *ADVANCE OFFERS STUDENTS OPPS IN WORKPLACE 
2/10/2004 A052 *MONEY SHORTAGES FORCE SOME STUDENTS TO GET JOBS 
2/17/2004 S204 SLICE OF LIFE (HILL) 
3/02/2004 A014 *3 SDSU GRADUATES TELL STORIES OF WORKING WORLD 
3/30/2004 A052 *ACTIVITY ON NORTHEAST SIDE OF TOWN INCREASES (FALCO 
2/17/2004 A054 *NEW LIGHTING IN RESIDENCE HALLS SAVES ENERGY (FIER) 
10/07/2003 A022 SDSU ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO WORK WITH FUEL CELL 
10/14/2003 A022 ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS BUILD A BETTER WORLD 
10/21/2003 A021 HALL RECEIVES ENGINEERING SOCIETY AWARD 
11/11/2003 A021 SENIOR ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO DISPLAY DESIGN SKILLS 
11/25/2003 A031 ALUMNUS CONTINUES TO STAY INVOLVED AT SDSU 
1/27/2004 A021 PROFESSOR HALL TO CHAIR 2004 WORLD ENGINEER COMMITTE 
3/23/2004 A033 *ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PROF WANTED TO BE JUST LIKE 
4/27/2004 A021 HIGH SCHOOLERS COMPETE AT ENGINEERING EXPO 
11/04/2003 A022 *BRITISH EXCHANGE STUDENT FINDS PRAIRIE NICHE 
9/23/2003 A021 SDSU PROF TO BE GUEST SPEAKER IN ILLINOIS 
10/07/2003 Sl13 *LIT CLASSES HEAD FOR VIRGIN PRAIRIE (MARSH) 
11/25/2003 A022 *PROF MIXES LITERATURE, FAITH, IRISH CULTURE 
2/10/2004 S091 *I GOT THE FROSH COMP BLUES (HAMMOND) 
2/17/2004 A071 TEACHER RESPONDS TO COMP CRITIC (SPINDLER) 
2/17/2004 A074 DEFENSE OF ENGLISH DEPT (L) 
3/16/2004 A031 CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON UNTOLD STORIES & VOICES 
3/23/2004 A022 *WRITER'S CONFERENCE CONSIDERED GREAT SUCCESS 
11/04/2003 A041 USD'S ENGSTROM A REGENTS' FELLOW 
10/14/2003 A041 *BOARD OF REGENTS ENROLLMENT FIGURES 2003-2004 
10/14/2003 A081 BIGGER MAY BE BETTER, BUT MUST BE ADAPTABLE (ED) 
9/30/2003 A051 INSTITUTE PROMOTES ENTREPRENEURIALISM (SIKKINK) 
3/16/2004 A052 *ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE CONSTRUCTION GOES ON (FIER) 
12/09/2003 S031 *RAVES--SAY HELLO TO THE BEST OF THE SEASON 
2/03/2004 S031 *WHAT'S YOUR GUILTY PLEASURE? 
9/30/2003 A051 INSTITUTE PROMOTES ENTREPRENEURIALISM (SIKKINK) 
3/16/2004 A052 *ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE CONSTRUCTION GOES ON (FIER) 
SEE ALSO ECOLOGY 
SEE ALSO ENVIRON PROT 
4/06/2004 A064 MILLER TALKS TO NEW SA SENATORS ABOUT TITLE IX, WOOD 
4/27/2004 A014 EQUESTRIAN SPORT ADDED TO LINEUP (FUGLEBERG) 
4/27/2004 A061 EQUINE SPORTS WILL SERVE THE CAMPUS WELL (ED) 
9/16/2003 A055 *MR PRESIDENT--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH THE BIG MAN 
2/17/2004 A022 *SA PRESIDENT CONTINUES TO REACH FOR GOALS AT SDSU 
10/28/2003 S081 *PHOTOGRAPHS & PAINTINGS BY SD ARTISTS ON DISPLAY 
11/25/2003 S051 *VERY KOO-KOO; BUT VERY TALENTED 
10/14/2003 A021 EUROPEAN AG TO HIGHLIGHT 4TH NE HANSEN LECTURE 
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL 
SEE ALSO STUDENTS EXCHANGE 
2/10/2004 A074 BAN JUVENILE EXECUTION (L) 
SEE PHYSICAL FITNESS 
1/20/2004 A021 DICK AND JANE OPEN HOUSE SET FOR SATURDAY 
1/27/2004 A031 *EXHIBIT SHOWCASES 150 YEARS OF KIDS' STUFF (VANDERW 
SEE AG EXPERIMENT 
SEE ACCIDENT EXPOSURE, INDECENT EXPOSURE 
SEE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 
SEE AG EXTENSION WORK 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FACULTY, TEACHERS 
9/16/2003 A032 *WORLD CLASS PROFESSOR ALWAYS RETURNS TO FREEDOM OF 
9/16/2003 A043 TREE PROFESSOR TALKS ABOUT TREES, RAPPELLING (PEGO) 
9/23/2003 A021 SDSU PROF TO BE GUEST SPEAKER IN ILLINOIS 
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SUBJECT 
FACULTY 
FACULTY COLLOQUIUM 
FACULTY UNION 
FAHRENWALD NANCY 
FAMILY 
FAMILY & CONSUMER 
FAMILY EDUC RIGHTS 
FAMILY PLANNING 
FAN CLUBS 
FARMHOUSE 
FARMS & FARMING 
,.
. FASHION 
FAST JECELYN 
FASTPITCH 
FDA 
FEEDBACK 
FEMINISM 
FENNELL ANNE 
FENNER CARRIE 
FERGENS 
FESLER SETH 
FESTIVALS 
FFA 
FICTION 
FIELD HOCKEY 
FILMS 
FINAL FEES 
FINALS 
FINANCE 
FINANCIAL AID 
FIRES 
FIRMAN JOE 
FISHERIES 
FLANERY MIKE 
FLOWERS 
FLYING 
�
. 
FOLK ARTS FESTIVAL 
' FOLK FESTIVALS 
FOOD 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
9/23/2003 A022 
9/23/2003 S061 
9/30/2003 A042 
10/07/2003 A031 
10/21/2003 A021 
10/28/2003 B012 
11/04/2003 A021 
11/11/2003 A031 
11/18/2003 A022 
11/18/2003 A042 
11/25/2003 A021 
11/25/2003 A022 
12/09/2003 A032 
1/20/2004 A022 
1/27/2004 A021 
1/27/2004 A022 
2/03/2004 A031 
2/17/2004 A031 
3/02/2004 A022 
3/23/2004 A021 
3/23/2004 A033 
4/27/2004 AOll 
2/24/2004 A021 
11/04/2003 A021 
9/23/2003 A062 
11/04/2003 S081 
11/25/2003 A064 
2/10/2004 A031 
10/14/2003 Slll 
4/27/2004 A071 
4/27/2004 A072 
4/27/2004 A073 
11/18/2003 A022 
11/18/2003 S091 
2/24/2004 S061 
3/16/2004 A022 
3/16/2004 Sl21 
3/23/2004 A022 
2/17/2004 S031 
2/17/2004 Sl81 
10/14/2003 A021 
9/16/2003 S091 
3/16/2004 A055 
11/25/2003 S031 
3/16/2004 A041 
3/23/2004 A031 
3/30/2004 A022 
9/16/2003 Sl51 
2/24/2004 A015 
3/02/2004 A031 
1/20/2004 A012 
3/30/2004 A021 
10/28/2003 S051 
2/10/2004 Sl81 
2/24/2004 S105 
10/21/2003 S181 
1/20/2004 Sl55 
2/03/2004 A052 
*DR BRADY PHELPS GIVES STUDENTS THE SKEPTICAL LOWDOW 
A PROF'S LESSONS FROM CHINA (OLSON) 
*PROFESSORS DISGRUNTLED BY CUT IN COMPENSATION 
*SDSU JOURNALISM PROFESSOR TURNS TO ART OF QUILTING 
HALL RECEIVES ENGINEERING SOCIETY AWARD 
*ALUMNUS, NEW PROFESSOR TELLS MYTHS BEHIND 1990 RIOT 
FAHRENWALD'S DOCTORAL WORK EARNS TOP HONOR 
*PROF STILL TIED TO VOW OF CIA SILENCE (POPHAM) 
*PROFESSOR TRAVELS, SPREADS WORD ON PIGS (KOPECKY) 
*A CONVERSATION WITH A MAN WHO FOUGHT IN HIGHWAY OF 
SDSU FACULTY TO RECEIVE FO BUTLER AWARDS 
*PROF MIXES LITERATURE, FAITH, IRISH CULTURE 
*SMALL TOWN PROF BRINGS LOVE OF THEATRE TO SDSU 
*RASMUSSEN TAKES EDUCATION TO ALL LEVELS (KOPECKY) 
PROFESSOR HALL TO CHAIR 2004 WORLD ENGINEER COMMITTE 
*MATH PROF GIVES HELPING HAND IN LIBERIA (PRETEAU) 
*PFLUEGER PROVES CLASS EXPECTATIONS CAN CHANGE 
*PROF GIVES WORDS OF WISDOM--PENNY POWERS (PRETEAU) 
*PHYSICS PROF GIVES DETAILS ON OBSERVATORY (MOOKERJE 
TAYLOR TO PERFORM FACULTY RECITAL AT SDSU 
*ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PROF WANTED TO BE JUST LIKE 
PROF FIRED (HERRICK) 
SDSU'S SEWREY COLLOQUIUM SET FOR FEB 25, 26 
SEE CORE 
FAHRENWALD'S DOCTORAL WORK EARNS TOP HONOR 
*YOUNG DJ LEARNS FROM YOUNGER TJ (STECKELBERG) 
SLICE OF LIFE (NOLZ) 
*THOUGHTS ON THANKS (CHELL) 
*SDSU EDUCATION PREPARED ALUM (MANGAN) 
SEE FERPS 
SEE ALSO ABORTION, CONTRACEPTIVES, SEX EDUCATION 
*DARYL HANNAH WOULD NOT BE AMUSED 
SEE ALSO FRATERNITIES 
SEE ALSO AG, GRAIN STORAGE, ACCIDENT FARM 
GET FACTS STRAIGHT ON MAG (L) 
MANY FARMERS SUCCESSFUL (L) 
FARMERS TAKE PRIDE (L) 
*WHEELS SET STUDENT'S DREAM IN MOTION (FUGLEBERG) 
*WINTER FASHION (MARSH) 
*DRESSING YOUR MAN (HOHENTHANER) 
*STUDENTS TO UNLEASH STYLE AT FASION EXPO (MANGAN) 
*CRYSTAL BALL REVEALS FUTURE FASHION TRENDS 
*STUDENTS FIND STYLE AT FASHION SHOW (MANGAN) 
*SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
SEE SOFTBALL 
SEE US FDA 
*COMMENT CARDS ARE FUN STUFF (TSCHETTER) 
SEE ALSO WOMEN 
EUROPEAN AG TO HIGHLIGHT 4TH NE HANSEN LECTURE 
*A TRIO OF SUMMER ADVENTURES (MARSH) 
*FERGENS MARKS 50TH ANNIVERSARY (FIER) 
*THE REAL MATRIX--ONLINE ROLE-PLAYING GAMES 
SEE ALSO TYPES OF FESTIVALS 
SDSU FESTIVAL OF CULTURES NEARS 
FESTIVAL BRINGS GLOBAL APPRECIATION TO SDSU (KOPECKY 
*FESTIVAL OF CULTURE BRINGS TOUCH OF DIVERSITY TO SD 
SEE FUTURE FARMERS 
CALL ME DR HOOK--WEIRD FICTION FROM MIDWEST 
SEE ALSO HOCKEY 
SEE MOV PICT REV, MOVIES 
SEE ALSO PAYMENT 
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL 
SEE ALSO PERSONAL FINANCE 
SEE ALSO STUDENT AID 
*BLAZE HOSPITALIZES ONE SDSU STUDENT (MARSH) 
COBBY'S HOSTS BENEFIT FOR FIRE VICTIMS (KOPECKY) 
*PAC EMPLOYEES START CAMPANILE RECORDS LABEL (VANDER 
SDSU WILDLIFE, FISHERIES STUDENTS WIN AWARDS 
*RIFLE & PISTOL CLUB RIGHT ON TARGET (WOODARD) 
*FLORAL SHOP COMPETITION FIERCE (FEISTNER) 
SLICE OF LIFE (KLAVETTER) 
SEE AVIATION 
SEE ARTS FESTIVAL 
SEE FESTIVALS 
SEE ALSO NUTRITION, COOKING 
*HOW TO SAVE MONEY ON GROCERIES (NIELSON) 
SLICE OF LIFE (MARSH) 
ELIMINATION OF FOOD TAX CALLED THREAT TO PROGRAMS 
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SUBJECT 
FOOD PANTRY 
FOOD SERVICE 
FOOTBALL 
FOOTBALL-PROF 
FOREIGN POLICY 
FOREIGN STUDENTS 
FOREIGN STUDY 
FORENSICS 
FOREST SERVICE 
FOSS KENT 
FOSTER ELDER 
FOUNDATION 
FRANCE 
FRATERNITIES 
FREEDOM 
FREEMAN JEFF 
FRENCH 
FRESHMEN 
FRIEDMAN KINKY 
FUEL 
FUEL CELLS 
FULLERTON JAY 
FUND RAISING 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
11/25/2003 A042 *WHERE SUPPLY MEETS DEMAND--FOOD PANTRY 
SEE ALSO ARAMARK, MARRIOTT FOOD, SAGA 
1/27/2004 AOll *DEPUY, YEAGER, NFA TO BECOME CAFETERIAS 
3/02/2004 A041 SDSU IMPROVEMENTS SHARED AT SA MEETING (FIER) 
3/23/2004 A074 NEED MORE FISH ON FRIDAY (L) 
4/27/2004 A031 DINING SERVICES MAKES CHANGES TO MEAL PLANS, LOCATIO 
9/09/2003 Slll *JACKS BRING DOWN BEARCATS {VANDERWERFF, ZOBEL) 
9/16/2003 AOll *JACKRABBITS' FOOTBALL PLAYER DIES EARLY SUNDAY MORN 
9/16/2003 S051 *STATE FALLS TO WINONA--JACKS GRIDIRONS 
9/23/2003 A014 *REMEMBERING A LOST TEAMMATE--SERVICE HONORS (HOLT) 
9/23/2003 Sl31 JACKRABBITS DOWN WESTERN OREGON (ZOBEL) 
10/07/2003 A015 RIOTS BREAK OUT AFTER MANKATO FOOTBALL LOSS 
10/07/2003 S061 *TURNOVERS DOOM SDSU FOOTBALL (SALZMAN, ZOBEL) 
10/14/2003 Sl51 *SDSU GIVES UP A NAIL-BITER TO UND 
10/21/2003 S061 *JACKRABBITS END LOSING STREAK AGAINST MSU 
10/28/2003 Slll *JACKS DEFEAT USD COYOTES 22-11 IN HISTORIC GAME 
10/28/2003 Sl21 *NELSON VS BECKENDORF--SDSU VS ST CLOUD 
11/04/2003 S051 *JACKS CAPTURE 27-24 HOBO DAY VICTORY 
11/11/2003 S091 *JACKS PUT THE FREEZE TO AUGIE 42-22 
11/11/2003 SlOl *NELSON BREAKS PASSING RECORD 
11/18/2003 S051 *JACKS BULLDOZE THE LUMBERJACKS 
11/25/2003 AOll *OFFICIALS FROM SDSU, OTHER SCHOOLS TO DISCUSS NEW 
11/25/2003 S081 *SHOULD BCS SELECTION PROCESS CHANGE? 
12/09/2003 Sl51 *COLLEGE FB BOWLS MIX SWEET & SOUR TASTES 
1/27/2004 SlOl *FOOTBALL STAR SHINES WITH GOLDEN GLOVES {HOHENTBANE 
3/02/2004 AOll *SDSU ANNOUNCES NEW DI FOOTBALL CONF (HOBENTBANER) 
3/23/2004 S051 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES--FOOTBALL HEAVYWEIGHTS 
3/23/2004 S071 GREAT WEST LOSES TEAM (ZOBEL) 
4/27/2004 AOll *NEW NDSU RIVALRY KICKS OFF AT BORDER (FUGLEBERG) 
9/09/2003 Sl21 IN THE CRACK 
9/16/2003 S061 *ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FOOTBALL? (KOPECKY) 
9/23/2003 Sl41 *DON'T COUNT ON SUPER BOWL FOR THE VIKINGS (ZOBEL) 
10/07/2003 A062 *VIKINGS FANS, BEWARE A BEARS BACKER (HILL) 
10/07/2003 A071 *DRONES OVERPLAY RUSH MISSPEAK (STECKELBERG) 
10/07/2003 S061 *CAN A COLLEGE SOPHOMORE BE ELIGIBLE FOR PRO FOOTBAL 
10/28/2003 S051 *NFL SUDDEN DEATH OVERTIME SPARKS DEBATE 
11/25/2003 S091 STUDENTS' THANKSGIVING TRADITIONS INCLUDE FOOTBALL 
1/20/2004 A061 HOPE FOR SF VIKINGS CAMP WAS MISPLACED (ED) 
1/20/2004 Sl14 *TYRONE POOLE FOR PRESIDENT (KOPECKY) 
1/27/2004 A013 *SUPER BOWL BERO HAS SDSU ROOTS (MANGAN) 
1/27/2004 Slll *HAVING FUN ON SUPER BOWL SUNDAY 
1/27/2004 Sll4 *NEW POST-SUPER BOWL HOLIDAY? (KOPECKY) 
2/03/2004 A013 *BE DOES IT AGAIN--SDSU GRAD ADAM VINATIERI (VANDERW 
2/10/2004 Sl41 *GOVERNMENT HELPED PATRIOTS WIN SUPER BOWL (KOPECKY) 
3/02/2004 Sl51 *CAN'T BE A FREE AGENT IF YOUR AGENT'S AN IDIOT 
4/27/2004 S071 *NFL DRAFT--STUDS OR DUDS? (ZOBEL) 
9/16/2003 A081 BUSH FOREIGN POLICY HAS ALIENATED, ANGERED ALLIES 
9/16/2003 A084 PRESIDENT KEEPS NATION'S BEST INTERESTS AT HEART 
11/18/2003 A062 *COLUMNIST OFFERS 20 WAYS TO COPE WITH IRAQ POLICY 
2/10/2004 A022 *AMBASSADOR CRITICIZES US POSITION IN IRAQ (MANGAN) 
3/16/2004 A071 BOMBINGS SHOW WEAKNESSES OF US FOREIGN POLICY CHOICE 
SEE ALSO INTERNATIONAL DAY, NAMES OF COUNTRIES 
10/21/2003 AOll *RACE AT SDSU--FEW MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ATTEND 
2/03/2004 AlOl *MANY REASONS ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (MOOKER 
4/27/2004 S081 *EDUCATIONAL VACATIONING--SDSU STUDENTS TRAVEL OVERS 
SEE ALSO SPEECH, DEBATE 
SEE US FOREST SERVICE 
11/11/2003 S051 *BROOKINGS GETS SOME JAZZ CULTURE (CHRISTEN) 
3/30/2004 Slll *2 YEAR MORMON MISSION MARKED BY SACRIFICES (JOHNSON 
SEE ALSO SDSU FOUNDATION 
1/20/2004 Sl55 SLICE OF LIFE (MARSH) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF FRATERNITIES, SORORITIES 
9/09/2003 A106 IN FREEDOM, LESS IS MORE (CHELL) 
11/04/2003 A064 *WOMEN'S FREEDOM ESSENTIAL TO SOCIETY (NAGY) 
2/24/2004 A071 ATTEMPTS AT MEDIA CENSORSHIP DEPRIVE SOCIET (HORTON) 
2/24/2004 A074 ALL MEDIA HAVE RESPONSIBILITY NOT TO UNDULY OFFEND 
3/02/2004 A075 WHY ATTACK COLLEGIAN? (L) 
3/30/2004 A062 *US INTELLIGENCE WHISTLE BLOWER, PLEDGE CRITIC DESER 
9/16/2003 Sl33 *SODAK ART ON DISPLAY--3 AREA ARTISTS 
9/16/2003 Sl33 FRENCH FILMS ARE HERE (HERRICK) 
9/09/2003 A013 *LEAVING HOME--ATKINSON SAYS PARENTS HAVE HAD TROUBL 
9/09/2003 A016 *FRESHMAN CHAMBERS TRIES TO FIGURE OUT HOW TO MAKE 
9/30/2003 A022 SDSU FRESHMEN GUARANTEED ROOM IN CORE CLASSES 
2/03/2004 S071 *MUSIC & LITERATURE FROM MIND OF CRAZED TEXAN (CHRIS 
2/17/2004 A051 MANURE MAY FUEL EXPERIMENT STATION (SMITH) 
10/07/2003 A022 SDSU ENGINEERING STUDENTS TO WORK WITH FUEL CELL 
11/25/2003 A052 *SKINNER ' S  STUDENT EMPLOYEES DEAL WITH FELLOW 
SEE ALSO CAMPAIGN FUNDS 
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SUBJECT 
GAMBLING 
GAMES 
GARBAGE 
GARDENING 
GARRY BENJAMIN 
GAS STATIONS 
GASOHOL 
GAYS 
GENOVA AGLIKA 
GEOGRAPHY 
GEORGES 
GERMANY 
GIAGO DORIS 
GIAGO TIM 
GIFTS 
GILBERTSON DAVID 
GLOBALIZATION 
GOLDEN KEY SOCIETY 
GOLF 
GOVERNMENT 
GOVERNORS 
GOVERNORS LIEUT 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
GRADUATION 
GRAND MARKBTPLACE 
GRANDMOTHERS 
GRANHOLM NELS 
GRAPHIC DESIGN 
GRAR JAMES 
GRASS 
GRITZNER JANET 
GROCERY STORES-BR 
GRONKE AMY 
GRUCHOW MATTHEW 
GUITAR 
GULF WAR 
GUNS 
GUSSIAAS MIKE 
GYNECOLOGY 
HAAS JANA 
HAATVEDT LAURA 
HABITAT HUMANITY 
HABITS 
HAIRSTYLES 
HALAWEISH FATH! 
HALL TERESA 
HALLOWEEN 
HAMBURGERS 
HAMILTON JEREMY 
,.. HAMMOND ROXY 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
2/24/2004 A052 
11/04/2003 SlOl 
4/20/2004 S081 
10/21/2003 AOll 
10/21/2003 Sl91 
4/06/2004 A071 
10/21/2003 Sl21 
4/20/2004 A022 
4/06/2004 A074 
9/16/2003 A041 
11/18/2003 A021 
10/07/2003 A031 
3/16/2004 A021 
3/30/2004 A041 
11/11/2003 SlSl 
12/09/2003 SOSl 
12/09/2003 S073 
2/03/2004 A022 
2/24/2004 A041 
9/09/2003 A041 
4/06/2004 A022 
4/20/2004 A013 
9/09/2003 Sl22 
9/16/2003 S071 
9/23/2003 Sl54 
3/23/2004 S071 
4/27/2004 S061 
11/11/2003 A022 
1/20/2004 A042 
1/27/2004 A022 
12/09/2003 A032 
4/20/2004 AOll 
4/20/2004 A062 
4/27/2004 A012 
11/11/2003 A071 
10/28/2003 B042 
1/27/2004 A062 
10/07/2003 A021 
3/02/2004 SlOl 
10/07/2003 Sl13 
10/21/2003 A021 
9/23/2003 S072 
2/17/2004 A081 
12/09/2003 A021 
10/14/2003 S061 
11/11/2003 Sl45 
12/09/2003 A032 
9/09/2003 Sl65 
9/16/2003 A032 
1/20/2004 A042 
2/03/2004 S031 
11/18/2003 SlOl 
11/11/2003 Sl41 
10/21/2003 A021 
10/28/2003 A054 
10/28/2003 B041 
10/28/2003 B042 
2/24/2004 S081 
10/07/2003 A064 
11/18/2003 A064 
2/10/2004 A071 
3/23/2004 A064 
10/14/2003 Slll 
11/11/2003 S071 
11/18/2003 SlSl 
1/27/2004 S081 
2/10/2004 S091 
SEE ALSO LOTTERY 
*GAMBLING FOR ENTERTAINMENT TURNS INTO PROBLEM 
SEE ALSO VIDEO GAMES 
*HOW TO HATE GAME STORE MANAGEMENT (NESSON) 
SEE REFUSE & REF DISP 
*PLANTING FOR SPRING--STUDENTS FIND HOBBY IN GARDEN! 
STUDENT CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING (VANDERWERFF) 
*GAS STATIONS RANKED ON CONVENIENCE, FOOD 
*UNDER CONSTRUCTION 
SEE ALSO ALCOHOL-FUEL 
SEE HOMOSEXUALITY 
*PIANO DUO PERFORMANCE (CHRISTEN) 
*GEOGRAPHERS HEAR TOP-NOTCH SPEAKERS (MANGAN) 
*BROOKINGS FAMILY MAKES BIG IMPACT WITH LOCAL BUSINE 
A SUMMER IN GERMANY (KOPECKY) 
LECTURE TO FOCUS ON SD CONNECTION TO NAZI GERMANY 
*SDSU JOURNALISM PROFESSOR TURNS TO ART OF QUILTING 
SDSU TO HOST 12TH ANNUAL AMERICAN INDIAN CONFERENCE 
*SOVEREIGNTY TOPIC FOR ANNUAL CONFERENCE (FIER) 
*SELECTION WIDE IN AREA GIFT SHOPS (HOHENTHANER) 
*SHOPPING SURVIVAL GUIDE 
*HOW TO WRAP GIFTS (MARSH) 
*SDSU ALUM EXCELS ON SD SUPREME COURT (MANGAN) 
SDSU TO SIT AT NATIONAL DECISION-MAKING TABLE 
GOLDEN KEY HONOUR SOCIETY RECRUITS MEMBERS 
GOLDEN KEY PROGRAM TO BENEFIT HOMELESS (KOPECKY) 
*STUDENTS TRY HOBO LIFESTYLE, SHOW SUPPORT FOR CHARI 
*GOLFERS PLACE FIFTH, THIRD (FIER) 
MEN, WOMEN GOLFERS TAKE 4TH AT SCSU 
WOMEN GOLFERS TAKE 6TH AT SW MINN STATE 
GOLF STARTS TO SWING IN THE SPRING (WONNENBERG) 
GOLF REACHES END (WONNENBERG) 
SEE POLITICS & GOVT 
*GOVERNOR KEEPS CLOSE TIES WITH ALMA MATER (MANGAN) 
ROUNDS LISTS SUCCESSES, SHARES PLANS FOR COMING YEAR 
*FROM DELL RAPIDS TO STATE CAPITOL--LT GOV'S DAUGHTE 
SEE STUDENTS GRADUATE 
*SDSU GRADS HEAD INTO THE REAL WORLD--543 GRADS 
GRADUATE PARTY INCLUDES FOOD, PRIZES, JOB HELP 
*RANDOM ADVICE THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN WITH MANY GRAINS 
*GRADUATION DAY CALLS FOR DECISIONS (KLAVETTER, MARSH 
SEE ALSO MARKET 
YOUNG MR STECKELBERG HAS REALLY COOL GRANDMA 
*ARCHIE MACKENZIE A MODEL FOR DIPLOMACY (GRANHOLM) 
*SCIENCE CAN SEPARATE FACT, FICTION (GRANHOLM) 
SDSU GRAD ARTIST TO DISCUSS BROTH PROJECT 
*SENIOR EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY (CHRISTEN) 
*LIT CLASSES HEAD FOR VIRGIN PRAIRIE (MARSH) 
HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
*BEST OF BROOKINGS--HEADIN' TO MARKET (HILL) 
*SDSU STUDENTS PROMOTED TO NEXT LEVEL IN TAE KWON DO 
STUDENT TELLS STORY OF FIGHTING MENTAL ILLNESS 
SEE MUSIC GUITAR 
SEE MIDDLE EAST 
SEE FIREARMS 
*STUDENTS SHOWCASE UNIQUE PETS 
DON'T SKIP GYNO VISIT 
*SDSU GRADS HEAD INTO THE REAL WORLD--543 GRADS 
WELCOME TO SMALL TOWN SD (HAATVEDT) 
THE REWARDS OF A HELPING HAND--HABITAT FOR HUMANITY 
*SDSU HABITAT FOR HUMANITY CHAPTER 
*WHAT'S YOUR GUILTY PLEASURE? 
*HOW TO CUT HAIR (JOHNSON) 
*PROFESSOR OBSERVES MUSLIM HOLIDAY (HULT) 
HALL RECEIVES ENGINEERING SOCIETY AWARD 
*HALLOWEEN CAN BE SCARY ON THE WALLET (TELKAMP) 
HALLOWEEN, HOBO DAY A HARROWING COMBINATION (ED) 
*HOBO DAYS + HALLOWEEN � HOBOWEEN I I  
*HOMETOWN BURGERS ARE TASTY (FEISTNER) 
*WE MUST SEE MORE THAN LITTLE PICTURE (HAMILTON) 
*CHRISTIAN RESPONSE TO HOSTILITY IS LOVE (HAMILTON) 
*LIKE OR LOATHE VALENTINE'S DAY (HAMILTON) 
*GOD'S PARENTING STYLE SEEN BEST WASHING DISHES 
*DARYL HANNAH WOULD NOT BE AMUSED 
*IF YOU'RE A MESSY SLOB, WHO CARES (HAMMOND) 
*PARKING TICKETS ARE NO FUN, JUST ASK ROXY 
*WHAT'S SO COOL ABOUT TAN, FAKE SKIN? (HAMMOND) 
*I GOT THE FROSH COMP BLUES (HAMMOND) 
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HAMMOND ROXY 
HANDGUNS 
HANDICAPPED 
HANDICRAFTS 
HANSEN SARAH 
HANSEN STEPHANIE 
HANSON DON 
HANSON GRANT 
HARDY JENNA 
HARRIS TERRY 
HATE 
HAUGE EMILY 
HAY FEVER 
HEALTH 
HEALTH CARE 
HEALTH PHYSICAL 
HEALTH SERVICE 
ED 
HEARING DISORDERS 
HEART DISEASES 
HEATON TIM 
HECKENDORF KEITH 
HEESCH PAULETTE 
HEGERLE LAURA 
HEGLAND DAVID 
HEKRDLE BRAD 
HELLING MARY KAY 
HELP 
HERITAGE MUSEUM 
HERRICK MICHELLE 
HERSETH STEPHANIE 
HIGH SCHOOL STUDEN 
HIGHER EDUCATION 
HIGHWAYS 
HILL LIBBY 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
2/17/2004 A071 TEACHER RESPONDS TO COMP CRITIC (SPINDLER) 
2/17/2004 A074 DEFENSE OF ENGLISH DEPT (L) 
2/24/2004 S201 *GET RID OF THOSE NEGATIVE FEELINGS (HAMMOND) 
3/02/2004 SlOl *DOUBLE STANDARDS (HAMMOND) 
10/28/2003 B021 
4/27/2004 A012 
2/10/2004 Sl21 
3/02/2004 A081 
11/11/2003 S051 
4/27/2004 A031 
11/04/2003 A062 
10/14/2003 A044 
9/16/2003 Slll 
10/14/2003 S041 
2/03/2004 A021 
11/25/2003 A071 
11/25/2003 A074 
2/24/2004 A042 
9/09/2003 A051 
4/20/2004 A021 
10/21/2003 A042 
10/28/2003 S121 
3/30/2004 A022 
10/07/2003 S071 
4/06/2004 S061 
2/17/2004 S031 
3/30/2004 A022 
9/09/2003 S165 
3/30/2004 S114 
9/09/2003 A042 
11/04/2003 A044 
2/03/2004 A042 
2/03/2004 A071 
2/03/2004 A074 
3/30/2004 A022 
9/09/2003 Al03 
9/09/2003 Sl91 
9/16/2003 A072 
9/16/2003 Sll4 
9/23/2003 A062 
9/23/2003 S063 
9/30/2003 A062 
10/07/2003 A062 
10/07/2003 SlOl 
10/14/2003 A094 
10/14/2003 S091 
10/21/2003 A062 
10/21/2003 S172 
10/28/2003 B054 
10/28/2003 S071 
11/04/2003 A074 
11/04/2003 S091 
11/11/2003 A062 
11/11/2003 S155 
11/11/2003 Sl61 
11/18/2003 A062 
11/18/2003 A072 
11/18/2003 S104 
11/25/2003 A071 
11/25/2003 A075 
12/09/2003 A082 
12/09/2003 S081 
1/20/2004 A062 
1/20/2004 Sl41 
1/27/2004 A062 
1/27/2004 Al04 
1/27/2004 Sl51 
2/03/2004 A062 
SEE FIREARMS 
SEE ALSO DISABILITIES 
SEE CRAFTS 
ALUM RECALLS CAMPANILE SLEEPOVER (MANGAN) 
*GRADUATION DAY CALLS FOR DECISIONS (KLAVETTER, MARSH 
*TENNIS COACH DON HANSON HAS 3 LIVES (HOHENTHANER) 
*SNOW BUST 
*BROOKINGS GETS SOME JAZZ CULTURE (CHRISTEN) 
*JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN) 
*RELIGIOUS HATEMONGERS UNWORTHY OF HEAVENLY REWARDS 
*HAUGE PUTS EXPERIENCE TO USE FOR JOHN EDWARDS 
SEE ALLERGIES 
SEE ALSO WELLNESS FAIR 
*HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF A SICK DAY (MARSH) 
*WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW CAN HURT YOU (HILL) 
HEALTH PROGRAM ENDORSED BY GOLD STANDARD ACSM 
GOOD DOESN ' T  OUTWEIGH BAD OF SWEEPING MEDICARE 
THOUGH FAR FROM PERFECTION, MEDICARE BILL A GOOD 
SEE HPER 
SA APPROVES 558K HEALTH CENTER BUDGET (FIER) 
*DEFYING THE ODDS--STUDENT ENTERS 3RD YEAR AT SDSU 
SPEAKER LECTURES ON HEART DISEASE IN WOMEN 
*A CONVERSATION WITH UPD POLICE CHIEF TIM HEATON 
*NELSON VS HECKENDORF--SDSU VS ST CLOUD 
*SDSU HONORS 4 WITH DISTINCTION AWARD (KOPECKY) 
*FEARSOME FRESHMEN--NEWCOMERS HOPE TO LEAD YOUNG TEA 
HEGLAND SETS RECORD AT INVITATIONAL 
*SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
*SDSU HONORS 4 WITH DISTINCTION AWARD (KOPECKY) 
WELCOME TO SMALL TOWN SD (HAATVEDT) 
SEE AG HERITAGE 
SLICE OF LIFE (HERRICK) 
*FORMER US HOUSE CANDIDATE TEACHES POLITICAL CLASS 
*HERSETH ANNOUNCES BID FOR CONGRESS (VANDERWERFF) 
*US CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE TALKS POLITICS WITH COLL 
MONEY, VISIBILITY, TURNOUT KEY FACTORS IN SPECIAL RA 
HERSETH NOT AS UNBEATABLE AS MANY DEMOCRATS THINK 
*HERSETH CALLS RURAL SD WOMEN A RESOURCE (MANGAN) 
SEE STUDENTS HG SCH 
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV 
SEE ALSO ROADS 
*CONFUSION COMMON WITH COLUMNIST' S  NEW HUSBAND (HILL 
*DEAR LIBBY ADVISES ON LIVING WITH POOCHES, HOOCHES 
*UNDESERVING CELEBRITIES DRAW COLUMNIST ' S  SCORN (BIL 
*SLEEPING WITH TEDDY OKAY (HILL) 
*LIBBY ACCEPTS BEING UNCOOL (HILL) 
*DEAR LIBBY SOLVES WORKPLACE WOES (HILL) 
*LIBBY'S TAKE ON •NEWLYWEDS• (HILL) 
*VIKINGS FANS, BEWARE A BEARS BACKER (HILL) 
*LIBBY HELPS FRESHMAN BEAT HOMESICKNESS (HILL) 
*MOVIE CLAPPERS DRIVE LIBBY INSANE (HILL) 
*TALKING AT MOVIES CONSIDERED RUDE (HILL) 
*LIBBY SHARES ADVICE FOR WEDDING PLANNING (HILL) 
LIBBY--LOVE YOUR BODY BUT KEEP IN SHAPE 
*SNORING WARRANTS SWIFT PUNCH (HILL) 
*HELPFUL HINTS ON PARTYING, KEEPING THE 'RENTS HAPPY 
*POINTLESS WEBSITES ENCOURAGE INSANITY (HILL) 
*BAD CHIT-CHATTER--LOOSEN UP I (HILL) 
*SOUTH DAKOTA A •TOWN FULL OF LOSERS?• (HILL) 
EMBARRASSED BUT WELL PAID (HILL) 
*TELL OR NOT TELL ABOUT CHEATING? (HILL) 
*FINDING HOME AN INDIVIDUAL DECISION (HILL) 
SOUTH DAKOTANS NOT LOSERS (L) 
*ROOMMATES--TALKING KEY TO GET STUFF DONE (HILL) 
*LIST OF THANKS INCLUDES YUMMY FOODS (HILL) 
COLUMN RIFE WITH ERROR (L) 
*FELINE CURIOSITY NEARLY CAUSES DEATH OF HUSBAND 
DISAPPEARING PHONE MESSAGES REQUIRE DISCUSSION 
*GOD BLESS THE HIGHWAY PATROL! (HILL) 
ADVISING FRIEND SHOULD KEEP TRYING (HILL) 
*BED SWITCH TROUBLES HUSBAND (HILL) 
*OUR ADVICE COLUMNIST GIVES BRIDES HINTS (HILL) 
*USE CAUTION WITH INTERNET BOY TOY (HILL) 
*SHARING EMBARRASSING SECRETS (HILL) 
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HILL LIBBY 
HILL TIM 
HISPANIC AMERICANS 
HISTORICAL SITES 
HISTORY 
HISTORY-BR 
HISTORY-SDSU 
HOBO DAY 
HOBO DOUGH 
HOCKEY 
HOGS 
HOHENTHANER CRYSTA 
HOLIDAYS 
HOLTBERG ANTHONY 
HOME ECONOMICS 
HOMECOMING 
HOMELAND SECURITY 
HOMELESS 
HOMESTAKE MINING 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
2/03/2004 Sl82 *SAY NO TO EX'S SEX ADVANCES (HILL) 
2/10/2004 A062 *SCREWS ON THE BED--A TIMELINE (HILL) 
2/10/2004 Sl81 *TIME WITH FRIENDS COSTS TOO MUCH CASH FOR STUDENT 
2/17/2004 A062 *NO SHE'S NOT--SO STOP ASKING (HILL) 
2/17/2004 Sl81 *GIRL WANTS BABY NOT HUSBAND (HILL) 
2/17/2004 S204 SLICE OF LIFE (HILL) 
2/24/2004 A074 *UNIQUE TOILET YIELDS SILLY STORY (HILL) 
2/24/2004 S091 *GIRL WANTS OUT OF CAMERA LENS (HILL) 
3/02/2004 A062 *MUSINGS ON A QUIET OSCAR PARTY (HILL) 
3/02/2004 S204 *SPRING TRIP A PROBLEM FOR COUPLE (HILL) 
3/16/2004 A062 *HUSBAND, STRESS-INDUCED TWITCH RAISE ANXIETY LEVEL 
3/16/2004 Slll *AGE-OLD FURNITURE DEBATE SETTLED (HILL) 
3/23/2004 A062 *COLUMNIST'S THOUGHTS ENCOMPASS PIANO MAN, PAGEANTS 
3/23/2004 S091 *CLEAN A CONFLICT FOR MEN (HILL) 
3/30/2004 A062 *BIRTHDAYS SHOULD ALWAYS BE FUN, FULL OF GIFTS (HILL 
3/30/2004 S071 *BALL TALK FACE-OFF---THE •NATIONAL PASTIME• 
3/30/2004 SlOl *FRIEND WANTS TO HELP LOVESTRUCK GIRL (HILL) 
4/06/2004 S094 *SUMMER FLING CAN BE AVOIDED (HILL) 
4/20/2004 S085 *WOMAN SEEKS FAMILY'S APPROVAL (HILL) 
4/27/2004 S091 *LIBBY EXPLAINS THINGS EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW (HILL) 
11/25/2003 A022 *STUDENT FINDS PLACE IN AVERAGE SIZE WORLD 
9/09/2003 S061 *HOLLYWOOD MYTHS OF LATINOS EXPOSED (STEIN) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SITES 
9/09/2003 A041 HISTORICAL GROUPS RECREATE LIFESTYLE OF MIDDLE AGES 
1/20/2004 A021 VICTORIAN CALLING CARDS FOCUS OF LECTURE 
4/20/2004 A071 *HISTORICAL ANALOGIES SOMETIMES HAVE BASIS IN FALSE 
11/04/2003 A073 •BROOKINGS ALIVE• THANKS (L) 
2/24/2004 A021 FINAL BROWN BAG TO FOCUS ON BROOKINGS HISTORY 
10/28/2003 S091 *SDSU STORIES THE FOCUS OF BOOK--COLLEGE ON THE HILL 
2/03/2004 A021 LECTURE TO FOCUS ON NEW SDSU BOOK 
10/28/2003 AOll *HOBO DAY REQUIRES PREPARATION (VANDERWERFF) 
10/28/2003 A031 TRADITIONS--HOBO DAY 2003 TRIVIA CHALLENGE 
10/28/2003 A042 *HOBO DAY MERITS MORE THAN OUNCE OF PREVENTION 
10/28/2003 B012 *LACK OF HOBO ROYALTY BUMS OUT SOME BUMS 
10/28/2003 B012 *NEW POOBA STICKS HOBO DAYS WITH OLD TRADITIONS 
10/28/2003 B012 *ALUMNUS, NEW PROFESSOR TELLS MYTHS BEHIND 1990 RIOT 
10/28/2003 B021 ALUM RECALLS CAMPANILE SLEEPOVER (MANGAN) 
10/28/2003 B031 *A HOBO HISTORY 
10/28/2003 B041 HALLOWEEN, HOBO DAY A HARROWING COMBINATION (ED) 
10/28/2003 B042 *HOBO DAYS + HALLOWEEN • HOBOWEEN I I  
10/28/2003 S031 *SERVING UP HOBO DAY STEW (FIESTNER, HULT) 
10/28/2003 S041 *HOBO DAY 2003 BRINGS BACK HOBO MOBILES, HOBO JEOPAR 
10/28/2003 S051 *HOBO DAY ROUND UP 
10/28/2003 S061 *HOBO DAY TRADITIONS 
10/28/2003 S071 *HOBO SEX--HAZARDOUS TO HEALTH (GROCHOW) 
10/28/2003 S071 *HOW TO BE SAFE DURING THE CRAZINESS (FUGLEBERG) 
10/28/2003 S081 *HOW TO ENJOY A HOBO-FREE WEEK (HOHENTHANER) 
10/28/2003 S081 SLICE OF HOBO LIFE (MANGAN) 
11/04/2003 AOll *STUDENTS ENJOY ONE HITCHLESS HOBO DAY 
11/04/2003 S051 *JACKS CAPTURE 27-24 HOBO DAY VICTORY 
SEE DEBIT CARDS 
SEE ALSO FIELD HOCKEY 
11/04/2003 A042 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSS WOMEN'S HOCKEY & PARKING 
11/04/2003 S063 *SDSU HOCKEY TRASHES USD (PIER) 
11/11/2003 S031 *ICE WARS--JACKRABBIT HOCKEY PLAYERS FIGHT 
11/18/2003 S071 *SDSU HOCKEY EVENS SCORE AFTER MSU MATCHES 
11/25/2003 S091 *SDSU HOCKEY BREEZES BY DORDT (FIER) 
12/09/2003 Sl54 *WEEKEND HOCKEY LEAVES SDSU 1-1 AGAINST CYCLONES 
1/27/2004 Sl22 *HOCKEY SWEEPS NEBRASKA-LINCOLN (ZOBEL) 
2/24/2004 Sl41 *FINAL HOME HOCKEY GAMES HARD LOSSES (KNEIP) 
3/02/2004 Sl41 *HOCKEY GOING TO ARIZ NATIONALS (KNEIP) 
3/23/2004 S061 *HOCKEY FINISHES SIXTH AT NATIONALS (KNEIP) 
SEE SWINE 
9/16/2003 S091 EMBARRASSING MOMENT TOO GOOD TO KEEP QUIET 
10/21/2003 Sl61 QUINTUPLE NOSE FRACTURES SHOW HUMANITY 
3/02/2004 S201 SLICE OF LIFE--LAUNCHING FROGS (HOHENTHANER) 
4/27/2004 A064 *CHRISTIANS START BY LIVING LIFE TO FULLEST (HOHENTH 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF HOLIDAYS 
11/25/2003 S031 *THE REAL MATRIX--ONLINE ROLE-PLAYING GAMES 
3/02/2004 S051 *AND WHAT THE MASSES ARE DOING THIS YEAR 
SEE ALSO FAMILY & CONSUMER 
SEE ALSO HOBO DAY 
SEE SECURITY 
4/06/2004 A02 2 GOLDEN KEY PROGRAM TO BENEFIT HOMELESS (KOPECKY) 
4/20/2004 A013 *STUDENTS TRY HOBO LIFESTYLE, SHOW SUPPORT FOR CHARI 
4/20/2004 A061 EVENT A GOOD EXAMPLE OF COMMUNITY SERVICE (ED) 
4/27/2004 A075 HOBO IN A BOX A SUCCESS (L) 
2/10/2004 A042 HOMESTAKE BILLS PASS LEGISLATURE (HERRICK, FUGLEBERG 
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HOMOSEXUALITY 
HONESTY 
HONOR SOCIETIES 
HONORS COLLEGE 
HORSEMANSHIP 
HORTICULTURE 
HORTON JOSHUA 
HOSTAGES 
HOUSE CONSTRUCTION 
HOUSE OF REP 
HOUSING 
HOVE DAVID 
HOVLAND KARA 
HUBER AMY 
BUEHL NANCYJANE 
HULT JOHN 
HUMAN RIGHTS 
HUMANITARIAN AID 
HUMOR 
HUNTING 
HUNTING ACCIDENT 
HUTTERITES 
HY-VEE 
ICE & SNOW REMOVAL 
ICE CREAM 
ICE FISHING 
IDENTITY THEFT 
ILLNESS 
IMC 
IMMIGRANTS 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
10/14/2003 AOll *BEING GAY OR LESBIAN AT SDSU BRINGS CHALLENGES 
10/14/2003 A031 *DESPITE STEREOTYPES, MANY CHURCHES OPEN TO ALL 
10/14/2003 Al03 SLANG TERMS FOR HOMOSEXUALS HAVE EVOLVED 
10/21/2003 A072 GAYS AND THE CHURCH (L) 
10/21/2003 A073 GAYS OVERREPORTED (L) 
10/28/2003 B053 STOP DIATRIBES ON GAYS (L) 
11/04/2003 A071 NATION CALLING SELF UNITED LETS HOMOSEXUALITY DIVIDE 
11/04/2003 A074 CIVIL UNIONS A DANGEROUS STEP TOWARD GAY MARRIAGE 
3/02/2004 A071 AMENDMENT WOULD CATEGORIZE GAYS AS 2ND CLASS (HORTON 
3/02/2004 A074 DECISIONS ON GAY MARRIAGE SHOULD NOT BE LEFT FOR COU 
3/30/2004 Slll SAME SEX ATTRACTION CONCERNS MAN 
4/20/2004 A074 DEBATE OVER SAME-SEX MARRIAGE SHOULD NOT BE BASED IN 
4/27/2004 A074 CHURCH DEFINES MARRIAGE (L) 
SEE ALSO DISHONESTY 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SOCIETIES 
11/11/2003 A016 STUDENTS DISCUSS HONORS PROGRAM AT CONFERENCE 
11/11/2003 A042 *HEAD •NERD•--A CONVERSATION WITH PRESIDENT OF HCSO 
9/16/2003 A012 *CLASS LETS STUDENTS RIDE HORSES (PEGO) 
4/27/2004 A014 EQUESTRIAN SPORT ADDED TO LINEUP (FUGLEBERG) 
9/16/2003 A043 TREE PROFESSOR TALKS ABOUT TREES, RAPPELLING (PEGO) 
9/09/2003 Alll FROM THE LEFT--REPUBLICANS START TIRESOME PATH OF NE 
9/16/2003 A081 BUSH FOREIGN POLICY HAS ALIENATED, ANGERED ALLIES 
9/23/2003 A071 BLAMING DEMOCRATS AN OVERUSED TACTIC (HORTON) 
9/30/2003 A071 CLARK GIVES DEMS STRONG CHANCE TO WIN PRES (HORTON) 
10/07/2003 A071 WE SHOULD REDUCE OIL NEED, NOT DRILL FOR MORE (HORTO 
10/14/2003 A091 TIME WILL TELL IP CALIFORNIA RECALL SIGNALS TREND 
10/14/2003 A092 COLUMNISTS CRITICIZED (L) 
10/21/2003 A071 MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION AN ISSUE FOR STATES TO DECIDE 
10/28/2003 B051 US NEED BETTER SYSTEM TO ACCOMMODATE IMMIGRATION 
11/04/2003 A071 NATION CALLING SELF UNITED LETS HOMOSEXUALITY DIVIDE 
11/11/2003 A071 BLAME FOR WEAKNESS IN UN LIES WITH US ADMINISTRATION 
11/18/2003 A071 OVERTIME PAY CHANGE ATTACKS AMERICA ' S  SALARIED WORKE 
11/25/2003 A071 GOOD DOESN ' T  OUTWEIGH BAD OF SWEEPING MEDICARE 
12/09/2003 A091 DEMOCRATS WILL WIN IN STATE, HAVE MIXED NATIONAL RES 
1/20/2004 A071 SD VOTERS SHOULD QUESTION THUNE ' S  MOTIVE (HORTON) 
1/27/2004 A071 EXAGGERATIONS CHARACTERIZE BUSH' S  ASSESSMENT (HORTON 
2/03/2004 A071 MONEY, VISIBILITY, TURNOUT KEY FACTORS IN SPECIAL RA 
2/10/2004 A071 BUSH USES SPIN TO OBSCURE IRAQI INTELLIGENCE ISSUES 
2/17/2004 A071 DEMOCRATS HAVE MOMENTUM TO DOMINATE POLITICAL SCENE 
2/24/2004 A071 ATTEMPTS AT MEDIA CENSORSHIP DEPRIVE SOCIET (HORTON) 
3/02/2004 A071 AMENDMENT WOULD CATEGORIZE GAYS AS 2ND CLASS (HORTON 
3/16/2004 A071 BOMBINGS SHOW WEAKNESSES OF US FOREIGN POLICY CHOICE 
3/23/2004 A071 STATE LEGISLATURE PRODUCES GOOD, BAD & UGLY RESULTS 
3/30/2004 A071 SCALIA SHOULD RECUSE SELF TO ENSURE UNBIASED JUSTICE 
4/06/2004 A051 KERRY ' S  CRITICISMS FOUNDED, BUSH LACKS EVIDENCE IN 
4/20/2004 A071 BUSH ADMINISTRATION FAILING TESTS OF FISCAL RESPONSI 
4/27/2004 A071 THE RIGHT CANDIDATE COULD HELP KERRY WIN ELECTION 
SEE ALSO IRAN 
SEE CONSTRUCTION 
SEE US HOUSE 
SEE ALSO LEASE & RENT 
1/27/2004 A045 SA PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT NOMINEES ANNOUNCED 
2/03/2004 A042 *POWELL, HOVE HOPE TO BE NEXT SA LEADERS (KOPECKY) 
3/02/2004 A061 STUDENTS SHOULD ELECT POWELL, HOVE FOR SA (ED) 
4/06/2004 A022 *ALUMNUS PUTS ART INTO THERAPY (MOOICERJEE) 
10/14/2003 AOll *BEING GAY OR LESBIAN AT SDSU BRINGS CHALLENGES 
2/17/2004 S061 *THERE ' S  PLENTY OF ART ON CAMPUS (CHRISTEN) 
3/02/2004 A021 SD ART MUSEUM FEATURES WORKS OF BUEHL, TACKETT 
9/23/2003 A071 *THE GREAT WHITE-HAIRED HOPE--WESLEY CLARK (HULT) 
11/25/2003 A041 REV CARL KLINE HONORED FOR HUMAN RIGHTS WORK 
2/17/2004 A031 *FORMER PRES OF IRELAND TO SPEAK (MANGAN) 
2/24/2004 A022 *ROBINSON DISCUSSES ETHICS, HUMAN RIGHTS (VANDERWERF 
10/14/2003 A022 ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS BUILD A BETTER WORLD 
12/09/2003 A084 *IF LEAVING SO DAK, KEEP GOOD HUMOR (BRIDDICK) 
10/14/2003 Sl81 *HUNTING SEASON TO BEGIN SATURDAY (ZOBEL) 
10/21/2003 S041 *THE APPEAL OF THE FIELD (VANDERWERFF) 
2/17/2004 S031 *SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
SEE ACCIDENT HUNTING 
2/10/2004 Sl91 HUTTERITES COMBINE TRADITIONS, MODERNISM (MARSH) 
10/28/2003 A052 *STUDENTS HAVE A WIN-WIN SITUATION WITH HY-VEE 
11/25/2003 A061 FIRST SNOW AT SDSU NEEDS BETTER REACTION (ED) 
3/23/2004 A051 SDSU ICE CREAM SOON TO BE AT LOCAL GROCER 
SEE FISHING 
10/21/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
10/21/2003 A052 *IDENTITY THEFT (TELKAMP) 
SEE HEALTH, DISEASES 
SEE ALSO ITC, MEDIA CENTER 
10/28/2003 B051 US NEED BETTER SYSTEM TO ACCOMMODATE IMMIGRATION 
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IMMIGRANTS 
INCOME TAX-US 
INDEPENDENCE DAY 
INDIA 
INDIAN ART 
INDIAN CULTURE 
INDIAN DANCE 
INDIAN EDUCATION 
INDIAN GOVERNMENT 
INDIAN HISTORY 
INDIANS-SD 
INDIANS-SDSU 
INFORMATION 
INSTRUCTIONAL TECH 
INSURANCE 
INTERNATIONAL PROG 
INTERNATIONAL STUD 
INTERNET 
INTERNSHIPS 
INTERVARSITY CHRIS 
INTRAMURALS 
IRAQ 
IRC 
IRELAND 
ISAKSEN EVA 
ISLAM 
IVCF 
JACKA.LOPE LOUNGE 
JACKRABBIT GUARANT 
JACOBSEN CALLIE 
JAMAICA 
JANKLOW WILLIAM 
JANSSEN LARRY 
JAZZ 
JENKS JON 
JENSEN PATRICIA 
JEWEL 
JEWELRY 
JOB HUNTING 
JOBMAN MARK 
JOHNSON ROLLAND 
JOHNSON SANDRA 
JOHNSON TIM 
JOHNSTON AARON 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
10/28/2003 B054 WE MUST WORK TOGETHER TO MAINTAIN BORDERS' INTEGRITY 
2/17/2004 A052 *APRIL 15 DEADLINE FAST APPROACHING (FIER) 
SEE FOURTH OF JULY 
11/04/2003 A021 DIRECTOR TO DISCUSS INDIAN EXCHANGE IN HANSEN LECTUR 
3/23/2004 A081 *INDIA NIGHT USHERS IN SPRING (MOOKERJEE) 
SEE ALSO TRIBAL ARTS 
9/30/2003 A031 CONSIDER THE CENTURY BROADENS HORIZONS 
SEE ALSO POWWOW 
3/02/2004 A022 *MORE THAN 1, 000 ATTEND WACIPI (MANGAN) 
SEE ALSO TRIBAL COLLEGES 
3/30/2004 A041 *SOVEREIGNTY TOPIC FOR ANNUAL CONFERENCE (FIER) 
3/16/2004 A021 SDSU TO HOST 12TH ANNUAL AMERICAN INDIAN CONFERENCE 
3/30/2004 A041 *SOVEREIGNTY TOPIC FOR ANNUAL CONFERENCE (FIER) 
10/07/2003 AOll *CONSIDER THE CENTURY SPEAKERS TALK ABOUT TRIBAL REL 
10/14/2003 A082 SELF-DESCRIBED TOKEN INDIAN QUESTIONS DSUA'S COMMIT 
10/21/2003 A081 SDSU NATIVE AMERICAN ADVISOR SEARCH CRITICIZED 
2/10/2004 A025 SDSU NATIVE AMERICAN CLUB SERVES DUAL ROLE 
SEE ALSO INFO CENTER, INFO EXCHANGE 
SEE ITC 
11/04/2003 AOSl DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/04/2003 A052 *AUTO INSURANCE BASICS (TELKAMP) 
3/30/2004 S091 STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS OFFER CHOICES (FEISTNER) 
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS 
10/07/2003 A041 ONLINE AUCTION SCAM WARNING 
3/23/2004 A052 *ONLINE SHOPPING CAN BE DANGEROUS (FIER) 
9/16/2003 S091 *A TRIO OF SUMMER ADVENTURES (MARSH) 
SEE IVCF 
9/16/2003 S031 *OUT OF UNIFORM--WANNABE JACKS, AMATEUR 
10/21/2003 S094 INTRAMURAL TEAM REMAINS UNDEFEATED 
11/04/2003 S063 CO-REC BASKETBALL SEASON BEGINS (TANATA) 
9/09/2003 Al03 *NO DATA FOR WMD THEORIES (PHELPS) 
9/16/2003 AOll STUDENTS WILL STAY IN IRAQ FOR A YEAR, COULD STRETCH 
10/07/2003 A022 *COUPLE CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY MILES APART 
11/04/2003 A042 *BACKIN' THE JACKS IN IRAQ 
11/18/2003 A061 IN FACE OF HUMAN LOSS, ACCOUNTABILITY NEEDED (ED) 
11/18/2003 A062 *COLUMNIST OFFERS 20 WAYS TO COPE WITH IRAQ POLICY 
2/10/2004 A022 *AMBASSADOR CRITICIZES US POSITION IN IRAQ (MANGAN) 
2/10/2004 A071 BUSH USES SPIN TO OBSCURE IRAQI INTELLIGENCE ISSUES 
2/10/2004 A074 WMDS WERE NOT ONLY REASON FOR IRAQ CONFLICT (VENHUIZ 
2/17/2004 A013 *SDSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR COMING DEPLOYMENT (UECKER 
2/24/2004 A061 SOLDIERS' DEPARTURE BITTERSWEET FOR STATE (ED) 
3/30/2004 AOll *BROOKINGS WELCOMES HOME MEMBERS OF 727TH 
4/27/2004 A062 *CITIZENRY NEEDS TO STAND UP & SPEAK OUT (BRIDDICK) 
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS 
1/27/2004 A041 FORMER PRESIDENT OF IRELAND TO SPEAK AT SDSU 
2/17/2004 A031 *FORMER PRES OF IRELAND TO SPEAK (MANGAN) 
2/24/2004 A022 *ROBINSON DISCUSSES ETHICS, HUMAN RIGHTS (VANDERWERF 
10/14/2003 Sl14 ART MUSEUM FEATURES NORWEGIAN ARTISTS 
SEE ALSO MUSLIMS 
9/16/2003 A074 • •HOME• MORE THAN A LOCATION (DAVID) 
11/11/2003 Sl31 *RAMADAN KICKS OFF (MARSH) 
11/11/2003 Sl41 *PROFESSOR OBSERVES MUSLIM HOLIDAY (HULT) 
11/25/2003 Sl21 INTERVARSITY MIXES SPORTS, RELIGION 
9/30/2003 S031 *WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MUSIC? (STEIN) 
10/07/2003 A054 *DOWNTOWN HANGOUT, JACKA.LOPE LOUNGE GETS REVAMPED 
10/14/2003 A093 DEFENDING THE JACKA.LOPE (L) 
SEE SCHOLARSHIPS 
2/24/2004 A022 *BEHIND THE SCENES, ACTRESS SHARES SECRET TO SUCCESS 
10/21/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
9/09/2003 A062 *STUDENTS SOUND OFF ON JANKLOW CONTROVERSY 
9/23/2003 A045 JANKLOW BOLDS PRESS CONFERENCE (HERRICK) 
9/23/2003 A061 JANKLOW CONTINUES POOR PUBLIC RELATIONS (ED) 
12/09/2003 AOSl JURY CONVICTS JANKLOW ON ALL COUNTS 
12/09/2003 AOSl JANKLOW RESIGNS FROM CONGRESS 
1/20/2004 A045 JANKLOW RESIGNS FROM PUBLIC OFFICE (FIER) 
10/21/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
SEE MUSIC JAZZ 
9/30/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON EXCHANGE TRIP TO W AFRICA 
11/25/2003 A021 SDSU FACULTY TO RECEIVE FO BUTLER AWARDS 
4/06/2004 A026 AG MORE THAN JUST FARMERS--NDSU VICE PRES, DEAN OF A 
3/02/2004 S061 *TWO BIG NAMES GRACE AREA WITH THEIR PRESENCE 
3/30/2004 AOSl *DOWNTOWN JEWELER TURNS AFTER-SCHOOL JOB INTO CAREER 
SEE OCCUPATIONS, EMPLOYMENT 
10/28/2003 B012 *NEW POOBA STICKS HOBO DAYS WITH OLD TRADITIONS 
4/27/2004 A042 BUYOUT PUTS MOST LOCAL RADIO STATIONS UNDER ONE OWNE 
3/02/2004 A031 *SDSU ALUM AT CENTER OF US NEWS EVENTS (MANGAN) 
10/14/2003 A041 *TIM JOHNSON DISCUSSES HIS PRIMARY FOCUS 
3/30/2004 S031 COACH JOHNSTON REFLECTIVE, NOT DISAPPOINTED (WONNENB 
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SUBJECT 
JONES MATT 
JOURNALISM 
JUDGING TEAMS 
JUDO 
JUGGLING 
JUNGEMAN REBECCA 
JUNGLE 
KAPPES JOSH 
KARNOPP ADAM 
KEARNS EDWARD 
KEGS 
KEILLOR GARRISON 
KELLY MARTIN 
KENTON JOE 
KERRY JOHN 
KETTERLING MERRY 
KIDNAPPING 
KIDS VOTING 
KINDERMANN ROSS 
KING BB 
KING MARTIN LUTHER 
KLAVETTER LYNN 
KLEINJAN BEN 
KLEINJAN BRENDA 
KLEINSASSER JEFF 
KLINE CARL 
KLOUCEK FRANK 
KOLLING BRIAN 
KOPECKY ANN 
KOPECKY DOUG 
KOREA SOUTH 
KSDJ 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
4/27/2004 S074 JACKRABBIT TOP 5 (ZOBEL} 
9/09/2003 AlOl ARGUS OVERPLAYS THE NEGATIVE OF DI MOVE (ED} 
10/07/2003 A062 FRESHMAN QUESTIONS YIELD EDITOR THOUGHT (VANDERWERFF 
10/28/2003 B051 RAISE REPORTING STANDARD (L} 
11/04/2003 A022 *NEWSPAPER DAY TO FOCUS ON WORLD OF SPORTS 
11/11/2003 S071 *DON'T COMPLAIN ; FIND OTHER SOURCES (SOLI-HOLT} 
11/18/2003 A034 J-CLUB SPONSORS PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST (HAAS} 
11/25/2003 A075 COLUMN RIFE WITH ERROR (L} 
1/20/2004 A035 "BENCHES" GRABS BEST OF SHOW IN PHOTO CONTEST (KOPEC 
2/17/2004 A034 FROM COLLEGIAN TO ARGUS LEADER--ALUM RECALLS (MANGAN 
2/24/2004 AOll COLUMN IN COLLEGIAN SUBJECT OF CONTROVERSY (UECKER} 
2/24/2004 A071 ATTEMPTS AT MEDIA CENSORSHIP DEPRIVE SOCIET (HORTON} 
2/24/2004 A074 ALL MEDIA HAVE RESPONSIBILITY NOT TO UNDULY OFFEND 
3/02/2004 A031 *SDSU ALUM AT CENTER OF US NEWS EVENTS (MANGAN} 
3/02/2004 A072 PAPER A TABLOID RAG (L} 
3/02/2004 SlOl *DOUBLE STANDARDS (HAMMOND} 
3/23/2004 A041 SDSU TO HONOR JOURNALISM GRADS 
4/27/2004 A031 *JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN} 
4/27/2004 A062 *COLLEGIAN VISION FOR THE FUTURE (MARSH) 
SEE ALSO INDIVIDUAL CATEGORIES OF JUDGING 
4/27/2004 S051 *INSTRUCTION FOR LIFE (TANATA} 
9/09/2003 Sl71 *HOW TO JUGGLE (MARSH} 
11/11/2003 A042 *HEAD "NERD•--A CONVERSATION WITH PRESIDENT OF HCSO 
SEE STUDENT UNION 
1/20/2004 A022 *AVIATION STUDENT EMBARKS ON BUSINESS VENTURE 
10/28/2003 A043 *A CONVERSATION WITH A PROFESSIONAL MR NICE GUY 
4/27/2004 S091 SLICE OF LIFE (KEARNS} 
SEE LIQUOR TRAFFIC, ALCOHOL 
11/18/2003 Sl33 *TALES OF MINNESOTA, THE NEW YORKER & THE MAFIA 
11/04/2003 A022 *BRITISH EXCHANGE STUDENT FINDS PRAIRIE NICHE 
3/16/2004 S091 *4 RABBIT WRESTLERS GO NATIONAL (GOEMAN} 
3/23/2004 S071 *KENTON WRESTLES WELL AT NATIONALS (GOEMAN} 
4/06/2004 A051 KERRY'S CRITICISMS FOUNDED, BUSH LACKS EVIDENCE IN 
4/06/2004 A054 INFORMED VOTERS CAN SOLVE PROBLEMS OF NEGATIVE ADS 
4/27/2004 A071 THE RIGHT CANDIDATE COULD HELP KERRY WIN ELECTION 
9/30/2003 A031 CONSIDER THE CENTURY BROADENS HORIZONS 
10/07/2003 AOll *CONSIDER THE CENTURY SPEAKERS TALK ABOUT TRIBAL REL 
10/21/2003 AOll STUDENT CHARGED WITH KIDNAPPING (VANDERWERFF} 
4/06/2004 A051 FABRICATED ABDUCTION DEALT WITH MATURELY (ED} 
9/16/2003 A051 BROOKINGS HONORED WITH FOUNDERS AWARD 
1/20/2004 A021 VICTORIAN CALLING CARDS FOCUS OF LECTURE 
1/20/2004 S061 *ALL HAIL THE KING--BLOES LEGEND BB KING (CHRISTEN} 
10/28/2003 BOll MARTIN LUTHER KING III TO SPEAK AT SDSU 
11/11/2003 A022 *KING III SHARES VIEWS ABOUT WAR ON TERRORISM 
1/27/2004 A022 PERSONAL TIMELINE HONORS MARTIN LUTHER KING (KOPECKY 
2/24/2004 Sl05 SLICE OF LIFE (KLAVETTER} 
4/06/2004 A062 5 SA SENATORS AT LARGE SELECTED (FIER} 
4/27/2004 A031 *JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN} 
10/07/2003 SlOl *VROOM, VROOM MOTORING AROUND SDSU (MARSH} 
11/25/2003 A041 REV CARL KLINE HONORED FOR HOMAN RIGHTS WORK 
9/23/2003 AOll SENATORS TO INTRODUCE BILL THAT LIMITS DI FUNDS 
10/14/2003 A084 *NO BOREDOM IN LIFE WITH JESUS (KOLLING} 
1/20/2004 A064 ••SPRING TRAINING• GOOD FOR THE SOUL (KOLLING} 
2/24/2004 A064 *WRITER ANTICIPATES •PASSION OF CHRIST• (KOLLING} 
1/27/2004 AlOl TALES OF WEDDING TERROR (KOPECKY) 
9/16/2003 S061 *ARE YOU READY FOR SOME FOOTBALL? (KOPECKY} 
10/07/2003 S061 *CAN A COLLEGE SOPHOMORE BE ELIGIBLE FOR PRO FOOTBAL 
10/21/2003 S071 *CURSES, GHOSTS OR JUST BAD BASEBALL? (KOPECKY} 
10/28/2003 S051 *NFL SUDDEN DEATH OVERTIME SPARKS DEBATE 
11/04/2003 S051 *IS GAMBLING A BIGGER SIN IN BASEBALL THAN MURDER? 
11/18/2003 S061 *LAKERS ARE HEAD OF THE CLASS IN THE NBA 
11/25/2003 S081 *SHOULD BCS SELECTION PROCESS CHANGE? 
1/20/2004 Sl14 *TYRONE POOLE FOR PRESIDENT (KOPECKY} 
1/27/2004 Sll4 *NEW POST-SUPER BOWL HOLIDAY? (KOPECKY} 
2/03/2004 Sl44 *LEBRON, GO TO COLLEGE (KOPECKY} 
2/10/2004 Sl41 *GOVERNMENT HELPED PATRIOTS WIN SUPER BOWL (KOPECKY} 
2/17/2004 Sl51 *POKER IS A SUPER SPORT (KOPECKY) 
2/24/2004 Sl51 *YANKS BUY, SOX CRY (KOPECKY} 
3/02/2004 Sl51 *CAN'T BE A FREE AGENT IF YOUR AGENT'S AN IDIOT 
3/16/2004 S081 *MARCH AND THE MADNESS OF DOUG KOPECKY 
3/23/2004 S074 *MR KOPECKY'S SPORTS MOVIE PICKS & PAN (KOPECKY} 
3/30/2004 S071 *BALL TALK FACE-OFF---THE •NATIONAL PASTIME" 
4/06/2004 S061 *CAN BOSTON BREAK THE CURSE? (KOPECKY} 
4/20/2004 S064 *IS BONDS THE BEST? (KOPECKY} 
11/11/2003 A021 FINAL HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON KOREA 
10/07/2003 A042 *QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH •NEW ROCK• ASHLEY ALLEN 
10/14/2003 AOll *LOCAL RADIO STATION CONCERNED WITH KSDJ 
10/14/2003 A091 KSDJ NOT TRUE ALTERNATIVE (L} 
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LANDAU ELVITA 
LANDES DAN 
LANGUAGE 
LANNING ALAN 
LARDY HENRY 
LARSON JUSTIN 
LATIN AMERICA 
LATINOS 
LAUCK JON 
LAUNDROMAT 
LAUNDRY 
LAW ENFORCEMENT 
LEACH JERRY 
LEADERSHIP 
LEARNING 
LECTURES 
LEGISLATORS 
LEGISLATURE-SD 
LEGISLATURE-SD 04 
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LIEUTENANT GOVERNO 
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LIFESTYLES 
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LIMBAUGH RUSH 
LINCOLN LIBRARY 
LINDQUIST KARA 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
10/21/2003 A045 *STUDENTS ASSOCIATION DISCUSSES MEDIA FACULTY ADVISO 
12/09/2003 A091 KSDJ CELEBRATES DECADE (L) 
12/09/2003 S091 KSDJ IS GETTING OLD--RADIO STATION CELEBRATES A DECA 
10/07/2003 SlOl *VROOM, VROOM MOTORING AROUND SDSU (MARSH) 
11/25/2003 A052 *SKINNER'S STUDENT EMPLOYEES DEAL WITH FELLOW 
1/27/2004 A081 *SDSU STUDENT MODELS BRIDAL DRESSES (HAATVEDT) 
10/14/2003 S061 *STUDENTS SHOWCASE UNIQUE PETS 
2/17/2004 A045 BROOKINGS BUSINESS FOUNDER TAKES EMPTY STATE SENATE 
1/20/2004 A071 READER SHARES CONCERN WITH MENTAL HEALTH 
4/27/2004 A041 *Q&A--LANDAU WORKS FOR THE READERS OF BROOKINGS 
9/30/2003 A022 *NEW ASST A & S DEAN TELLS TALES BEYOND THE OFFICE 
2/03/2004 S181 SLICE OF LIFE (MOOKERJEE) 
2/17/2004 A042 *NEW BROOKINGS CITY MANAGER RETURNS TO HOME STATE 
10/14/2003 A021 DISTINGUISHED BIOCHEMIST TO GIVE LECTURES AT SDSU 
10/21/2003 S161 *BACKING THE JACKS WITH NO HOLDS BARRED 
4/06/2004 A062 5 SA SENATORS AT LARGE SELECTED (FIER) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COUNTRIES 
SEE HISPANIC AMERICANS 
10/28/2003 B012 *ALUMNUS, NEW PROFESSOR TELLS MYTHS BEHIND 1990 RIOT 
10/14/2003 S081 *TWO LAUNDROMATS VIE FOR TOP HONORS 
9/09/2003 Sl93 HOW TO DO LAUNDRY FOR ONE (MARSH) 
SEE ALSO POLICE 
4/06/2004 A051 FABRICATED ABDUCTION DEALT WITH MATURELY (ED) 
4/20/2004 A022 *SPEAKER--TURKEY BECOMING MODERN (HERRICK) 
2/03/2004 A041 SD AG PROGRAM LOOKING FOR LEADERS 
4/27/2004 S091 SLICE OF LIFE (KEARNS) 
9/30/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON EXCHANGE TRIP TO W AFRICA 
10/07/2003 AOll *CONSIDER THE CENTURY SPEAKERS TALK ABOUT TRIBAL REL 
10/07/2003 A021 3RD NE HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON WINNIPEG 
10/14/2003 A021 EUROPEAN AG TO HIGHLIGHT 4TH NE HANSEN LECTURE 
10/14/2003 A021 DISTINGUISHED BIOCHEMIST TO GIVE LECTURES AT SDSU 
10/21/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
10/28/2003 BOll ROLE OF SCOTTISH WOMEN FEATURED IN NEXT LECTURE 
11/04/2003 A021 DIRECTOR TO DISCUSS INDIAN EXCHANGE IN HANSEN LECTUR 
11/04/2003 A021 LECTURER TO ADDRESS BIOTERRORISM RISK 
11/11/2003 A021 FINAL HANSEN LECTURE TO FOCUS ON KOREA 
11/11/2003 A022 *KING III SHARES VIEWS ABOUT WAR ON TERRORISM 
1/20/2004 A021 VICTORIAN CALLING CARDS FOCUS OF LECTURE 
2/03/2004 A021 LECTURE TO FOCUS ON NEW SDSU BOOK 
2/03/2004 A022 FACULTY TELLS TRUE STORY BEHIND STURGIS RALLY (FIER) 
2/17/2004 A021 VAN BUREN TO TELL HOW THE NORBYS PRESERVED HISTORY 
2/17/2004 A031 *FORMER PRES OF IRELAND TO SPEAK (MANGAN) 
2/24/2004 A021 FINAL BROWN BAG TO FOCUS ON BROOKINGS HISTORY 
2/24/2004 A022 *ROBINSON DISCUSSES ETHICS, HUMAN RIGHTS (VANDERWERF 
4/20/2004 A022 *SPEAKER--TURKEY BECOMING MODERN (HERRICK) 
2/17/2004 A045 BROOKINGS BUSINESS FOUNDER TAKES EMPTY STATE SENATE 
2/10/2004 A042 *STUDENT HOPES TO SEE SD HOUSE OF REP AGE REQUIREMEN 
9/23/2003 AOll SENATORS TO INTRODUCE BILL THAT LIMITS DI FUNDS 
1/20/2004 A042 ROUNDS LISTS SUCCESSES, SHARES PLANS FOR COMING YEAR 
1/27/2004 A042 EDUCATION OPTIONS INCREASE WITH BILL, SMIDT HOPES 
2/10/2004 A042 HOMESTAKE BILLS PASS LEGISLATURE (HERRICK, FUGLEBERG 
2/10/2004 A055 SD LEGISLATORS REFUSE TO MICROMANAGE SDSU MOVE TO DI 
2/17/2004 A042 *STATE GRANTS APPROVAL TO BUILD NEW WELLNESS CENTER 
2/24/2004 A055 PHYSICIANS' TUITION REIMBURSEMENT TO BEGIN 
3/02/2004 A041 LAWMAKERS APPROVE LARGEST STATE BUDGET EVER 
3/02/2004 A052 LEGISLATURE GIVES MONEY FOR OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIP 
3/23/2004 A071 STATE LEGISLATURE PRODUCES GOOD, BAD & UGLY RESULTS 
3/23/2004 A074 LAWMAKERS' COMMITMENT MAKES SESSION SUCCESSFUL 
3/16/2004 A064 PUT HEART INTO OBSERVING LENT (BASQUIN) 
3/23/2004 A074 NEED MORE FISH ON FRIDAY (L) 
11/11/2003 A062 *NEW FACE OFFERS 10 SUGGESTIONS FOR LETTER WRITING 
9/23/2003 S041 *BANNED BOOKS WEEK CELEBRATES CHALLENGED (HAAS) 
9/30/2003 A073 BETTER LIBRARY HOURS (L) 
12/09/2003 A031 LIBRARY OFFERS SNACKS TO STUDENTS DURING FINALS 
1/20/2004 A015 *QUICK RESPONSE SAVES WET LIBRARY MATERIALS 
2/17/2004 Sl81 *COMMENT CARDS ARE FUN STUFF (TSCHETTER) 
9/16/2003 A051 CITY WELCOMES NEW LIBRARIAN 
4/27/2004 A041 *Q&A--LANDAU WORKS FOR THE READERS OF BROOKINGS 
SEE GOVERNORS LIEUT 
2/03/2004 A031 *PFLUEGER PROVES CLASS EXPECTATIONS CAN CHANGE 
SEE ALSO STUDENT LIFE, STUDENTS 
9/23/2003 S061 A PROF'S LESSONS FROM CHINA (OLSON) 
11/25/2003 A052 PHYSICAL PLANT SHEDS NEW LIGHT 
2/17/2004 A054 *NEW LIGHTING IN RESIDENCE HALLS SAVES ENERGY (FIER) 
11/04/2003 S031 *MADNESS ON THE MAT (ZOBEL) 
10/07/2003 A071 *DRONES OVERPLAY RUSH MISSPEAK (STECKELBERG) 
SEE LIBRARY 
9/23/2003 S071 FEMALE COLUMNIST DISCUSSES HERPES (LINDQUIST) 
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LIQUOR TRAFFIC 
LITERATURE 
LITTER (TRASH) 
LITTLE I 
LIVERMONT TASIYAGN 
LIVESTOCK 
LOANS 
LOBBYISTS 
LODO 
LOHR JERRY 
LONEMAN GUS 
LOTTERY 
LOVE 
LOVETT ELIZABETH 
LOW-INCOME HOUSING 
LOWERY BRAD 
LUBINUS MEL 
LUICK-THRAMS MICHA 
LUNDGREN DENNIS 
LUSK LECTURE 
LUTHERAN 
MACKENZIE ARCHIE 
MAGAZINES 
MAHOWALD TYLER 
MAJORS 
MAKEUP 
MALINI HEMA 
MALL 
MANGAN HEATHER 
MANUFACTURING 
MARATHONS 
MARCHING BAND 
MARIJUANA 
MARRIAGE 
MARRIOTT FOOD 
MARSH TANYA 
MARSHMAN JACK 
MARTIAL ARTS 
MARTIN STEVEN 
MARTINEZ ALMA 
MASCOT 
MASTURBATION 
MATHEMATICS 
MATHEWS DAVID 
MATTINGLY AMANDA 
MAYORS 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
1/27/2004 A031 
2/03/2004 A044 
2/10/2004 AOll 
3/16/2004 A021 
3/23/2004 A015 
10/14/2003 A082 
10/21/2003 S091 
2/03/2004 A052 
10/07/2003 A051 
10/14/2003 SlOl 
2/24/2004 A021 
10/21/2003 Sl61 
2/03/2004 A071 
2/10/2004 S031 
2/10/2004 S051 
2/17/2004 A064 
3/30/2004 A015 
9/23/2003 Sl51 
10/07/2003 S082 
4/20/2004 S055 
4/27/2004 S081 
11/18/2003 A021 
11/25/2003 A022 
4/27/2004 A031 
10/28/2003 B042 
10/28/2003 S041 
2/03/2004 AlOl 
10/28/2003 S081 
10/21/2003 A071 
10/21/2003 A074 
9/30/2003 A062 
11/04/2003 A071 
11/04/2003 A074 
1/27/2004 A084 
3/02/2004 A071 
3/02/2004 A074 
4/20/2004 A074 
4/27/2004 A074 
1/20/2004 Sl55 
3/16/2004 A042 
4/27/2004 A062 
11/25/2003 A031 
3/30/2004 S051 
9/30/2003 A031 
9/09/2003 S061 
10/21/2003 A061 
10/28/2003 B051 
11/04/2003 A071 
11/25/2003 Sll4 
1/27/2004 A022 
3/16/2004 A025 
11/11/2003 A031 
9/30/2003 A042 
1/27/2004 A045 
2/10/2004 A043 
2/17/2004 AlOl 
3/16/2004 A013 
9/23/2003 A042 
SEE ALSO PARTIES, HOUSE PARTIES, ALCOHOL 
SEE ALSO BOOKS 
*EXHIBIT SHOWCASES 150 YEARS OF KIDS ' STUFF (VANDERW 
SEE ALSO REFUSE & REF DISP 
SA GRANTS LITTLE I $7, 000 IN FUNDS (FIER) 
DRAWING TO SHOW ANIMALS IN LITTLE I (MANGAN) 
LITTLE I EXPO TO BE HELD MARCH 19-20 
*STUDENTS COMPETE IN AG EVENTS AT LITTLE I (MANGAN) 
SELF-DESCRIBED TOKEN INDIAN QUESTIONS DSUA'S COMMIT 
*WEB EDITOR GETS AWAY FROM DESK & INTO RING 
SEE ALSO JUDGING TEAMS, ANIMAL SCIENCE 
IS LOAN CONSOLIDATION THE ANSWER? (FIER) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF LOBBYISTS 
*DANCE CLUB LURES UNDER 21-CROWD (KNUTSON) 
*LODO BRINGS HIP-HOP TO BROOKINGS (HULT) 
*ALUM'S LOVE FOR FARMING TURNS TO GLASSES FULL OF WI 
*BACKING THE JACKS WITH NO HOLDS BARRED 
SEE ALSO GAMBLING 
*EACH LIFE FULL OF VALUABLE STORIES (CHELL) 
*LOVE DISSECTED (TSCHETTER) 
*A FEW THINGS THAT MAY SURPRISE YOU ABOUT LOVE 
LOVE IS DEFINED IN SEVERAL FACETS (BASQUIN) 
*RETURNING SOLDIERS SAY THEY MISSED FAMILY, FRIENDS 
SEE ALSO HOUSING 
LOWERY NAMED NCC MEN'S CC ATHLETE OF WEEK 
CC TEAMS BRING HOME HONORS 
LOWERY BREAKS RECORD IN 1500 M 
*EDUCATIONAL VACATIONING--SDSU STUDENTS TRAVEL OVERS 
LECTURE TO FOCUS ON SD CONNECTION TO NAZI GERMANY 
*SPEAKER SHOWS MIDWEST CONNECTION TO WWII 
*JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN) 
SEE JOURNALISM 
SEE CHURCH LUTHERAN 
*ARCHIE MACKENZIE A MODEL FOR DIPLOMACY (GRANHOLM) 
SEE ALSO PERIODICALS 
*UNITING THE SPIRIT, BODY & SOUL (TONATA) 
SEE COLLEGE MAJORS 
SEE COSMETICS 
*MANY REASONS ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (MOOKER 
SEE ALSO BROOKINGS MALL, UNIVERSITY MALL 
SLICE OF HOBO LIFE (MANGAN) 
SEE INDUSTRIES 
SEE ALSO RUNNING 
SEE BAND MARCHING 
SEE ALSO DRUGS 
MARIJUANA LEGALIZATION AN ISSUE FOR STATES TO DECIDE 
MEDICAL MARIJUANA COULD BE 1ST STEP TOWARD GREATER I 
SEE ALSO WEDDINGS 
*LIBBY' S TAKE ON •NEWLYWEDS• (HILL) 
NATION CALLING SELF UNITED LETS HOMOSEXUALITY DIVIDE 
CIVIL UNIONS A DANGEROUS STEP TOWARD GAY MARRIAGE 
*COMMUNICATION & BELIEFS IMPORTANT WHEN DECIDING TO 
AMENDMENT WOULD CATEGORIZE GAYS AS 2ND CLASS (HORTON 
DECISIONS ON GAY MARRIAGE SHOULD NOT BE LEFT FOR COO 
DEBATE OVER SAME-SEX MARRIAGE SHOULD NOT BE BASED IN 
CHURCH DEFINES MARRIAGE (L) 
SEE ALSO FOOD SERVICE 
SLICE OF LIFE (MARSH) 
SA ANNOUNCES ALLEN, MARSH TO HEAD CAMPUS MEDIA 
*COLLEGIAN VISION FOR THE FUTURE (MARSH) 
ALUMNUS CONTINUES TO STAY INVOLVED AT SDSU 
*MARTIAL ARTS CHAMPS (FEISTNER) 
CONSIDER THE CENTURY BROADENS HORIZONS 
*HOLLYWOOD MYTHS OF LATINOS EXPOSED (STEIN) 
SEE ALSO SPORTS TEAMS, JACKRABBIT 
USE IN PRINT NOT KEY TO •FIGHTING SIOUX• DEBATE (ED) 
TEAM NAME A DISGRACE (L) 
MASCOTS HONOR, NOT MOCK (L) 
TOUGH TO STOP ROOMIE'S HABIT 
*MATH PROF GIVES HELPING HAND IN LIBERIA (PRETEAU) 
*APPLE OR 3 . 14? 
*PROF STILL TIED TO VOW OF CIA SILENCE (POPHAM) 
*Q & A--DONKEYS VS ELEPHANTS (THOMAS) 
SA PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT NOMINEES ANNOUNCED 
*MATTINGLY, TIMM HOPE TO LEAD SA NEXT YEAR (KOPECKY) 
*POWELL, MATTINGLY CAMPAIGNS SAY POSTERS WERE TAKEN 
*MATTINGLY AND TIMM WIN PRESIDENCY WITH 56% OF VOTE 
*DR MAYOR--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS (THOMAS) 
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MAZES 
MCCALL HANK 
MCCLEMANS MIKE 
MCMAHON JEREMIAH 
MCSWEENEY JEAN 
MEATS 
MEDIA CENTER 
MEDICARE 
CTR 
10/28/2003 
2/03/2004 
3/16/2004 
4/20/2004 
3/16/2004 
4/20/2004 
11/25/2003 
11/25/2003 
4/27/2004 
10/14/2003 
S061 
Sl71 
A044 
A045 
A022 
A021 
A071 
A074 
A054 
A022 
3/30/2004 Sl24 
MEIROSE CHAD 
MEJIA GABE 
MEMORIAL ART 
MENARD LLOYD 
MENDOZA MARIA 
MENTAL HEALTH 
CHON 11/18/2003 A014 
MERIT PAY 
METHANE 
MEYER STEPHANIE 
MEYERS DEREK 
MEYERS RYAN 
MIDDLE AGES 
MIDDLE EAST 
MILITARY COURTS 
MILITARY SERVICES 
MILLENNIUM 
MILLER ERIN 
MILLER JERRY 
MILLER PEGGY 
MINORITIES 
MISSION TRIPS 
MISTRY VIKRAM 
MITCHELL BOBBIE JO 
MOBERG SCOTT 
MODEL UN 
MODERN LANGUAGES 
MOOKERJEE ALAKANAN 
MOONWALKING 
MORALITY 
MORE LORA LEIGH 
MORENO MIGUEL 
MORMONS 
MOSLEMS 
MOSQUES 
MOTHERS 
MOTORCYCLES 
� MOUSEL DAVID 
MOV PICT REV 
11/11/2003 AOll 
11/11/2003 A061 
12/09/2003 A021 
12/09/2003 A082 
1/20/2004 A071 
2/17/2004 A051 
11/18/2003 A021 
4/20/2004 A074 
4/27/2004 A012 
9/09/2003 A041 
11/18/2003 A042 
11/18/2003 A061 
9/16/2003 AOll 
9/30/2003 A013 
10/07/2003 A071 
11/04/2003 A042 
11/18/2003 A042 
12/09/2003 AOll 
12/09/2003 A014 
1/27/2004 A042 
2/17/2004 A013 
2/24/2004 A061 
3/30/2004 AOll 
3/30/2004 A015 
9/23/2003 Sl51 
3/30/2004 A051 
9/16/2003 A051 
11/04/2003 A042 
11/18/2003 A041 
1/20/2004 AOll 
1/27/2004 A071 
4/06/2004 A064 
10/21/2003 AOll 
2/17/2004 Sl71 
3/16/2004 A022 
11/25/2003 A021 
4/20/2004 S051 
2/17/2004 S031 
2/03/2004 Sl81 
2/03/2004 Sl82 
2/10/2004 A062 
3/16/2004 A034 
10/14/2003 A022 
1/20/2004 Sl51 
9/23/2003 A022 
10/07/2003 SlOl 
1/27/2004 A021 
2/03/2004 A022 
2/24/2004 A015 
9/09/2003 S071 
9/09/2003 S092 
9/16/2003 Sl41 
*WANDERING IN CROP CIRCLES (MARSH) 
*FACIAL HAIR STYLE (FEISTNER) 
5 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FILE FOR OPEN CITY COUNCIL POSIT 
CITY CHOOSES 3 NEW CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS 
*SDSU STUDENT TAKES SPIRITUAL SPRING BREAK (KOPECKY) 
SPEAKER LECTURES ON HEART DISEASE IN WOMEN 
SEE ALSO JUDGING TEAMS 
SEE ALSO IMC 
GOOD DOESN'T OUTWEIGH BAD OF SWEEPING MEDICARE 
THOUGH FAR FROM PERFECTION, MEDICARE BILL A GOOD 
NEW AT-LARGE SA SENATOR SELECTED, ADMIN MEMBER HONOR 
*CALIFORNIA KIDS LEARN TO LOVE THE PRAIRIE 
SEE ALSO ART MUSEUM, ART CENTER 
*NEW ART EXHIBIT ON CAMPUS (CHRISTEN) 
*ASIAN-AMERICAN NON-TRAD STUDENT TELLS STORY 
SEE ALSO FEARS, STRESS 
*CAMPUSES WORK TO HELP THOSE WITH MENTAL ILLNESS 
MENTAL HEALTH ISSUES CLOSER THAN WE THINK (ED) 
STUDENT TELLS STORY OF FIGHTING MENTAL ILLNESS 
*IMMANUEL COMES UNEXPECTEDLY (CHELL) 
READER SHARES CONCERN WITH MENTAL HEALTH 
SEE ALSO SALARIES 
MANURE MAY FUEL EXPERIMENT STATION (SMITH) 
DIISCHER, MEYER TO PERFORM RECITAL SUNDAY 
DEBATE OVER SAME-SEX MARRIAGE SHOULD NOT BE BASED IN 
*GRADUATION DAY CALLS FOR DECISIONS (KLAVETTER, MARSH 
HISTORICAL GROUPS RECREATE LIFESTYLE OF MIDDLE AGES 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF COUNTRIES 
*A CONVERSATION WITH A MAN WHO FOUGHT IN HIGHWAY OF 
IN FACE OF HUMAN LOSS, ACCOUNTABILITY NEEDED (ED) 
SEE COURTS 
SEE ALSO ROTC, BRANCHES OF MILITARY 
STUDENTS WILL STAY IN IRAQ FOR A YEAR, COULD STRETCH 
*COULD YOU BE DRAFTED? (VANDERWERFF) 
SERVICEMAN SPEAKS OUT ON DRAFT ARTICLE (L) 
*BACKIN' THE JACKS IN IRAQ 
*A CONVERSATION WITH A MAN WHO FOUGHT IN HIGHWAY OF 
*PARENTS WITH KIDS OVERSEAS WAIT FOR HOLIDAY TOGETHE 
MORE SDSU STUDENTS CALLED TO ACTIVE DUTY 
EDUCATION OPTIONS INCREASE WITH BILL, SMIDT HOPES 
•SDSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR COMING DEPLOYMENT (UECKER 
SOLDIERS' DEPARTURE BITTERSWEET FOR STATE (ED) 
*BROOKINGS WELCOMES HOME MEMBERS OF 727TH 
*RETURNING SOLDIERS SAY THEY MISSED FAMILY, FRIENDS 
SEE ALSO Y2K 
SDSU GOALKEEPER NAMED DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF WEEK 
*DOWNTOWN JEWELER TURNS AFTER-SCHOOL JOB INTO CAREER 
SEE ALSO ELLIOTT PEGGY 
*MILLER ADDRESSES SA ON DIVISION I, JACKRABBIT GUARA 
*A CONVERSATION WITH A WOMAN OF SASSY STYLE 
PRESIDENT MILLER HOSPITALIZED WITH DEHYRDRATION 
*PRES MILLER RETURNS TO WORK AFTER BOUT WITH FLU 
*THE MATH IS NOT COMPLICATED (MILLER) 
MILLER TALKS TO NEW SA SENATORS ABOUT TITLE IX, WOOD 
*RACE AT SDSU--FEW MEMBERS OF OTHER RACES ATTEND 
*SPRING BREAK MISSIONARIES (FEISTNER) 
•SDSU STUDENT TAKES SPIRITUAL SPRING BREAK (KOPECKY) 
SDSU FACULTY TO RECEIVE FO BUTLER AWARDS 
*JACK OF ALL TRADES--BOBBIE JO MITCHELL (MOLDAN) 
*SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
SEE UNITED NATIONS 
SEE FOREIGN LANGUAGES 
SLICE OF LIFE (MOOKERJEE) 
*HOW TO MOONWALK (HOHENTHANER) 
*YOUNG MR STECKELBERG REMAINS SHOCKED AT SUPER BOWL 
*ALUM TURNS IDEA INTO A BOOK (MANGAN) 
*CALIFORNIA KIDS LEARN TO LOVE THE PRAIRIE 
SEE CHURCH MORMON 
SEE MUSLIMS 
*NEW MOSQUE ALLOWS MUSLIMS OPPORTUNITIES (KLAVETTER) 
*FROM DIAPERS TO BOOKS, SINGLE MOM SHARES 
*VROOM, VROOM MOTORING AROUND SDSU (MARSH) 
REAL STORY OF STURGIS RALLY TO BE TOLD FRIDAY 
FACULTY TELLS TRUE STORY BEHIND STURGIS RALLY (FIER) 
*BLAZE HOSPITALIZES ONE SDSU STUDENT (MARSH) 
*ONE MORE BIG DUMB SUMMER (HULT) 
ON DVD--1, 000 CORPSES? G'AHEAD, COUNT (DROWN) 
*MATCHSTICK MEN MATCHES UP (VANDERWERFF) 
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SUBJECT 
MOV PICT REV 
MOVIE REVIEWS 
MOVIES 
MUGAL ZULF 
MULTICULTURALISM 
MUNSTERMAN SCOTT 
MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY 
MUSEUMS-BR 
MUSIC 
MUSIC BAND 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
9/23/2003 SlOl *CABIN FEVER IS MORE LAUGHTER THAN HORROR (DROWN) 
9/23/2003 Sl03 *THE ORDER'S SCREENWRITERS NEED TO TAKE THEOLOGY 
9/23/2003 SlOl A MIGHTY WIND OFFERS HEART & A WHOLE LOTTA FOLK MUSI 
9/30/2003 S071 *VAMPIRES VS WEREWOLVES (HOHENTHANER) 
9/30/2003 S073 *THE ROCK DELIVERS ON BIG SCREEN WITH THE RUNDOWN 
10/07/2003 Sl51 *BILL MURRAY IS FUNNY AND ARTY (VANDERWERFF) 
10/14/2003 Sl21 *KILL BILL IS BORING, THEN A WILD RIDE (VANDERWERFF) 
10/14/2003 Sl23 *BLACK GOOFS AROUND FOR A GOOD TIME IN SCHOOL OR ROC 
10/21/2003 Sl41 *TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE REMAKE 
10/21/2003 Sl43 *MYSTIC RIVER IS GREAT FLICK (VANDERWERFF) 
10/28/2003 S093 *RUNAWAY JURY IS A BIASED, ANTI-GUN FILM 
10/28/2003 SlOl *THAT BIG GREEN GUY WHO SMASHES (VANDERWERFF) 
11/04/2003 Slll KID'S MOVIE BETTER THAN MOST (VANDERWERFF) 
11/11/2003 S062 *ELF KICKS MATRIX'S ARSE (VANDERWERFF) 
11/18/2003 Sl31 MASTER IS PERFECT FILM FOR THE GUYS (VANDERWERFF) 
11/25/2003 S061 *CAT IN THE HAT A REAL STINKBOMB (CHRISTEN) 
12/09/2003 Slll TOM CRUISE IS A BIG LAME-0 IN LAST SAMURAI 
1/20/2004 S081 *THESE TWO JUST WON'T DIE--FREDDY & JASON (DROWN) 
1/20/2004 S083 *STILLER & ANISTON TOGETHER AT LAST (TSCHETTER) 
1/20/2004 S083 COLD MOUNTAIN IS ZANY FUN! (VANDERWERFF) 
1/27/2004 S061 *THIS MOVIE IS CHEESY, YET IT'S STILL OKAY 
1/27/2004 S062 *BIG FISH STARTS SLOW, GETS MUCH BETTER (VANDERWERFF 
1/27/2004 S073 CLASSIC TRASHY FILM (CHRISTEN) 
2/17/2004 S071 *KILL THOSE COMMIES (VANDERWERFF) 
2/17/2004 S081 *THIRTEEN DEPICTS TEENAGE WASTELAND (HAMMOND) 
2/17/2004 S082 *•YOU DAMN DIRTY APE l •--CHARLTON HESTON (ZOBEL) 
2/17/2004 S091 INNOVATIVE ANIMATED FILM WORTH SEEING (HILL) 
3/02/2004 S081 *NEVER MIND THE BULLOCKS, HERE COMES MEMENTO (WEIKAM 
3/16/2004 S051 *MOVIE ABOUT A REAL CREEP (CHRISTEN) 
3/23/2004 A071 *THUS SPAKE THE EDITOR (VANDERWERFF) 
3/30/2004 Sl51 *LADYKILLERS, NOT THE COENS' BEST (VANDERWERFF) 
4/06/2004 Slll *LOVEABLE DEMON--HELLBOY'S AN ENTERTAINING, FUN FLIC 
4/06/2004 Sll3 *FRENCH FILM IS LOTS OF FUN (STEIN) 
4/20/2004 SlOl CHEESY KUNG FU MOVIE PICK--KUNG POW! 
4/20/2004 Sl03 ELLA IS SO ENCHANTED (HOHENTHANER) 
4/20/2004 Slll QUENTIN, UMA HAD BEST WEEK EVER--KILL BILL (HOHENTHA 
4/27/2004 Sl04 AND NOW IN REVIEW--13 GOING ON 30 ; MAN ON FIRE 
4/27/2004 Slll *THE CHEESIEST OF SUMMER MOVIES--ONE CRAZY SUMMER 
9/16/2003 Sl33 
9/30/2003 S073 
10/07/2003 S131 
10/14/2003 A094 
10/14/2003 Sl23 
10/14/2003 Sl31 
10/28/2003 S081 
11/04/2003 SlOl 
11/11/2003 S051 
11/18/2003 Sl43 
1/20/2004 S071 
1/27/2004 S071 
2/03/2004 A062 
2/03/2004 S081 
2/03/2004 SlOl 
2/10/2004 Sl31 
2 /24/2004 A064 
2/24/2004 S191 
3/02/2004 A062 
3/02/2004 S063 
3/02/2004 S071 
3/23/2004 S074 
3/23/2004 Sl31 
3/30/2004 A064 
4/20/2004 A062 
4/27/2004 Slll 
3/23/2004 A021 
9/23/2003 A042 
9/16/2003 S121 
9/30/2003 S031 
10/21/2003 A071 
9/09/2003 S041 
9/16/2003 Sl21 
9/23/2003 S081 
SEE MOV PICT REV 
SEE ALSO MOV PICT REV 
FRENCH FILMS ARE HERE (HERRICK) 
TERRIBLE MOVIES (CHRISTEN) 
STRONG WOMEN THE FOCUS OF FILM SERIES 
*MOVIE CLAPPERS DRIVE LIBBY INSANE (HILL) 
TERRIBLE MOVIES (CHRISTEN) 
HORROR MOVIE ROUND-UP (DROWN) 
*FILM SERIES DELIVERS THE GOODS (CREED) 
*AVANT-GARDE FILMMAKER FOCUS OF DOCUMENTARY 
A VIRGIN IS DEFILED BY HORROR FLICKS (FUGLEBERG) 
*5 MOVIES TO SEE (HULT) 
*LET'S HAVE A LIVING ROOM WAR (CHRISTEN) 
*BORED? HAVE A MOVIE FEST (WIEKAMP) 
SMITH FILMS MISORDERED (L) 
*THE TOP TEN (VANDERWERFF) 
*WHAT'S THE WORST MOVIE EVER MADE? (DROWN) 
*ROMANTIC SPORTS MOVIES GREAT FOR DATES (HOHENTHANER 
*WRITER ANTICIPATES •PASSION OF CHRIST• (KOLLING) 
*JUICE OSCAR PREVIEW (VANDERWERFF) 
*MUSINGS ON A QUIET OSCAR PARTY (HILL) 
*A SHORT TAKE ON THE OSCARS (VANDERWERFF) 
*PASSIONATELY DISAPPOINTED WITH THE PASSION OF THE C 
*MR KOPECKY'S SPORTS MOVIE PICKS & PAN (KOPECKY) 
*MARCH MEDIA MADNESS (VANDERWERFF) 
*GIBSON MOVIE HAS TOO MUCH PASSION, NOT ENOUGH CHRIS 
PASSION MISUNDERSTOOD (L) 
*THINGS BLOW UP--IT MUST BE SUMMER! (VANDERWERFF) 
SDSU NUTRITION SEMINAR TO FOCUS ON DIABETES 
SEE ALSO DIVERSITY, CULTURAL DIVERSITY 
*DR MAYOR--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS (THOMAS) 
SEE ALSO DANCE FOR DYSTROPH 
SEE ALSO AG HERITAGE, ART MUSEUM 
SEE ALSO RECORDINGS 
THE HOUSE WILL ROCK FOR CHARITY--BERAKHAH HOUSE 
*WHAT HAPPENED TO THE MUSIC? (STEIN) 
SKINNER'S HAS MUSIC (L) 
*WILCO'S QUIET, INCISIVE ALT-ROCK (HULT) 
*THE AMISH WILL ATTACK SIOUX FALLS (CHRISTEN) 
*MAN & BAND KEEP ON PLAYING (CHRISTEN) 
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MUSIC BAND 
MUSIC BLUES 
MUSIC CHAMBER 
MUSIC CHOIR 
MUSIC CHORUS 
MUSIC CHRISTIAN 
MUSIC CLARINET 
MUSIC CONCERTS 
MUSIC COUNTRY 
MUSIC FESTIVAL 
MUSIC GUITAR 
MUSIC HIP HOP 
MUSIC JAZZ 
MUSIC OPERA 
MUSIC PIANO 
MUSIC QUARTET 
MUSIC RECITALS 
MUSIC REVIEW 
MUSIC ROCK 
MUSIC SINGING 
MUSIC VIOLIN 
MUSICIANS 
MUSLIMS 
NAGY DIANNE 
NAMES 
NATIONAL 
NATIVE AM CLUB 
NATIVE AMERICANS 
NATL GUARD 
NATL PARK SERV 
� 
NDSU 
NEIMIC DAVE 
NELSON AMY 
NELSON BRAD 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
9/30/2003 S061 *HEAVY METAL WITH A SOCIAL CONSCIENCE--QUEENSRYCHE 
10/28/2003 S091 *A BLAST FROM SDSU'S PAST WILL KICK OUT THE JAMS 
2/03/2004 Sl03 *ROGER CLYNE COMING (CHRISTEN) 
2/17/2004 S093 *ROGER CLYNE HEATS UP SKINNER'S ON FEB 9 (TSCHETTER) 
2/24/2004 S031 *PHANTOM PLANET--CALIFORNIA BAND COMES INTO THE COLD 
2/24/2004 S051 *EPIC HERO TO OPEN FOR PHANTOM PLANET (TSCHETTER) 
3/30/2004 Sl21 *DAKOTA PUB FEATURES LIVE MUSIC IN FORMER JACKALOPE 
9/30/2003 S051 *BLUES GROUP WILL PERFORM ON CAMPUS (HAMMOND) 
10/07/2003 Sl41 *JAMES SOLBERG'S BLUES AT SKINNER'S (CHRISTEN) 
10/14/2003 SlOl *MUSIC STILL ALIVE & WELL IN BROOKINGS (TSCHETTER) 
1/20/2004 S061 *ALL HAIL THE KING--BLUES LEGEND BB KING (CHRISTEN) 
3/16/2004 S041 *A NIGHT OF MUSIC FOR REFINED--DAKOTA STRING QUARTET 
11/18/2003 A021 VIENNA CHOIR BOYS TO PERFORM HOLIDAY CONCERT 
3/30/2004 Sl54 *CONCERT CHOIR OPENS SPRING MUSIC FESTIVAL (CHRISTEN 
12/09/2003 A031 SDSU CHORUS TO HOST CHRISTMAS CONCERT DEC 14 
3/16/2004 Slll *ROCKIN' WITH GOD (KLAVETTER) 
4/27/2004 SlOl *CHRISTIAN MUSIC EXTRAVAGANZAS (HOHENTHANER) 
2/24/2004 Sl71 *ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN, DIG THIS VIOLIN-CLARINET-PIANO 
2/24/2004 S031 *PHANTOM PLANET--CALIFORNIA BAND COMES INTO THE COLD 
2/24/2004 S041 *CONCERTS AT SDSU--IS ANYONE GOING? (TSCHETTER) 
3/02/2004 S061 *TWO BIG NAMES GRACE AREA WITH THEIR PRESENCE 
4/06/2004 S031 *HE'S GONE COUNTRY--FAN OF PUNK TESTS NEW WATERS 
4/20/2004 S031 *THE SCENE--BROOKINGS FINDS ONE (VANDERWERFF) 
12/09/2003 A091 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG DISCOVERS TRUE LOVE OF COUNTRY 
3/23/2004 Sl62 *UPC BRINGS WILLS, TURNER TO PAC (TSCHETTER) 
4/06/2004 S031 *HE'S GONE COUNTRY--FAN OF PUNK TESTS NEW WATERS 
4/27/2004 SlOl *MUSIC FESTIVALS IN OUR REGION (KEARNS) 
10/14/2003 Sl33 FORGOTTEN TOP GUITARISTS (CHRISTEN) 
3/02/2004 Sl81 *HOW TO PLAY GUITAR (TSCHETTER) 
3/16/2004 Slll *ROCKIN' WITH GOD (KLAVETTER) 
3/23/2004 Sl21 *KILLER LADY JAZZ GUITARIST--JOYCE COOLING (CHRISTEN 
10/07/2003 Sl31 *NOBELMEN FIND THE ROAD TO LODO (HULT) 
10/14/2003 SlOl *LODO BRINGS HIP-HOP TO BROOKINGS (HULT) 
11/11/2003 S051 *BROOKINGS GETS SOME JAZZ CULTURE (CHRISTEN) 
3/23/2004 Sl21 *KILLER LADY JAZZ GUITARIST--JOYCE COOLING (CHRISTEN 
SEE ALSO OPERA 
SEE ALSO PIANISTS 
2/24/2004 Sl71 *ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN, DIG THIS VIOLIN-CLARINET-PIANO 
4/27/2004 S093 HOW TO PLAY CHOPSTICKS (VANDERWERFF) 
3/16/2004 S041 *A NIGHT OF MUSIC FOR REFINED--DAKOTA STRING QUARTET 
11/18/2003 A021 DIISCHER, MEYER TO PERFORM RECITAL SUNDAY 
3/23/2004 A021 TAYLOR TO PERFORM FACULTY RECITAL AT SDSU 
SEE ALSO RECORDINGS, TYPES OF MUSIC 
12/09/2003 Sl02 *YES, DVDS ROCK (CHRISTEN) 
9/23/2003 S091 *ROCK STAR SPEAKS TO JUICE--ANDREW WK 
2/10/2004 Sl03 *AN IDIOT'S GUIDE TO PUNK ROCK MUSIC (CHRISTEN) 
SEE ALSO SONGS 
2/24/2004 Sl71 *ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN, DIG THIS VIOLIN-CLARINET-PIANO 
9/16/2003 Sl31 MUSIC LEGEND JOHNNY CASH REMEMBERED 
1/27/2004 S051 *MARSHALL MEANS MORE TO MUSIC THAN JUST GUITAR 
2/03/2004 S061 *A PASSION FOR MUSIC--MICHAEL YENNY (CHRISTEN) 
2/03/2004 S071 *MUSIC & LITERATURE FROM MIND OF CRAZED TEXAN (CHRIS 
SEE ALSO ISLAM 
1/20/2004 Sl51 *NEW MOSQUE ALLOWS MUSLIMS OPPORTUNITIES (KLAVETTER) 
9/23/2003 A064 *DIVERSITY NEEDED FOR ADVANCEMENT (NAGY) 
11/04/2003 A064 WOMEN'S FREEDOM ESSENTIAL TO SOCIETY (NAGY) 
1/27/2004 A064 *SCIENCE, RELIGION CAN ACT TOGETHER (NAGY) 
4/20/2004 A065 *RELIGION EVOLVES WITH EACH NEW GENERATION (NAGY) 
SEE ALSO NICKNAMES 
SEE NATL 
SEE ALSO INDIANS 
2/10/2004 A025 SDSU NATIVE AMERICAN CLUB SERVES DUAL ROLE 
3/02/2004 A022 *STUDENT MOVES FULL SPEED AHEAD AT SDSU (KOPECKY) 
SEE INDIANS 
SEE ALSO MILITARY SERVICES 
9/16/2003 AOll STUDENTS WILL STAY IN IRAQ FOR A YEAR, COULD STRETCH 
10/07/2003 A022 *COUPLE CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY MILES APART 
2/17/2004 A013 *SDSU STUDENTS PREPARE FOR COMING DEPLOYMENT (UECKER 
2/24/2004 A061 SOLDIERS' DEPARTURE BITTERSWEET FOR STATE (ED) 
3/30/2004 AOll *BROOKINGS WELCOMES HOME MEMBERS OF 727TH 
3/30/2004 A015 *RETURNING SOLDIERS SAY THEY MISSED FAMILY, FRIENDS 
SEE US NATL PARK SERV 
4/06/2004 A026 AG MORE THAN JUST FARMERS--NDSU VICE PRES, DEAN OF A 
4/27/2004 AOll *NEW NDSU RIVALRY KICKS OFF AT BORDER (FUGLEBERG) 
3/02/2004 SlOl *SENIOR EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY (CHRISTEN) 
2/17/2004 A052 *APRIL 15 DEADLINE FAST APPROACHING (FIER) 
10/28/2003 Sl21 *NELSON VS HECKENDORF--SDSU VS ST CLOUD 
11/11/2003 SlOl *NELSON BREAKS PASSING RECORD 
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SUBJECT 
NELSON BRAD 
NEW YORK 
NEWS 
NEWSPAPERS 
NIGHT 
NITWIT CLUB 
NOLZ JORDYN 
NON-TRADITIONALS 
NORBY EVELYN 
NORBY GEORGE 
NORTH CENTRAL CONF 
NORTH DAKOTA STATE 
NORTH KOREA 
NORWAY 
NUCLEAR WASTE 
NUDITY 
NURSING 
NUTRITION 
O'CONNOR MARY 
OAHE IRRIGATION 
OAKWOOD 
OBSESSIVE-COMPULSI 
OCCUPATIONS 
ODENS DAVID 
ODENS DIANE 
OIEN FRED 
OIL 
OLSEN COLLEEN 
OLSON LYLE 
ONKEN JOSH 
OOZEBALL 
OPERA 
ORDINANCES 
ORGANIC FARMING 
ORGANIZATIONS 
ORIGAMI 
OVERBY KIMBERLY 
PAGEANTS 
PAINTBALL 
PALO RODNEY 
PAPENDICK JOHN 
PARENT & CHILD 
PARK SERVICE 
PARKING 
PARKS & RECREATION 
PARLIAMENT ANDREA 
PARSONS DONNIE 
PARTIES 
PATER MELISSA 
PATERNO JOE 
PATRIOT ACT 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
4/27/2004 S074 
9/16/2003 A081 
3/23/2004 A022 
3/30/2004 Sl14 
11/11/2003 S071 
4/27/2004 S031 
11/04/2003 A022 
10/07/2003 S031 
1/20/2004 S051 
11/04/2003 S081 
10/21/2003 A022 
11/18/2003 A014 
2/17/2004 A021 
2/17/2004 A021 
11/18/2003 AOll 
9/16/2003 S091 
10/14/2003 S085 
11/04/2003 A015 
11/04/2003 A021 
11/11/2003 Sl55 
11/18/2003 A081 
2/17/2004 A031 
1/20/2004 Sl41 
3/23/2004 A021 
3/23/2004 S092 
11/25/2003 A022 
2/17/2004 S031 
2/17/2004 S031 
2/17/2004 A016 
2/17/2004 A061 
4/20/2004 A016 
10/07/2003 A071 
10/07/2003 A074 
10/14/2003 A092 
10/21/2003 Sl61 
9/23/2003 S061 
11/25/2003 S031 
4/06/2004 S064 
4/27/2004 S063 
1/20/2004 Sl51 
11/04/2003 A022 
11/18/2003 A081 
3/16/2004 A022 
3/23/2004 S031 
4/20/2004 A041 
2/10/2004 A054 
3/30/2004 A015 
4/27/2004 A031 
3/23/2004 A064 
10/07/2003 Sl21 
11/18/2003 A081 
9/16/2003 AOll 
9/23/2003 A014 
10/07/2003 AOll 
4/20/2004 A026 
9/23/2003 S152 
3/30/2004 A022 
11/11/2003 S091 
10/14/2003 A015 
10/28/2003 B052 
JACKRABBIT TOP 5 (ZOBEL) 
*YOUNG MR STECKELBERG LIVES THROUGH NEW YORK BLACKOU 
APPAREL MERCHANDISING--DESTINATION NEW YORK (PRETEAU 
SLICE OF LIFE (HERRICK) 
*DON'T COMPLAIN ; FIND OTHER SOURCES (SOLI-HOLT) 
*THE TOP 10 THINGS WE'LL REMEMBER--EVEN IF WE DON'T 
SEE ALSO JOURNALISM 
*NEWSPAPER DAY TO FOCUS ON WORLD OF SPORTS 
*ON CAMPUS AFTER DARK (VANDERWERFF) 
*SMALL CLUB GETS BIG LAUGHS--FEATURED ON VHl (CHRIST 
SLICE OF LIFE (NOLZ) 
SEE ALSO STUDENTS 
*NON-TRAD SHARES HER KEY TO HAPPINESS (KOPECKY) 
*ASIAN-AMERICAN NON-TRAD STUDENT TELLS STORY 
VAN BUREN TO TELL HOW THE NORBYS PRESERVED HISTORY 
VAN BUREN TO TELL HOW THE NORBYS PRESERVED HISTORY 
*NORTH CENTRAL CONF TEAMS WILL MISS RIVALRIES 
SEE NDSU 
SEE KOREA NORTH 
*A TRIO OF SUMMER ADVENTURES (MARSH) 
SEE RADIOACTIVE WASTES 
SEE ALSO DANCE NUDE 
SLICE OF NAKED LIFE (SCATTERS) 
NURSING DEPT SPONSORS BLOOD DRIVE (THOMAS) 
FAHRENWALD'S DOCTORAL WORK EARNS TOP HONOR 
EMBARRASSED BUT WELL PAID (HILL) 
NURSING STUDENTS ASSIST AT ACCIDENT (MARSH) 
*PROF GIVES WORDS OF WISDOM--PENNY POWERS (PRETEAU) 
*EAT RIGHT, EXERCISE, KEEP THAT RESOLUTION (FEISTNER 
SDSU NUTRITION SEMINAR TO FOCUS ON DIABETES 
*ATKINS ABOUNDS (KLAVETTER) 
*PROF MIXES LITERATURE, FAITH, IRISH CULTURE 
SEE ALSO OAHE DAM 
SEE ALSO CALLIOPE 
SEE OCD 
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT 
*SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
*SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
*ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FRED OIEN CHARGED IN ASSAULT 
OIEN'S ACTIONS MERIT CAREFUL CONSIDERATION (ED) 
*OIEN PLEADS GUILTY IN COURT (VANDERWERFF) 
WE SHOULD REDUCE OIL NEED, NOT DRILL FOR MORE (HORTO 
ANWR A NON-ISSUE SPUN TO MAKE BUSH LOOK GREEDY (VENH 
COLUMNISTS CRITICIZED (L) 
*BACKING THE JACKS WITH NO HOLDS BARRED 
A PROF'S LESSONS FROM CHINA (OLSON) 
*THE REAL MATRIX--ONLINE ROLE-PLAYING GAMES 
OOZEBALL TO SLIME CAMPUS (HOHENTHANER) 
*OOZEBALL 
SEE ALSO MUSIC OPERA 
SEE ALSO NOISE ORDINANCE, HOUSE PARTIES, ETC . 
SEE FARMS & FARMING 
SEE ALSO STUDENT ORGANIZATI 
*HOW TO MAKE AN ORIGAMI BOAT (HOHENTHANER) 
ED GRAD'S CURRICULUM IN CLASSROOMS STATEWIDE 
SEE ALSO BEAUTY CONTESTS 
*THE NEW MISS SOUTH DAKOTAS 
TWELVE VIE FOR LOCAL PAGEANT TITLES (MARSH) 
*CROWNING GLORY--12 GIRLS COMPETED FOR TITLES 
MR SDSU TO WALK RUNWAY NEXT WEEK IN CAMPUS PAGEANT 
PAINTBALL ARENA OPENS, DRAWS SDSU STUDENTS (FIER) 
*RETURNING SOLDIERS SAY THEY MISSED FAMILY, FRIENDS 
*JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN) 
*GOD'S PARENTING STYLE SEEN BEST WASHING DISHES 
SEE US NATL PARK SERV 
SEE AUTO PARKING 
*PARKS AND PLAYGROUNDS (HOHENTHANER) 
*THE NEW MISS SOUTH DAKOTAS 
*JACKRABBITS' FOOTBALL PLAYER DIES EARLY SUNDAY MORN 
*REMEMBERING A LOST TEAMMATE--SERVICE HONORS (HULT) 
SEE ALSO HOUSE PARTIES 
*IS YOUR PARTY SAFE FROM INTERRUPTON? 
HALLS THROW END OF YEAR BASH (MANGAN) 
*PATER NAMED NCAA SD WOMAN OF YEAR 
*SDSU HONORS 4 WITH DISTINCTION AWARD (KOPECKY) 
*SHOULD OL' JOE PA STICK AROUND NEXT YEAR? 
PATRIOT ACT DIVIDES OUR STATE'S CITIZENS 
FBI CONCERN UNNEEDED (L) 
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PAVLICEK MARIAH 
PAYMENT 
PEACE CORPS 
PECK EDWARD 
PEDERSEN JAMES 
PENITENTIARY 
PERCUSSION ENSEMBL 
PEREZ GABBY 
PERFORMING ARTS 
PERIODICALS 
PERLMAN ITZHAK 
PERSECUTION 
PERSIAN GULF WAR 
PERSONAL FINANCE 
PETER-LARSEN JEAN 
PETERSON JESSICA 
PETS 
PFLUEGER CHERYL 
PHARMACY 
PHEASANTS 
,.. PHELPS BRADY 
PHELPS QUINTON 
PHILANTHROPISTS 
PHILIPPINES 
PHONES EMERGENCY 
PHOTOCOPYING 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
PHYSICAL PLANT 
PHYSICIANS 
PIANISTS 
PIGS 
PILATES 
PINATAS 
PIRACY 
PIZZA RANCH 
PLACEMENT 
PLANNING 
PLANT SCIENCE 
PLAYS 
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIAN 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
4/06/2004 S051 *PAVLICEK LEARNS TO MASTER WATER (STEIN) 
11/18/2003 A071 OVERTIME PAY CHANGE ATTACKS AMERICA'S SALARIED WORKE 
11/18/2003 A074 BUSH'S PROPOSAL UNPOPULAR, BUT RIGHT DECISION 
1/27/2004 A022 *MATH PROF GIVES HELPING HAND IN LIBERIA (PRETEAU) 
2/10/2004 A022 *AMBASSADOR CRITICIZES US POSITION IN IRAQ (MANGAN) 
10/14/2003 A022 *DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS DEDICATED LIFE TO STUDENTS 
SEE STATE PENITENTIARY 
SEE MUSIC PERCUSSION 
10/14/2003 A022 *CALIFORNIA KIDS LEARN TO LOVE THE PRAIRIE 
SEE ARTS 
SEE ALSO MAGAZINES 
10/14/2003 Sl33 *FAMOUS VIOLINIST TO PERFORM ON CAMPUS 
3/23/2004 A071 *THUS SPAKE THE EDITOR (VANDERWERFF) 
SEE MIDDLE EAST 
SEE ALSO FINANCE 
9/09/2003 A082 MONEY 101--KEEPING TRACK TO STAY ON TRACK (TELKAMP) 
9/09/2003 A081 FINANCE (TELKAMP) 
9/16/2003 A061 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
9/16/2003 A062 MONEY 101--PICKING UP THE RIGHT ACCOUNT FOR YOU 
9/16/2003 A061 BEATING AN OVERDRAFT FEE IS SIMPLE IF YOU KNOW WHAT 
9/23/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
9/30/2003 A051 *CREDIT CARD ABCS--MANAGING YOUR CREDIT DEBT 
9/30/2003 A054 MYTHS ABOUT CREDIT AND DEBT (TELKAMP) 
10/07/2003 A051 CREDIT REPORT BASICS (TELKAMP) 
10/14/2003 A061 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
10/14/2003 A063 *CREDIT REPORT BASICS 
10/28/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
10/28/2003 A054 *HALLOWEEN CAN BE SCARY ON THE WALLET (TELKAMP) 
11/25/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
1/20/2004 A051 INVESTING EARLY PROTECTS FINANCIAL FUTURE 
9/16/2003 Sl33 *SODAK ART ON DISPLAY--3 AREA ARTISTS 
3/23/2004 S031 *CROWNING GLORY--12 GIRLS COMPETED FOR TITLES 
10/14/2003 S061 *STUDENTS SHOWCASE UNIQUE PETS 
2/03/2004 A031 *PFLUEGER PROVES CLASS EXPECTATIONS CAN CHANGE 
10/07/2003 A022 *COLLEGE OF PHARMACY WILL DROP PRE-ACCEPTANCE PROG 
10/28/2003 S091 *A BLAST FROM SDSU'S PAST WILL KICK OUT THE JAMS 
1/20/2004 A021 PHARMACY CLASS MADE HISTORY WITH 1ST WHITE COAT CERE 
10/14/2003 Sl81 *HUNTING SEASON TO BEGIN SATURDAY (ZOBEL) 
10/21/2003 S041 *THE APPEAL OF THE FIELD (VANDERWERFF) 
9/09/2003 Al03 *NO DATA FOR WMD THEORIES (PHELPS) 
9/23/2003 A022 *DR BRADY PHELPS GIVES STUDENTS THE SKEPTICAL LOWDOW 
10/14/2003 A082 *SOUTH DAKOTA BRIGHTS UNITE (PHELPS) 
11/04/2003 A062 *RELIGIOUS HATEMONGERS UNWORTHY OF HEAVENLY REWARDS 
11/25/2003 A062 *PHELPS MUSES ON DIALOGUE WITH SATAN (PHELPS) 
11/25/2003 A071 PHELPS AMUSES READER (L) 
1/20/2004 A062 *LOOKING BACK, LOOKING AHEAD PAIN SOME (PHELPS) 
2/24/2004 A062 *EXPOSURE TO SINGLE VIEW CAN LEAD TO BLIND SOCIETY 
3/16/2004 A071 *MORE EFFECTIVE LEARNING HABITS CAN INCREASE EDUCATI 
4/06/2004 A052 *SKEPTIC CITES SOCIETY, NOT DEITY, AS BASE FOR RELIG 
4/27/2004 A076 PHELPS RELIGION SKEPTICAL (L) 
3/30/2004 A021 SDSU WILDLIFE, FISHERIES STUDENTS WIN AWARDS 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF PHILANTHROPISTS 
11/18/2003 A014 *ASIAN-AMERICAN NON-TRAD STUDENT TELLS STORY 
SEE TELEPHONES 
SEE COPYING 
10/28/2003 S081 *PHOTOGRAPHS & PAINTINGS BY SD ARTISTS ON DISPLAY 
11/18/2003 A034 J-CLUB SPONSORS PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST (HAAS) 
1/20/2004 A035 •BENCHES• GRABS BEST OF SHOW IN PHOTO CONTEST (KOPEC 
SEE ALSO HPER 
10/28/2003 S041 *UNITING THE SPIRIT, BODY & SOUL (TONATA) 
1/20/2004 Sl41 *EAT RIGHT, EXERCISE, KEEP THAT RESOLUTION (FEISTNER 
2/17/2004 S201 *HOW TO TONE YOUR TRICEPS (KLAVETTER) 
2/24/2004 A052 *PHYSICAL FITNESS HAS ITS PRICE (FIER) 
3/23/2004 Slll *GYMS RANGE IN PRICE, CLASSES, MORE (HOHENTHANER) 
11/25/2003 A052 PHYSICAL PLANT SHEDS NEW LIGHT 
2/24/2004 A055 PHYSICIANS' TUITION REIMBURSEMENT TO BEGIN 
SEE ALSO MUSIC PIANO 
10/21/2003 Sl21 *PIANO DUO PERFORMANCE (CHRISTEN) 
SEE SWINE 
10/28/2003 S041 *UNITING THE SPIRIT, BODY & SOUL (TONATA) 
2/24/2004 S091 *HOW TO MAKE A PINATA (MARSH) 
SEE COPYRIGHT 
11/18/2003 A051 PIZZA RANCH TEACHES STUDENTS ABOUT TEAMWORK 
SEE OCCUPATIONS, CAREER & ACADEMIC 
SEE ALSO CAMPUS PLANNING 
9/16/2003 A032 *WORLD CLASS PROFESSOR ALWAYS RETURNS TO FREEDOM OF 
SEE DRAMA 
3/30/2004 A062 *US INTELLIGENCE WHISTLE BLOWER, PLEDGE CRITIC DESER 
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SUBJECT 
POETRY 
POETS 
POKER 
POLE VAULT 
POLICE 
POLICE CAMPUS 
POLITICAL PARTICIP 
POLITICS &: GOVT 
POLITICS &: GOVT-SD 
POLITICS &: GOVT-US 
POOR 
POPPEN DIETR 
POST CORA 
POVERTY 
POWELL CLINTON 
POWER OUTAGE 
POWERLIFTING 
POWERS PENNY 
POWWOW 
PRAIRIE REPERTORY 
PREJUDICE 
PRESCHOOL 
PRESIDENTS 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
2/24/2004 S201 CLUB NEEDS POETS FOR POETRY JAM (STEIN) 
4/06/2004 A021 STUDENTS TO READ WINNING POEMS AT SDSU 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF POETS, WRITERS 
2/17/2004 SlSl *POKER IS A SUPER SPORT (KOPECKY) 
2/17/2004 Sl53 *POKER IS NOT A SPORT (ZOBEL) 
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM 
SEE ALSO LAW ENFORCEMENT 
9/23/2003 A042 *ARE THEY OUT TO GET YOU? STUDENTS FEEL POLICE TARGE 
10/28/2003 A042 STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION DISCUSS PARKING &: LOCAL POLICE 
SEE ALSO TRAFFIC POLICE 
9/16/2003 A023 POLICE LOG 
9/23/2003 A083 POLICE LOG 
9/30/2003 A083 POLICE LOG 
10/07/2003 A082 POLICE LOG 
10/21/2003 A042 *A CONVERSATION WITH UPD POLICE CHIEF TIM HEATON 
10/28/2003 A033 POLICE LOG 
11/04/2003 A031 POLICE LOG 
3/02/2004 A052 *TRAFFIC VIOLATION APPEALS RISING (FIER) 
4/06/2004 A016 UPD REPORTS INCREASE IN CARS TOWED (VANDERWERFF) 
4/27/2004 A062 *CITIZENRY NEEDS TO STAND UP &: SPEAK OUT (BRIDDICK) 
9/09/2003 A042 *FORMER US HOUSE CANDIDATE TEACHES POLITICAL CLASS 
9/16/2003 A054 SDSU POLITICS KICK OFF (THOMAS) 
9/16/2003 A072 *GOVT HAS PROBLEM WITH PROMISES (ROGERS) 
9/30/2003 A061 CALIF RECALL A CHANCE TO SHOW MERIT OF DIRECT (ED) 
10/14/2003 A091 TIME WILL TELL IF CALIFORNIA RECALL SIGNALS TREND 
10/14/2003 A094 SCHWARZENEGGER MAY RECAST CALIF REPUBLICAN PARTY 
4/06/2004 A022 *WOMEN ADD TO POLITICS, DIEDRICH SAYS (UECKER) 
12/09/2003 A091 DEMOCRATS WILL WIN IN STATE, HAVE MIXED NATIONAL RES 
12/09/2003 A094 TEN BOLD PREDICTIONS INCLUDE GOOD NEWS FOR BUSH, DAS 
2/03/2004 A042 *US CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE TALKS POLITICS WITH COLL 
2/03/2004 A062 *ELECTION SEASON IN SD MEANS TIME FOR POLITICAL CIRC 
2/10/2004 A042 *STUDENT HOPES TO SEE SD HOUSE OF REP AGE REQUIREMEN 
2/24/2004 A044 *DIEDRICH HOPES TO BECOME SD'S NEXT US REPRESENTATIV 
3/23/2004 A071 STATE LEGISLATURE PRODUCES GOOD, BAD &: UGLY RESULTS 
3/23/2004 A074 LAWMAKERS' COMMITMENT MAKES SESSION SUCCESSFUL 
9/09/2003 Alll FROM THE LEFT--REPUBLICANS START TIRESOME PATH OF NE 
9/09/2003 A114 FROM THE RIGHT--SD CONGRESSIONAL RACES COULD BECOME 
9/23/2003 A071 BLAMING DEMOCRATS AN OVERUSED TACTIC (HORTON) 
9/23/2003 A074 DEMOCRATS DENY PRESIDENT HIS CONSTITUTIONAL (VENHUIZ 
9/23/2003 A071 *THE GREAT WHITE-HAIRED HOPE--WESLEY CLARK (HULT) 
9/30/2003 A042 *Q &: A--DONKEYS VS ELEPHANTS (THOMAS) 
9/30/2003 A071 CLARK GIVES DBMS STRONG CHANCE TO WIN PRES (HORTON) 
9/30/2003 A074 GENERAL MUST DEFINE POLICY STANCES TO WIN NOMINATION 
10/14/2003 A044 *HAUGE PUTS EXPERIENCE TO USE FOR JOHN EDWARDS 
10/14/2003 A092 COLUMNISTS CRITICIZED (L) 
11/18/2003 A042 POLLSTERS FINDING COLLEGE VOTE MAY BE SURPRISINGLY 
12/09/2003 A091 DEMOCRATS WILL WIN IN STATE, HAVE MIXED NATIONAL RES 
12/09/2003 A094 TEN BOLD PREDICTIONS INCLUDE GOOD NEWS FOR BUSH, DAS 
1/27/2004 A071 EXAGGERATIONS CHARACTERIZE BUSH'S ASSESSMENT (HORTON 
1/27/2004 A074 PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL ADDRESS EXHIBITS EFFECTIVE LEAD 
2/03/2004 A061 PRIMARY FAVORITES NOT ALWAYS BEST CHOICES (ED) 
2/17/2004 A071 DEMOCRATS HAVE MOMENTUM TO DOMINATE POLITICAL SCENE 
2/17/2004 A074 CIVIL UNIONS, MILITARY RECORD KEY IN TIGHT RACE 
4/06/2004 A051 KERRY' S  CRITICISMS FOUNDED, BUSH LACKS EVIDENCE IN 
4/06/2004 A054 INFORMED VOTERS CAN SOLVE PROBLEMS OF NEGATIVE ADS 
4/27/2004 A074 LIKELY THAT CHENEY WILL REMAIN AS BUSH'S SIDEKICK 
SEE ALSO POVERTY 
1/20/2004 A012 *PAC EMPLOYEES START CAMPANILE RECORDS LABEL (VANDER 
11/25/2003 A042 *WHERE SUPPLY MEETS DEMAND--FOOD PANTRY 
SEE ALSO POOR 
1/27/2004 A045 SA PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT NOMINEES ANNOUNCED 
2/03/2004 A042 *POWELL, HOVE HOPE TO BE NEXT SA LEADERS (KOPECKY) 
2/17/2004 AlOl *POWELL, MATTINGLY CAMPAIGNS SAY POSTERS WERE TAKEN 
3/02/2004 A061 STUDENTS SHOULD ELECT POWELL, HOVE FOR SA (ED) 
SEE ELECTRICITY 
SEE WEIGHTLIFTING 
2/17/2004 A031 *PROF GIVES WORDS OF WISDOM--PENNY POWERS (PRETEAU) 
SEE ALSO INDIAN DANCE 
2/10/2004 A022 *WACIPI CELEBRATES SPRING RENEWAL AT SDSU (KOPECKY) 
3/02/2004 A022 *MORE THAN 1, 000 ATTEND WACIPI (MANGAN) 
3/02/2004 A022 *STUDENT MOVES FULL SPEED AHEAD AT SDSU (KOPECKY) 
SEE ALSO THEATER, DRAMA 
9/09/2003 S061 *THE FOREIGNER ENDS PRT SEASON (CHRISTEN) 
SEE ALSO RACISM, DISCRIMINATION 
SEE EDUCATION PRESCHOOL 
SEE ALSO SA-PRESIDENT, SDSU PRESIDENT, US PRESIDENTS 
11/18/2003 A041 PRESIDENT MILLER HOSPITALIZED WITH DEHYRDRATION 
1/20/2004 AOll *PRES MILLER RETURNS TO WORK AFTER BOUT WITH FLU 
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PRESIDENTS 
PRESS 
PRIDE OF DAKOTAS 
PRINTMAKING 
PRISONERS OF WAR 
PRIVACY ACT 
PROCRASTINATION 
PROFESSIONAL SPORT 
PROFICIENCY TESTS 
PROPERTY TAX 
PROTESTS 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PUBLIC LIBRARY 
PUBLIC TELEVISION 
PUGSLEY UNION 
PULLMAN JOY 
QUASHNICK KENT 
QUILTING 
QUIZ BOWL 
RA 
RACISM 
RADIO STATION 
RAINBOW PLAY SYST 
RALLIES 
RAM PUB 
RAMADAN 
RAPE 
RASCO BARBARA 
RASMUSSEN KENNETH 
REALITY TELEVISION 
RECITALS 
RECORDINGS 
REDBONE LEON 
REED TIM 
REGENTS 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
1/27/2004 A071 
2/03/2004 A061 
4/06/2004 A064 
3/30/2004 Sl24 
11/18/2003 A021 
11/25/2003 A022 
9/23/2003 S051 
4/06/2004 A022 
3/23/2004 SlOl 
12/09/2003 A032 
10/07/2003 A031 
10/14/2003 A082 
11/11/2003 A052 
3/23/2004 A052 
11/11/2003 Sl31 
11/11/2003 Sl41 
11/04/2003 S082 
11/04/2003 A021 
1/20/2004 A022 
9/09/2003 S091 
9/16/2003 Sl43 
9/23/2003 Slll 
9/23/2003 Sll3 
9/23/2003 Sll3 
9/30/2003 S081 
10/07/2003 Sl53 
10/07/2003 Sl53 
10/21/2003 Sl3l 
10/21/2003 Sl33 
10/28/2003 S091 
11/11/2003 S061 
11/18/2003 Sl2l 
11/18/2003 Sl4l 
11/25/2003 S05l 
12/09/2003 Sll3 
1/20/2004 A012 
1/27/2004 S05l 
1/27/2004 S062 
2/10/2004 S08l 
2/10/2004 S083 
2/10/2004 S091 
2/17/2004 S073 
2/17/2004 S09l 
2/24/2004 Sl8l 
3/02/2004 S083 
3/02/2004 S09l 
3/02/2004 Sl03 
3/23/2004 Sl31 
3/23/2004 Sl51 
3/30/2004 Sl3l 
3/30/2004 Sl4l 
4/06/2004 SlOl 
4/20/2004 SlOl 
3/02/2004 S06l 
3/16/2004 A044 
4/20/2004 A045 
9/09/2003 A065 
11/04/2003 AOll 
*THE MATH IS NOT COMPLICATED (MILLER) 
PRIMARY FAVORITES NOT ALWAYS BEST CHOICES (ED) 
MILLER TALKS TO NEW SA SENATORS ABOUT TITLE IX, WOOD 
SEE JOURNALISM 
SEE BAND MARCHING 
*NEW ART EXHIBIT ON CAMPUS (CHRISTEN) 
LECTURE TO FOCUS ON SD CONNECTION TO NAZI GERMANY 
*SPEAKER SHOWS MIDWEST CONNECTION TO WWII 
SEE FERPS 
SEE ALSO TIME MANAGEMENT 
HOW NOT TO PROCRASTINATE (HAATVEDT) 
SEE SPORTS PROFESSIONAL, NAMES OF INDIVIDUAL SPORTS 
SEE TESTS EDUCATIONAL 
SEE ALSO TAXATION 
SEE DEMONSTRATIONS 
*ALUMNUS PUTS ART INTO THERAPY (MOOKERJEE) 
SEE LIBRARY PUBLIC 
SEE TELEVISION PUBLIC 
SEE STUDENT UNION 
STUDENTS TAKE LEADERSHIP IN CAMPUS RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
*SDSU GRADS HEAD INTO THE REAL WORLD--543 GRADS 
*SDSU JOURNALISM PROFESSOR TURNS TO ART OF QUILTING 
SEE QUADRATHLON 
SEE RESIDENT ASSISTANT 
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION 
SELF-DESCRIBED TOKEN INDIAN QUESTIONS DSUA'S COMMIT 
SEE BROADCASTING, INDIVIDUAL RADIO STATIONS 
*STUDENTS FORM TIGHT-KNIT COMMUNITY AT RAINBOW 
SEE DEMONSTRATIONS 
*LOCAL RESTAURANT SUCCEEDS IN HISTORICAL SETTING 
*RAMADAN KICKS OFF (MARSH) 
*PROFESSOR OBSERVES MUSLIM HOLIDAY (HULT) 
SEE ALSO SEX CRIMES 
*RAPE VICTIM CAN LOVE AGAIN (GROCHOW) 
LECTURER TO ADDRESS BIOTERRORISM RISK 
*RASMUSSEN TAKES EDUCATION TO ALL LEVELS (KOPECKY) 
SEE TELEVISION REALITY 
SEE MUSIC RECITALS 
*ON CD--SWEDISH SAME-SEX BOMBS (CHRISTIE) 
*WHAT'S OLD IS NEW AGAIN--CHESTERFIELD KINGS 
*TECHNO WITH BIG GUITAR--JEFF BECK (CHRISTEN) 
*STRANGE COMBO MAKES GREAT ALBUM--THE NEW CHRISTS 
*THE CIRCLE IS BROKEN ON LESS-THAN-PERFECT THIRTEENT 
*DAVE MATTHEWS--SOME DEVIL (CREED) 
*OUTKAST PUSHES BOUNDARIES ON SPEAICERBOXX (BULT) 
*JET'S FIRST ALBUM OKAY (CHRISTEN) 
*LUDACRIS IS A PERVERTED GUY (CREED) 
*NYC SMOKE NEVER REALLY SMOKES 
*HE'S BACK! (CHRISTEN) 
THE ROCKETS ROCK IN RURAL ROLL (CHRISTEN) 
*STREET WALKIN' CHEETAHS WITH HEARTS FULL OF NAPALM 
*5 CDS YOU NEED (WIEKAMP) 
*VERY KOO-KOO ; BUT VERY TALENTED 
ROCK 'N' ROLL CLASSICS--LAMF (CHRISTEN) 
*PAC EMPLOYEES START CAMPANILE RECORDS LABEL (VANDER 
*MARSHALL MEANS MORE TO MUSIC THAN JUST GUITAR 
*NEW CD FROM STEREOLAB MORE OF THE SAME (VANDERWERFF 
*SHE ISN'T ALL THAT GREAT--ANI DIFRANCO'S LATEST 
*GO BUY THIS DISC RIGHT NOW--DEATH CAB FOR CUTIE 
NOTHING SAYS LOVE LIKE A BURNED CD (WEIKAMP) 
*LET THE GOOD TIMES ROCK 'N' ROLL WITH SCOTS' MOJO B 
*HOWLIN' WOLF, AKA CHESTER BURNETT, RAISED THE BAR 
*DMZ--BACK IN PRINT (CHRISTEN) 
*JONES AIN'T TOO SHABBY (TSCHETTER) 
*LADIES & GENTLEMEN, PLEASE WELCOME THE ROLLING STON 
*INCUBAS NOT JUST FOR THOSE CRAZY TEENS (CREED) 
*MARCH MEDIA MADNESS (VANDERWERFF) 
*UFO--METAL JUST WON'T QUIT (CHRISTEN) 
*THIS DVD SHOULD COME WITH EARPLUGS--THE STOOGES 
*A MIGHTY FINE DISC FROM MIGHTY TALENTED DUDE (CHRIS 
*COWBOYS & PUNKS COLLIDE--THE LAZY COWGIRLS (CHRISTE 
*SEVEN SWANS TURNS QUIET SOUNDS INTO GREAT MUSIC 
*TWO BIG NAMES GRACE AREA WITH THEIR PRESENCE 
5 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FILE FOR OPEN CITY COUNCIL POSIT 
CITY CHOOSES 3 NEW CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF REGENTS, COLLEGES/UNIV 
*MR REGENT--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH SO'S NEWEST 
SD UNIVERSITIES WILL COOPERATE, NOT CLOSE 
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SUBJECT 
REGENTS 
RELATIONSHIPS 
RELIGION 
RENTING 
RESEARCH 
RESIDENCE HALLS 
RESOLUTION 21 
RESPECT 
RESTAURANTS 
RESTROOMS 
RETAIL TRADES 
RETIREMENT 
RICKERL DIANE 
RIDENOUR MINETTE 
RIFLE CLUB 
RIGGS VICTORIA 
RIOTS 
RITTER CHELSIE 
ROADS 
ROBINSON ADAM 
ROBINSON MARY 
ROCHLIN HARRIET 
RODEO 
ROE JEREMY 
ROGERS LARRY 
ROLLER SKATING 
ROOMMATES 
ROORDA LUKE 
ROSE PETE 
ROSENAU NATHAN 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
11/04/2003 A041 USD'S ENGSTROM A REGENTS' FELLOW 
3/23/2004 AOll BOARD OF REGENTS RAISES SD TUITION 5 . 5% {UECKER) 
3/30/2004 A021 REGENTS AWARD SDSU STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
SEE ALSO DATING 
1/27/2004 A062 
2/10/2004 Sl31 
2/10/2004 Sl91 
*BED SWITCH TROUBLES HUSBAND {HILL) 
*LOVE AND BASKETBALL (GOEMAN) 
*VALENTINE'S DAY HATERS TAKE HOPE IN NEW LOVE 
SEE ALSO CHRISTIANITY, ISLAM, ETC. 
9/09/2003 
9/16/2003 
10/07/2003 
10/14/2003 
10/21/2003 
11/04/2003 
11/25/2003 
1/27/2004 
3/23/2004 
4/06/2004 
4/20/2004 
4/20/2004 
4/27/2004 
1/27/2004 
9/09/2003 
9/09/2003 
9/23/2003 
11/18/2003 
11/25/2003 
1/27/2004 
2/17/2004 
4/20/2004 
Al06 IN FREEDOM, LESS IS MORE (CHELL) 
A074 ••HoME u MORE THAN A LOCATION (DAVID) 
A064 *WE MUST SEE MORE THAN LITTLE PICTURE (HAMILTON) 
A082 *SOUTH DAKOTA BRIGHTS UNITE (PHELPS) 
A065 *THINKING ON PAPER--RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINTS (CHELL) 
A062 *RELIGIOUS HATEMONGERS UNWORTHY OF HEAVENLY REWARDS 
A071 PHELPS AMUSES READER (L) 
A064 *SCIENCE, RELIGION CAN ACT TOGETHER {NAGY) 
SlOl STUDENTS TAKE LEADERSHIP IN CAMPUS RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
A052 *SKEPTIC CITES SOCIETY, NOT DEITY, AS BASE FOR RELIG 
A065 *RELIGION EVOLVES WITH EACH NEW GENERATION (NAGY) 
A074 DEBATE OVER SAME-SEX MARRIAGE SHOULD NOT BE BASED IN 
A076 PHELPS RELIGION SKEPTICAL (L) 
SEE LEASE & RENT 
A042 *RESEARCH ESSENTIAL TO SO DAK DEVELOPMENT 
A042 *RESIDENCE HALLS MAKE IMPROVEMENTS 
Sl61 *DORM DECOR (MARSH) 
S051 *BEAT THE HEAT (FEISTNER) 
A044 STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION DISCUSS NEW DORM (TRIEB) 
Slll *HERE FOR THE HOLIDAY (MARSH) 
A013 NEW HALL TO FEATURE SUITES, PRIVATE BATHROOMS 
A054 *NEW LIGHTING IN RESIDENCE HALLS SAVES ENERGY (FIER) 
A026 HALLS THROW END OF YEAR BASH {MANGAN) 
SEE LEGISLATURE-SD, REGENTS 
9/23/2003 A064 *DIVERSITY NEEDED FOR ADVANCEMENT (NAGY) 
9/16/2003 
9/16/2003 
9/30/2003 
11/04/2003 
11/18/2003 
11/25/2003 
11/25/2003 
12/09/2003 
1/20/2004 
1/27/2004 
2/24/2004 
3/23/2004 
3/02/2004 
10/21/2003 
10/07/2003 
10/28/2003 
10/21/2003 
10/07/2003 
11/25/2003 
3/02/2004 
1/27/2004 
2/17/2004 
2/24/2004 
3/23/2004 
10/07/2003 
3/30/2004 
4/06/2004 
4/06/2004 
4/27/2004 
3/16/2004 
9/16/2003 
10/21/2003 
11/18/2003 
3/30/2004 
4/20/2004 
9/09/2003 
9/09/2003 
3/23/2004 
11/04/2003 
9/09/2003 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF RESTAURANTS 
A062 *NEW APPLEBEES WILL OPEN IN NOVEMBER (FUGLEBERG) 
Slll *SUBS CROWNED KING (VANDERWERFF) 
A071 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG OFFERS CULINARY ADVICE 
S082 *SOBER SPOTS LACKING AFTER 10 PM (FEISTNER) 
A051 PIZZA RANCH TEACHES STUDENTS ABOUT TEAMWORK 
A054 APPLEBEES PREPARES TO OPEN ITS DOORS 
Sl23 *HOT SPOT FOR FABULOUS PIE (HILL) 
S061 *HEALTHY SPOTS TO EAT RANGE FROM OBVIOUS TO UNEXPECT 
A051 *APPLEBEES OPENS DOORS LAST TUESDAY (SIKKINK) 
A054 *TIPS ENSURE BETTER SERVICE (HOHENTHANER) 
S081 *HOMETOWN BURGERS ARE TASTY (FEISTNER) 
A052 *LOCAL RESTAURANT SUCCEEDS IN HISTORICAL SETTING 
Sl91 *CAMPUS BATHROOMS RANGE FROM CLEAN TO MESSY TO RETRO 
SEE ALSO BUSINESS, SHOPLIFTING 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF RETIREES 
A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
S071 *FEARSOME FRESHMEN--NEWCOMERS HOPE TO LEAD YOUNG TEA 
S051 *RIFLE & PISTOL CLUB RIGHT ON TARGET (WOODARD) 
A022 *NON-TRAD SHARES HER KEY TO HAPPINESS (KOPECKY) 
A015 RIOTS BREAK OUT AFTER MANKATO FOOTBALL LOSS 
S081 *LOCAL FIGURE SKATER FINDS HER NICHE (TANATA) 
SlOl 
A041 
A031 
A022 
A022 
S051 
A014 
AOll 
A014 
S074 
S091 
A072 
A074 
A062 
A071 
A071 
SEE ALSO HIGHWAYS 
*SENIOR EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY {CHRISTEN) 
FORMER PRESIDENT OF IRELAND TO SPEAK AT SOSO 
*FORMER PRES OF IRELAND TO SPEAK (MANGAN) 
*ROBINSON DISCUSSES ETHICS, HUMAN RIGHTS (VANDERWERF 
*WRITER'S CONFERENCE CONSIDERED GREAT SUCCESS 
*STUDENTS SHARE RODEO TRADITION (FIER) 
*RODEO CLUB MEMBERS PREPARE FOR 50TH JACKRABBIT STAM 
*RODEO CELEBRATES 50TH COMPETITION (MANGAN) 
*RODEO IS HARDER THAN IT LOOKS, EDITOR FINDS (ZOBEL) 
JACKRABBIT TOP 5 (ZOBEL) 
*4 RABBIT WRESTLERS GO NATIONAL (GOEMAN) 
*GOVT HAS PROBLEM WITH PROMISES (ROGERS) 
*HOW TO LIE ABOUT AFGHANS WITH MAPS (ROGERS) 
*COLUMNIST OFFERS 20 WAYS TO COPE WITH IRAQ POLICY 
*DECADES AFTER 1ST ASSESSMENT, TELEVISION STILL VAST 
*HISTORICAL ANALOGIES SOMETIMES HAVE BASIS IN FALSE 
SEE SKATING 
A021 STUDENTS SHARE THEIR ROOMMATE NIGHTMARES 
Sl91 ROOMMATE RELATIONS (MARSH) 
SlOl STUDENTS TAKE LEADERSHIP IN CAMPUS RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
S051 *IS GAMBLING A BIGGER SIN IN BASEBALL THAN MURDER? 
A051 *DEFYING THE ODDS--STUDENT ENTERS 3RD YEAR AT SDSU 
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SUBJECT 
ROTC 
ROUNDS ALICIA 
ROUNDS JAMISON 
ROUNDS MIKE 
ROYAL RIVER CASINO 
RUGBY 
RUNNING 
RYDER MARY 
SA-ADMINISTRATION 
SA-BUDGET 
SA-ELECTIONS 
SA-PRESIDENT 
SA-SENATE 
SA-YEARBOOK 
SAADAT FAHIM 
SAATHOFF ERIC 
SABOE SCOTT 
SAFETY 
SAGA 
SALARIES 
SALES TAX 
SALLEY KRISTA 
SALTER SUE 
SAM GOODY 
SARANG VIRGINIA 
SATAN 
SATTER ELLYN 
SAUER MARIE-LAURE 
SCALIA ANTONIN 
SCATTERS M JACOB 
SCHAAL DANIEL 
SCHAEFERS MAUREEN 
SCHANTZ DERRICK 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
10/21/2003 A041 AIR FORCE & ARMY ROTC VETERANS VIGIL SCHEDULED 
11/11/2003 A042 *SDSU ARMY ROTC RANGER CHALLENGE TEAM TAKES 3RD 
2/10/2004 A021 SENIORS EXHIBIT "FUSION" IN RITZ 
1/27/2004 A042 *RESEARCH ESSENTIAL TO SO DAK DEVELOPMENT 
11/11/2003 A022 *GOVERNOR KEEPS CLOSE TIES WITH ALMA MATER (MANGAN) 
1/20/2004 A042 ROUNDS LISTS SUCCESSES, SHARES PLANS FOR COMING YEAR 
2/24/2004 A042 ROUNDS CITES POSSIBLE OARE WATER PROBLEMS 
11/04/2003 Slll *CASINO FEATURES GREAT ENTERTAINMENT (PEGO) 
9/09/2003 Sl31 *HUSKY WOMEN WANTED FOR COMPETITION RUGBY 
11/18/2003 S031 *SDSU'S RUGBY TEAMS LEARN THE TOUGH GAME 
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM, CROSS COUNTRY, MARATHONS 
10/07/2003 S084 *DEANS RUN IN ANNUAL JACK 15 ROAD RACE (WIENEKE) 
3/02/2004 Sl21 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES (TANATA) 
9/23/2003 A021 SDSU PROF TO BE GUEST SPEAKER IN ILLINOIS 
3/23/2004 A022 *WRITER'S CONFERENCE CONSIDERED GREAT SUCCESS 
9/09/2003 A061 *SA STARTS SCHOOL YEAR OFF WITH UNION EXPANSION 
9/23/2003 A041 SDSU STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION VOTES ON 2 RESOLUTIONS 
9/30/2003 A041 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSS DISABILITY AWARENESS, PARKIN 
10/07/2003 A041 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSSES GRAD SCHOOL FAIR 
10/21/2003 A045 *STUDENTS ASSOCIATION DISCUSSES MEDIA FACULTY ADVISO 
10/28/2003 A042 STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION DISCUSS PARKING & LOCAL POLICE 
11/04/2003 A042 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSS WOMEN'S HOCKEY & PARKING 
11/18/2003 A044 STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION DISCUSS NEW DORM (TRIEB) 
1/27/2004 A045 SA PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT NOMINEES ANNOUNCED 
2/03/2004 A044 SA GRANTS LITTLE I $7, 000 IN FUNDS (FIER) 
3/02/2004 A041 SDSU IMPROVEMENTS SHARED AT SA MEETING (FIER) 
4/06/2004 A064 MILLER TALKS TO NEW SA SENATORS ABOUT TITLE IX, WOOD 
4/20/2004 A045 SA SENATORS DISCUSS UNION EXPANSION (FIER) 
11/25/2003 A044 SA DISCUSSES UPC, STUDENT HEALTH BUDGETS 
2/17/2004 A041 DSUA, SA BUDGETS PASSED AT WEEKLY MEETING 
2/24/2004 A042 SA APPROVES 558K HEALTH CENTER BUDGET (FIER) 
2/17/2004 AlOl *POWELL, MATTINGLY CAMPAIGNS SAY POSTERS WERE TAKEN 
2/24/2004 A091 *MEET YOUR STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION SENATE CANDIDATES 
3/02/2004 A061 STUDENTS SHOULD ELECT POWELL, HOVE FOR SA (ED) 
3/02/2004 A084 SA CANDIDATES HOPE STUDENTS VOTE (VANDERWERFF) 
3/16/2004 A013 *MATTINGLY AND TIMM WIN PRESIDENCY WITH 56\ OF VOTE 
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS 
9/16/2003 A055 *MR PRESIDENT--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH THE BIG MAN 
1/27/2004 A045 SA PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT NOMINEES ANNOUNCED 
2/03/2004 A042 *POWELL, HOVE HOPE TO BE NEXT SA LEADERS (KOPECKY) 
2/10/2004 A043 *MATTINGLY, TIMM HOPE TO LEAD SA NEXT YEAR (KOPECKY) 
2/17/2004 A022 *SA PRESIDENT CONTINUES TO REACH FOR GOALS AT SDSU 
3/16/2004 A013 *MATTINGLY AND TIMM WIN PRESIDENCY WITH 56\ OF VOTE 
SEE ALSO BOARD OF CONTROL 
9/16/2003 AOSl *MILLER ADDRESSES SA ON DIVISION I, JACKRABBIT GUARA 
10/07/2003 A061 DISABILITY AWARENESS WORTHY GOAL FOR SA (ED) 
11/11/2003 A044 SA SENATE GRANTS STUDENT FEE ALLOCATIONS (THOMAS) 
2/10/2004 A012 *ELECTIONS FOR SA SENATE APPROACH (STEIN) 
2/24/2004 A091 *MEET YOUR STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION SENATE CANDIDATES 
3/23/2004 A042 SA INDUCTS SENATORS (FIER) 
4/06/2004 A062 5 SA SENATORS AT LARGE SELECTED (FIER) 
4/27/2004 A054 NEW AT-LARGE SA SENATOR SELECTED, ADMIN MEMBER HONOR 
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK 
10/14/2003 A022 *CALIFORNIA KIDS LEARN TO LOVE THE PRAIRIE 
3/02/2004 SOSl *AND WHAT THE MASSES ARE DOING THIS YEAR 
11/18/2003 A061 IN FACE OF HUMAN LOSS, ACCOUNTABILITY NEEDED (ED) 
SEE ALSO SECURITY 
11/18/2003 A071 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG COMMENTS ON AMERICAN WUSSINESS 
SEE ALSO FOOD SERVICE 
SEE ALSO MERIT PAY 
9/30/2003 A042 *PROFESSORS DISGRUNTLED BY CUT IN COMPENSATION 
11/18/2003 A071 OVERTIME PAY CHANGE ATTACKS AMERICA'S SALARIED WORKE 
11/18/2003 A074 BUSH'S PROPOSAL UNPOPULAR, BUT RIGHT DECISION 
SEE ALSO TAXATION 
2/03/2004 A052 ELIMINATION OF FOOD TAX CALLED THREAT TO PROGRAMS 
2/10/2004 A021 SENIORS EXHIBIT "FUSION" IN RITZ 
4/27/2004 A031 *JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN) 
10/28/2003 AOSl SAM GOODY CLOSES DOORS FOR THE LAST TIME 
2/10/2004 A021 SENIORS EXHIBIT •FUSION" IN RITZ 
11/25/2003 A062 *PHELPS MUSES ON DIALOGUE WITH SATAN (PHELPS) 
2/10/2004 A031 *SDSU EDUCATION PREPARED ALUM (MANGAN) 
2/03/2004 AlOl *MANY REASONS ATTRACT INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS (KOOKER 
3/30/2004 A071 SCALIA SHOULD RECUSE SELF TO ENSURE UNBIASED JUSTICE 
3/30/2004 A074 PERSONAL FRIENDSHIP WON'T SKEW PROFESSIONAL DECISION 
10/14/2003 SOBS SLICE OF NAKED LIFE (SCATTERS) 
1/27/2004 A022 *MATH PROF GIVES HELPING HAND IN LIBERIA (PRETEAU) 
9/23/2003 A022 *FROM DIAPERS TO BOOKS, SINGLE MOM SHARES 
1/20/2004 SlOl *SCHANTZ SHINES ON COURT (TANATA) 
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SCHANTZ DERRICK 
SCHLAGEL SHANNON 
SCHMIDT KARL 
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SCHOLARSHIPS 
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SCIENCE 
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SEX 
SEX CRIMES 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
2/24/2004 Sl53 *SCHANTZ NAMED NCC PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
12/09/2003 Sl31 *HOOP DREAMS--SCHLAGEL HOPES TO LEAD TEAM 
11/04/2003 A021 DIRECTOR TO DISCUSS INDIAN EXCHANGE IN HANSEN LECTUR 
4/06/2004 A062 5 SA SENATORS AT LARGE SELECTED (FIER} 
2/17/2004 A081 *SDSU STUDENTS PROMOTED TO NEXT LEVEL IN TAE KWON DO 
9/16/2003 AOSl *MILLER ADDRESSES SA ON DIVISION I, JACKRABBIT GUARA 
9/23/2003 A022 *SENATOR'S WIFE THROWS SUPPORT TO BUDDING AVIATORS 
3/02/2004 A052 LEGISLATURE GIVES MONEY FOR OPPORTUNITY SCHOLARSHIP 
4/20/2004 A021 STUDENT RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS NATIONAL TRUMAN SCHOLAR 
10/07/2003 A042 *OPT-OUT--COMMUNITIES ACROSS SD WEIGH IN (STEIN) 
SEE NURSES 
10/07/2003 A042 *OPT-OUT--COMMUNITIES ACROSS SD WEIGH IN (STEIN) 
11/18/2003 A081 *THE NEW MISS SOUTH DAKOTAS 
9/16/2003 S091 *A TRIO OF SUMMER ADVENTURES (MARSH} 
SEE SCHOLARSHIPS 
10/14/2003 A091 TIME WILL TELL IF CALIFORNIA RECALL SIGNALS TREND 
10/14/2003 A094 SCHWARZENEGGER MAY RECAST CALIF REPUBLICAN PARTY 
1/27/2004 A064 *SCIENCE, RELIGION CAN ACT TOGETHER (NAGY} 
1/27/2004 A062 *SCIENCE CAN SEPARATE FACT, FICTION (GRANHOLM) 
2/10/2004 A042 HOMESTAKE BILLS PASS LEGISLATURE (HERRICK, FUGLEBERG 
4/20/2004 A021 FINAL SELECTIONS FOR ACADEMIC EVALUATION, ASSESSMENT 
10/28/2003 BOll ROLE OF SCOTTISH WOMEN FEATURED IN NEXT LECTURE 
10/14/2003 S061 *STUDENTS SHOWCASE UNIQUE PETS 
10/21/2003 A021 HANSEN LECTURE TO HIGHLIGHT JAMAICAN OPPORTUNITIES 
11/11/2003 A062 *SOUTH DAKOTA A •TOWN FULL OF LOSERS? • (HILL) 
11/18/2003 A062 *FINDING HOME AN INDIVIDUAL DECISION (BILL} 
11/18/2003 A072 SOUTH DAKOTANS NOT LOSERS (L) 
12/09/2003 A084 *IF LEAVING SO DAK, KEEP GOOD HUMOR (BRIDDICK) 
SEE SDSU 
10/07/2003 S031 *ON CAMPUS AFTER DARK (VANDERWERFF) 
10/14/2003 A081 BIGGER MAY BE BETTER, BUT MUST BE ADAPTABLE (ED} 
10/28/2003 S091 *SDSU STORIES THE FOCUS OF BOOK--COLLEGE ON THE HILL 
11/11/2003 A064 *IN SOME CASES, BIG CAN BE MUCH BETTER (VANDERWERFF} 
1/27/2004 A061 BROOKINGS MISPLACED ON COLLEGE TOWNS LIST (ED} 
2/24/2004 A041 SDSU TO SIT AT NATIONAL DECISION-MAKING TABLE 
4/27/2004 S031 *THE TOP 10 THINGS WE'LL REMEMBER--EVEN IF WE DON'T 
SEE ALSO FOUNDATION 
SEE ALSO PRESIDENTS 
11/04/2003 A042 *A CONVERSATION WITH A WOMAN OF SASSY STYLE 
SEE DRAFT (MILITARY) 
SEE ACADEMIC SENATE, SA-SENATE, US SENATE 
SEE TERRORISM 
SEE MURDER 
12/09/2003 A032 *ALUMNUS STILL TRUE TO SDSU COLORS (MANGAN} 
3/02/2004 S201 GROUPS GIVE BACK TO NEEDY IN BROOKINGS (KLAVETTER} 
SEE FACULTY COLLOQUIUM 
9/09/2003 Sl72 OUR SEX COLUMNIST UNVEILS THE FAKERS (GRUCHOW} 
9/16/2003 A084 ADVICE FOR SEX COLUMNIST (L} 
9/16/2003 SlOl SEX ADVICE ON ENDING DRY SPELL (GRUCHOW} 
10/07/2003 Slll TRY SEX ON CAMPUS FOR ADVENTUROUS COUPLEHOOD 
10/14/2003 S093 *TIPS TO UNCOVER CHEATIN' HEARTS (GRUCHOW} 
10/21/2003 Sl81 WOMEN MAY NEED EXTRA ATTENTION TO CLIMAX 
10/28/2003 S061 SEX THAT SCREAMS •GO JACKS • FUN, ILLEGAL 
10/28/2003 S071 *HOBO SEX--BAZARDOUS TO HEALTH (GRUCBOW) 
11/04/2003 S082 *RAPE VICTIM CAN LOVE AGAIN (GROCHOW) 
11/18/2003 Sll2 *SEX TOYS SPICE THINGS UP IN SHEETS (GRUCHOW) 
12/09/2003 S071 ••DOWN UNDER• TIPS SHARED (GRUCBOW} 
1/20/2004 Sl65 SKIPPING CONDOMS A RISKY IDEA 
1/27/2004 Sl45 *TEARS AND SEX NOT A CONCERN (GRUCBOW) 
2/03/2004 S201 BOYFRIEND, PAL'S PRESSURE NOT KEY IN SEX DECISION 
2/17/2004 Sl94 BLOW JOB SHOULD BE QUICK 
2/24/2004 AOll COLUMN IN COLLEGIAN SUBJECT OF CONTROVERSY (UECKER) 
2/24/2004 A062 *SEX COLUMN IMPORTANT, NEEDS CLOSER EYE (VANDERWERFF 
2/24/2004 A071 SEX COLUMN DISTASTEFUL (L) 
2/24/2004 A073 SEX COLUMN IS FILTH (L} 
3/02/2004 A071 SEX COLUMN IS DULL (L) 
3/02/2004 A072 GRANDMA LIKES COLLEGIAN (L} 
3/02/2004 A073 SEX IS PART OF SOCIETY (L) 
3/02/2004 A073 SEX AN IMPORTANT TOPIC (L) 
3/02/2004 A075 WHY ATTACK COLLEGIAN? (L) 
3/02/2004 Sl81 *BED-JUMPING NOT GOOD SOLUTION FOR HEARTBREAK 
3/16/2004 A073 COLUMN CRITICISM JUSTIFIED (L) 
3/16/2004 A074 DISCUSS SEX MATURELY (L) 
3/16/2004 Sl24 PERSONAL HAIRCUTS GET NOD 
3/23/2004 SlOl *POSSIBLE SEX ADDICT SHOULD SEEK HELP 
3/30/2004 Slll SAME SEX ATTRACTION CONCERNS MAN 
4/20/2004 S091 *BUILDING DESIRE A FULL-TIME JOB (GROCHOW) 
SEE ALSO RAPE 
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DATE PAPER NOTATION 
SEE ALSO DISCRIMINATION, SEXUAL HARASSMENT 
SEE SEX CRIMES, RAPE 
9/23/2003 S071 FEMALE COLUMNIST DISCUSSES HERPES (LINDQUIST) 
10/14/2003 S041 *WHAT YOU DON'T KNOW CAN HURT YOU (HILL) 
4/27/2004 S081 KNOWING STDS CAN SAVE YOU FROM BIG PROBLEMS 
SEE ALSO JUDGING TEAMS 
2/03/2004 AOll OPEN YOUR MOUTH AND SAY •BAA• - -STUDENTS HELP (MANGAN 
SEE ALSO WOMEN'S SHELTER, ABUSED SHELTER 
2/10/2004 Sl71 *FROM POINT A TO SNOWY SOUTH DAKOTA (KLAVETTER) 
4/06/2004 A052 *SKEPTIC CITES SOCIETY, NOT DEITY, AS BASE FOR RELIG 
9/16/2003 Sl33 *SODAK ART ON DISPLAY--3 AREA ARTISTS 
4/06/2004 S091 *BEST OF BROOKINGS--SHOB STORE WINS WITH SELECTION, 
11/11/2003 Sl51 *SELECTION WIDE IN AREA GIFT SHOPS (HOHENTHANER) 
3/23/2004 A052 *ONLINE SHOPPING CAN BB DANGEROUS (FIER) 
SEE ALSO TRACK TEAM 
9/23/2003 S081 *MAN & BAND KEEP ON PLAYING (CHRISTEN) 
SEE HEALTH, DISEASES 
2/03/2004 Sl71 *FACIAL HAIR STYLE (FEISTNER) 
3/30/2004 S044 PLAYER'S MOM & DAD DEVOUT FANS (TANATA) 
10/07/2003 A022 *COUPLE CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY MILES APART 
10/07/2003 A022 *COUPLE CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY MILES APART 
9/23/2003 A041 SDSU STUDENTS' ASSOCIATION VOTES ON 2 RESOLUTIONS 
11/04/2003 Slll *CASINO FEATURES GREAT ENTERTAINMENT (PEGO) 
SEE MUSIC SINGING 
SEE SF 
11/25/2003 S081 *LOCAL FIGURE SKATER FINDS HER NICHE (TANATA) 
9/23/2003 A022 *DR BRADY PHELPS GIVES STUDENTS THE SKEPTICAL LOWDOW 
4/06/2004 A052 *SKEPTIC CITES SOCIETY, NOT DEITY, AS BASE FOR RELIG 
2/17/2004 S031 *SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
10/14/2003 SlOl *MUSIC STILL ALIVE & WELL IN BROOKINGS (TSCHETTER) 
10/21/2003 A071 SKINNER'S HAS MUSIC (L) 
11/25/2003 A052 *SKINNER'S STUDENT EMPLOYEES DEAL WITH FELLOW 
4/20/2004 S031 *THE SCENE--BROOKINGS FINDS ONE (VANDERWERFF) 
10/14/2003 Al03 SLANG TERMS FOR HOMOSEXUALS HAVE EVOLVED 
2/17/2004 S031 *SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
SEE ODORS 
1/27/2004 A042 EDUCATION OPTIONS INCREASE WITH BILL, SMIDT HOPES 
11/18/2003 A031 *ALUMNUS ALWAYS WILLING TO GO EXTRA MILE (MANGAN) 
1/20/2004 A035 •BENCHES • GRABS BEST OF SHOW IN PHOTO CONTEST (KOPEC 
11/18/2003 A042 *A CONVERSATION WITH A MAN WHO FOUGHT IN HIGHWAY OF 
2/03/2004 A021 LECTURE TO FOCUS ON NEW SDSU BOOK 
SEE ALSO TOBACCO, CIGARETTES 
2/24/2004 SlOl *KICK CIGARETTES THIS LENT (JOHNSON) 
10/28/2003 B054 *SNORING WARRANTS SWIFT PUNCH (HILL) 
11/04/2003 A081 *THE FIRST DAY OF SNOW 
2/10/2004 AlOl *FOOTPRINTS 
3/02/2004 A081 *SNOW BUST 
SEE ICE & SNOW REMVL 
9/09/2003 Sl22 *SOCCER TEAM OFF TO GOOD START (PIER) 
9/16/2003 S061 *SOCCER RECRUIT NEARS CAREER END (FIBR) 
9/16/2003 S073 *JACKS KEEP UNBEATEN STREAK MOMENTUM 
9/23/2003 Sl31 *SDSU SOCCER TAKES WAYNE STATE 4-0 (FIER) 
9/23/2003 Sl51 SDSU GOALKEEPER NAMED DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF WEEK 
10/14/2003 Sl71 *SOCCER TEAM TAKES ON THE NORTH DAKOTANS 
10/21/2003 S061 *JACKS SHUTOUT UND'S TOP-RANKED SOCCER TEAM 
11/04/2003 S061 *SOCCER TEAM ENDS HOME SEASON (FIBR) 
3/16/2004 S081 *SOCCER IS INTERNATIONAL SUPER SPORT (MOOKERJEE) 
9/23/2003 Sl52 *PRO SOCCER LEAGUE CLOSES UP (PBGO) 
3/02/2004 Sl41 *SPRING BREAK SOFTBALL SEASON OPENING (TANATA) 
4/20/2004 S051 *JACK OF ALL TRADBS--BOBBIE JO MITCHELL (MOLDAN) 
4/20/2004 S061 SOFTBALL MOVES TOWARDS TOP 
SEE ALSO JUDGING TEAMS 
9/23/2003 A031 *GLAD TO BE BACK (FUGLEBERG) 
10/07/2003 Sl41 *JAMES SOLBERG'S BLUES AT SKINNER'S (CHRISTEN) 
10/14/2003 SlOl *MUSIC STILL ALIVE & WELL IN BROOKINGS (TSCHETTER) 
11/11/2003 S071 *DON'T COMPLAIN; FIND OTHER SOURCES (SOLI-HOLT) 
9/16/2003 SlOl HOW TO BE LEFT ALONE (STEIN) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF SORORITIES, FRATERNITIES 
SEE SD 
SEE KOREA SOUTH 
9/16/2003 S091 *A TRIO OF SUMMER ADVENTURES (MARSH) 
3/16/2004 A071 BOMBINGS SHOW WEAKNESSES OF US FOREIGN POLICY CHOICE 
3/16/2004 A074 MEANING OF ATTACKS IN SPAIN DEEPER THAN PURE RETRIBU 
SEE EDUCATION SPECIAL 
9/16/2003 S061 *SOCCER RECRUIT NEARS CAREER END (FIER) 
2/17/2004 A071 TEACHER RESPONDS TO COMP CRITIC (SPINDLER) 
9/23/2003 A021 SDSU PROF TO BE GUEST SPEAKER IN ILLINOIS 
SEE ALSO ATHLETES, ATHLETICS, NAMES OF SPORTS 
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SPORTS 
SPORTS MEDICINE 
SPORTS PROFESSIONA 
SPORTS TEAMS 
SPRING 
SPRING BREAK 
STADIUM 
STAFF 
STATE RIGHTS 
STECKELBERG DJ 
STEINBACH TIM 
STEREO SYSTEMS 
STEREOTYPES 
STEVENS LINE 
STOEL SCOTT 
STREETS 
STRESS 
STUDENT AID 
STUDENT ASSOCIATIO 
STUDENT DISCIPLINE 
STUDENT FEES 
STUDENT HOUSING 
STUDENT LOANS 
STUDENT ORGANIZATI 
STUDENT SENATE 
STUDENT SERVICES 
STUDENT UNION 
STUDENTS 
STUDENTS COLLEGE 
STUDENTS EXCHANGE 
STUDENTS FOREIGN 
DATE 
9/16/2003 
11/04/2003 
2/10/2004 
2/10/2004 
2/17/2004 
2/17/2004 
3/23/2004 
2/03/2004 
2/03/2004 
10/07/2003 
10/21/2003 
10/28/2003 
11/04/2003 
2/17/2004 
3/02/2004 
3/02/2004 
3/02/2004 
3/16/2004 
10/14/2003 
3/16/2004 
9/09/2003 
9/16/2003 
9/23/2003 
9/30/2003 
10/07/2003 
10/21/2003 
10/28/2003 
11/04/2003 
11/11/2003 
11/18/2003 
11/25/2003 
11/25/2003 
12/09/2003 
2/03/2004 
2/10/2004 
2/24/2004 
2/10/2004 
9/09/2003 
4/06/2004 
10/14/2003 
3/02/2004 
2/17/2004 
3/16/2004 
10/21/2003 
11/25/2003 
3/23/2004 
3/30/2004 
10/14/2003 
12/09/2003 
1/20/2004 
4/27/2004 
9/09/2003 
9/16/2003 
9/16/2003 
12/09/2003 
1/27/2004 
3/02/2004 
4/20/2004 
4/20/2004 
4/27/2004 
9/09/2003 
9/23/2003 
1/20/2004 
2/10/2004 
11/04/2003 
PAPER NOTATION 
S031 *OUT OF UNIFORM--WANNABE JACKS, AMATEUR 
A022 *NEWSPAPER DAY TO FOCUS ON WORLD OF SPORTS 
Sl31 *ROMANTIC SPORTS MOVIES GREAT FOR DATES (HOHENTHANER 
Sl34 SPORTS ARE ROMANTIC (HOHENTHANER) 
S031 *SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
Sl21 *SPORTS FOR DUMMIES 
S074 *MR KOPECKY'S SPORTS MOVIE PICKS & PAN (KOPECKY) 
A021 HEALTH PROGRAM ENDORSED BY GOLD STANDARD ACSM 
Sl44 *LEBRON, GO TO COLLEGE (KOPECKY) 
SEE ALSO NICKNAMES, MASCOT 
A062 *VIKINGS FANS, BEWARE A BEARS BACKER (HILL) 
A061 USE IN PRINT NOT KEY TO •FIGHTING SIOUX• DEBATE (ED) 
B051 TEAM NAME A DISGRACE (L) 
A071 MASCOTS HONOR, NOT MOCK (L) 
SEE ALSO WEATHER 
Sl71 *SPRING BREAK MISSIONARIES (FEISTNER) 
A054 *TRIPS SHOULD NOT BREAK THE BANK (FIER) 
S031 *THE SPRING BREAKS OF YESTERYEAR 
S051 *AND WHAT THE MASSES ARE DOING THIS YEAR 
A022 *SDSU STUDENT TAKES SPIRITUAL SPRING BREAK (KOPECKY) 
Sl71 MINNESOTA STADIUM MADNESS (ZOBEL) 
SEE CAREER SERVICE, FACULTY 
A062 *POSITIONS ABOUT STATES' RIGHTS SHOULD BE APPLIED UN 
Alll *COLUMNIST'S SOMMER BRINGS TERROR FROM NOSE, POWER G 
A081 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG LIVES THROUGH NEW YORK BLACKOU 
A062 *YOUNG DJ LEARNS FROM YOUNGER TJ (STECKELBERG) 
A071 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG OFFERS CULINARY ADVICE 
A071 *DRONES OVERPLAY RUSH MISSPEAK (STECKELBERG) 
A062 *WEEKEND DISASTER PROVES DJ RIGHT (STECKELBERG) 
B042 *HOBO DAYS + HALLOWEEN • HOBOWEEN I I  
A062 *LAUGH OF DOOM HAUNTS COLUMNIST (STECKELBERG) 
A071 YOUNG MR STECKELBERG HAS REALLY COOL GRANDMA 
A071 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG COMMENTS ON AMERICAN WUSSINESS 
A062 *MR STECKELBERG TALKING DRUGS (STECKELBERG) 
Sl23 HOW TO MAKE A TURDUCKEN (STECKELBERG) 
A091 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG DISCOVERS TRUE LOVE OF COUNTRY 
A071 *CONSPIRACY THEORIES INVADE COLUMNIST'S LIFE 
A062 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG REMAINS SHOCKED AT SUPER BOWL 
Sl31 *COACHES MOVE ON TO MINNESOTA (KNEIP) 
S071 *JUICE GIVES ADVICE ON HOW TO BUY A STEREO (CHRISTEN 
S061 *HOLLYWOOD MYTHS OF LATINOS EXPOSED (STEIN) 
A062 5 SA SENATORS AT LARGE SELECTED (FIER) 
Slll *ART OUTSIDE THE NORMAL (HERRICK) 
Sl71 *CRUISIN' THE STREETS OF BROOKINGS (MARSH) 
S204 SLICE OF LIFE (HILL) 
A062 *HUSBAND, STRESS-INDUCED TWITCH RAISE ANXIETY LEVEL 
SEE ALSO FINANCIAL AID 
SEE SA 
SEE SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 
SEE ALSO TUITION, ACTIVITY FEES 
SEE HOUSING, RESIDENCE HALLS 
SEE LOANS 
SEE ALSO SA-ELECTIONS, SA-BYLAWS , SA-PRESIDENT, ETC . 
A022 CIRCLE K WORKS TO BUILD RESPONSIBLE LEADERS (HAAS) 
Sl21 INTERVARSITY MIXES SPORTS, RELIGION 
A041 STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AWARDED 
A021 REGENTS AWARD SDSU STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
SEE SA-SENATE, BOARD OF CONTROL 
A022 *DISTINGUISHED ALUMNUS DEDICATED LIFE TO STUDENTS 
A031 TRIO NAMED OUTSTANDING PUBLIC EMPLOYER 
A041 SDSU LAUNCHES TRIO UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM 
A054 NEW AT-LARGE SA SENATOR SELECTED, ADMIN MEMBER HONOR 
A061 *SA STARTS SCHOOL YEAR OFF WITH UNION EXPANSION 
A021 PLANS FOR NEW UNION UNVEILED TO STUDENTS (HAATVEDT) 
A071 UNION SHOULD MAKE TRANSITION BEARABLE (ED) 
A015 *UNION EXPANSION PLANS COME CLOSER TO BEING FINALIZE 
AOll *DEPUY, YEAGER, NFA TO BECOME CAFETERIAS 
A041 SDSU IMPROVEMENTS SHARED AT SA MEETING (FIER) 
AOll *UNION MOVE DATE PUSHED TO JULY (FUGLEBERG) 
A045 SA SENATORS DISCUSS UNION EXPANSION (FIER) 
A031 DINING SERVICES MAKES CHANGES TO MEAL PLANS, LOCATIO 
SEE ALSO NON-TRADITIONALS 
A065 *MR REGENT--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH SD'S NEWEST 
A022 *FROM DIAPERS TO BOOKS, SINGLE MOM SHARES 
A071 *AFTER 5 YEARS, 200 CREDITS, EDITOR THANKFUL (VANDER 
S061 *WE PRODUCE ARTISTS TOO--BRAD THIELE (STEIN) 
A022 *BRITISH EXCHANGE STUDENT FINDS PRAIRIE NICHE 
SEE FOREIGN STUDENTS 
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STUDENTS FRESHMEN 
STUDENTS GRADUATE 
STUDENTS HG SCH 
STUDENTS NON-TRAD 
STUDENTS SENIORS 
STUDENTS' ASSOCIAT 
STUDY SKILLS 
STURGIS SD 
STYLE SHOW 
SUICIDE 
SUMMER 
SUMMER JOB 
SUMMER REPERTORY 
SUPER BOWL 
SUPREME COURT-SD 
SWIMMING 
SWINE 
SYMPHONY CIVIC 
TACKETT DAN 
TAE KWON DO 
TANGEN FAMILY 
TANNING 
TAXATION-SD 
TAXATION-US 
TAYLOR ALAN 
TEACHER EVALUATION 
TEACHERS 
TECHNICAL EDUCATIO 
TELEPHONES 
TELEVISION 
TELKAMP CHAR 
TENNIS 
TERRORISM 
TESTS EDUCATIONAL 
TEXTBOOKS 
THALER BOB 
THAMMAVONG VANNAPH 
THANKSGIVING 
r THEATER 
THEODOSOPOULOS FAM 
THERAPY 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
SEE FRESHMEN 
10/07/2003 A041 STUDENTS' ASSOC DISCUSSES GRAD SCHOOL FAIR 
4/06/2004 A021 STUDENTS TO READ WINNING POEMS AT SDSU 
4/27/2004 A021 HIGH SCHOOLERS COMPETE AT ENGINEERING EXPO 
SEE NON-TRADITIONALS 
SEE SENIORS 
SEE SA 
3/16/2004 A071 *MORE EFFECTIVE LEARNING HABITS CAN INCREASE EDUCATI 
1/27/2004 A021 REAL STORY OF STURGIS RALLY TO BE TOLD FRIDAY 
2/03/2004 A022 FACULTY TELLS TRUE STORY BEHIND STURGIS RALLY (FIER) 
SEE FASHION 
SEE ALSO ASSISTED SUICIDE 
SEE ALSO WEATHER 
9/09/2003 Alll *COLUMNIST'S SUMMER BRINGS TERROR FROM NOSE, POWER G 
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT 
9/16/2003 S091 *A TRIO OF SUMMER ADVENTURES (MARSH) 
SEE PRAIRIE REPERTORY 
SEE FOOTBALL-PROF 
2/03/2004 A022 *SDSU ALUM EXCELS ON SD SUPREME COURT (MANGAN) 
11/18/2003 S071 *SWIM TEAMS TO HOST AREA SCHOOLS AT HOME 
2/03/2004 S121 *A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN SDSU SWIMMER (GOEMAN) 
4/06/2004 S051 *PAVLICEK LEARNS TO MASTER WATER (STEIN) 
11/18/2003 A022 *PROFESSOR TRAVELS, SPREADS WORD ON PIGS (KOPECKY) 
SEE CIVIC SYMPHONY 
2/17/2004 S061 *THERE'S PLENTY OF ART ON CAMPUS (CHRISTEN) 
3/02/2004 A021 SD ART MUSEUM FEATURES WORKS OF BUEHL, TACKETT 
2/17/2004 A081 *SDSU STUDENTS PROMOTED TO NEXT LEVEL IN TAE KWON DO 
3/30/2004 S051 *MARTIAL ARTS CHAMPS (FEISTNER) 
12/09/2003 AOll *PARENTS WITH KIDS OVERSEAS WAIT FOR HOLIDAY TOGETHE 
1/27/2004 S081 *WHAT'S SO COOL ABOUT TAN, FAKE SKIN? (HAMMOND) 
2/03/2004 Sl91 *TANNING SALONS WIDELY AVAILABLE (JOHNSON) 
SEE ALSO PROPERTY TAX, INCOME TAX, SALES TAX, ETC . 
4/20/2004 A071 BUSH ADMINISTRATION FAILING TESTS OF FISCAL RESPONSI 
4/20/2004 A074 BUSH'S TAX CUTS MAKE UP FOR CLINTON'S TAX INCREASES 
3/23/2004 A021 TAYLOR TO PERFORM FACULTY RECITAL AT SDSU 
SEE EVALUATION 
SEE ALSO FACULTY, NAMES OF TEACHERS 
SEE EDUCATION TECH 
SEE ALSO CELL PHONES 
9/30/2003 AOll *NEW STUDENTS GO WIRELESS (HULT) 
9/16/2003 Sl43 UPN'S JAKE 2 . 0  OFFERS HARMLESS TECHNO-FLUFF 
12/09/2003 SlOl *MR BEAN DVD HOURS OF ENJOYMENT (WIEKAMP) 
1/27/2004 S083 *ARRESTED MAKES THE FUNNY (HILL) 
2/10/2004 A062 *YOUNG MR STECKELBERG REMAINS SHOCKED AT SUPER BOWL 
3/30/2004 A071 *DECADES AFTER 1ST ASSESSMENT, TELEVISION STILL VAST 
3/30/2004 Sl44 *DEADWOOD--A WILD & DIRTY PLACE (TSCHETTER) 
9/23/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
10/14/2003 A061 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
10/21/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
10/28/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/04/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/11/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/18/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
11/25/2003 A051 DOLLARS & SENSE (TELKAMP) 
2/03/2004 Sl31 *HOPEFUL NEW SEASON LIES AHEAD FOR TENNIS TEAMS (WIE 
2/03/2004 Sl31 *JACKS' TENNIS SEASON OPENS WITH A LOSS (WIEME) 
2/10/2004 Sl21 *TENNIS COACH DON HANSON HAS 3 LIVES (HOHENTHANER) 
2/10/2004 S151 WEEKEND TENNIS LOSSES CAUSE TEAM TO RE-VAMP (WIEME) 
3/30/2004 S061 SDSU TENNIS SQUADS HITTING STRIDE (WEIME) 
4/27/2004 S063 TENNIS TEAMS PLACE WELL IN OMAHA COMPETITION (WEIME) 
10/14/2003 A015 PATRIOT ACT DIVIDES OUR STATE'S CITIZENS 
11/11/2003 A022 *KING III SHARES VIEWS ABOUT WAR ON TERRORISM 
3/16/2004 A071 BOMBINGS SHOW WEAKNESSES OF US FOREIGN POLICY CHOICE 
3/16/2004 A074 MEANING OF ATTACKS IN SPAIN DEEPER THAN PURE RETRIBU 
12/09/2003 A052 FUTURE EDUCATORS FACE EXTENSIVE PAPERWORK & TESTING 
3/30/2004 A043 *PROFICIENCY EXAM RAISES QUESTIONS (FIER) 
SEE ALSO BOOKS 
11/18/2003 A022 *PROFESSOR TRAVELS, SPREADS WORD ON PIGS (KOPECKY) 
3/02/2004 A022 *STUDENT MOVES FULL SPEED AHEAD AT SDSU (KOPECKY) 
11/25/2003 A064 *THOUGHTS ON THANKS (CHELL) 
11/25/2003 A071 *LIST OF THANKS INCLUDES YUMMY FOODS (HILL) 
11/25/2003 S091 STUDENTS' THANKSGIVING TRADITIONS INCLUDE FOOTBALL 
11/25/2003 Slll *HERE FOR THE HOLIDAY (MARSH) 
11/25/2003 Sl23 HOW TO MAKE A TURDUCKEN (STECKELBERG) 
SEE ALSO DRAMA 
12/09/2003 A032 *SMALL TOWN PROF BRINGS LOVE OF THEATRE TO SDSU 
4/06/2004 A074 *BROOKINGS FAMILY MAKES BIG IMPACT WITH LOCAL BUSINE 
4/06/2004 A022 *ALUMNUS PUTS ART INTO THERAPY (MOOKERJEE) 
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THIELE BRAD 
THIES KRISTEN 
THORNES SHARI 
THREE M 
THRIFT SHOPS 
THUNE JOHN 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
TICKETS 
TIME MANAGEMENT 
TIMM DOUG 
TIPPING 
TITLE IX 
TOBACCO 
TOFFLEMIRE BRAD 
TOLERANCE 
TRACK TEAM 
TRAFFIC POLICE 
TRAFFIC VIOLATION 
TRAILS 
TRANSFER STUDENTS 
TRANSPORTATION 
TRASH 
TRAVEL 
TRAXINGER ROGER 
TREES 
TRIATHLON 
TRIO 
TROTTER AMY 
TRUMAN SCHOLARSHIP 
TSCHETTER KRISTA 
TUITION 
TURKEY 
TURNER JOSH 
TURNER KATHLEEN 
TURNER-ASHER BETTY 
TUTORING 
UCEC 
UECKER TOBY 
UITS 
UNEMPLOYMENT 
UNION 
UNITED NATIONS 
UNIVERSITIES 
UNIVERSITY MALL 
NEIGHBO 
OF ND 
OF SD 
2/10/2004 S061 
2/17/2004 S031 
4/20/2004 A042 
4/06/2004 S081 
1/20/2004 A071 
1/20/2004 A074 
9/23/2003 S051 
1/27/2004 A045 
2/10/2004 A043 
3/16/2004 A013 
1/27/2004 A054 
4/06/2004 A064 
4/27/2004 A014 
4/27/2004 A015 
10/28/2003 S031 
3/30/2004 S074 
4/06/2004 S061 
4/20/2004 S055 
11/04/2003 A072 
3/02/2004 A052 
3/16/2004 A042 
3/02/2004 A054 
4/27/2004 AOll 
9/16/2003 A043 
4/27/2004 S061 
4/06/2004 A062 
4/20/2004 A021 
1/27/2004 Al04 
2/10/2004 Sl95 
3/23/2004 AOll 
3/23/2004 A061 
4/20/2004 A022 
3/23/2004 Sl62 
11/18/2003 Sl21 
1/20/2004 A041 
12/09/2003 S054 
11/11/2003 A071 
11/11/2003 A074 
2/03/2004 A052 
UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY 
UNIVERSITY 
UPC 
PROGRAM 10/28/2003 A043 
US CIA 
US CONGRESS 
US FBI 
US HOUSE 
US PRESIDENTS 
US SENATE 
11/11/2003 A031 
10/28/2003 B052 
9/09/2003 A062 
9/23/2003 A045 
9/23/2003 A061 
11/04/2003 A044 
12/09/2003 A051 
12/09/2003 A051 
1/20/2004 A045 
2/03/2004 A042 
2/03/2004 A071 
2/03/2004 A074 
9/23/2003 A071 
10/14/2003 A041 
11/04/2003 AOll 
*WE PRODUCE ARTISTS TOO--BRAD THIELE (STEIN) 
*SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
*THORNES WORKS BEHIND THE SCENES IN LOCAL GOVT (FIER 
SEE MINNESOTA MINING 
*ONE MAB'S TRASH IS ANOTHER'S TREASURE (MARSH) 
SD VOTERS SHOULD QUESTION THUNE'S MOTIVE (HORTON) 
THUNE MADE RIGHT DECISION, STILL UNDERDOG (VENHUIZEN 
SEE TRAFFIC POLICE 
HOW NOT TO PROCRASTINATE (HAATVEDT) 
SA PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT NOMINEES ANNOUNCED 
*MATTINGLY, TIMM HOPE TO LEAD SA NEXT YEAR (KOPECKY) 
*MATTINGLY AND TIMM WIN PRESIDENCY WITH 56% OF VOTE 
*TIPS ENSURE BETTER SERVICE (HOHENTHANER) 
MILLER TALKS TO NEW SA SENATORS ABOUT TITLE IX, WOOD 
EQUESTRIAN SPORT ADDED TO LINEUP (FUGLEBERG) 
TITLE IX COMPLIANCE 
SEE ALSO SMOKING, CIGARETTES 
*SERVING UP HOBO DAY STEW (FIESTNER, HULT) 
SEE ALSO VIEWPOINTS 
SEE ALSO CROSS COUNTRY 
*DANGER RESIGNS (GOEMAN) 
HEGLAND SETS RECORD AT INVITATIONAL 
LOWERY BREAKS RECORD IN 1500 M 
TOO MUCH TICKETING (L) 
*TRAFFIC VIOLATION APPEALS RISING (FIER) 
SEE RECREATION TRAILS 
SEE STUDENTS TRANSFER 
*PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION OPTIONS AVAILABLE (FIER) 
SEE REFUSE & REF DISP 
*TRIPS SHOULD NOT BREAK THE BANK (FIER) 
PROF FIRED (HERRICK) 
TREE PROFESSOR TALKS ABOUT TREES, RAPPELLING (PEGO) 
*SWIM, BIKE, RUN! (MOLDAN) 
SEE STUDENT SERVICES, TUTORING 
5 SA SENATORS AT LARGE SELECTED (FIER) 
STUDENT RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS NATIONAL TRUMAN SCHOLAR 
*BEING A BRIDESMAID CAN BE REWARDING (TSCHETTER) 
BIRTHDAY ADDS NEW ELEMENT TO V-DAY (TSCHETTER) 
SEE ALSO STUDENT FEES 
BOARD OF REGENTS RAISES SD TUITION 5 . 5% (UECKER) 
TUITION HIKE BEARABLE IF PUT IN PERSPECTIVE (ED) 
*SPEAKER--TURKEY BECOMING MODERN (HERRICK) 
*UPC BRINGS WILLS, TURNER TO PAC (TSCHETTER) 
*SENIOR ART EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY NOW (STEIN) 
SEE ASHER BETTY 
SDSU LAUNCHES TRIO UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM 
SEE CULT-ENTERTAIN COM 
HOLIDAY TRAVEL AN ODDITY FOR PK (UECKER) 
SEE UNIVERSITY/INDUSTR 
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT 
SEE STUDENT UNION 
BLAME FOR WEAKNESS IN UN LIES WITH US ADMINISTRATION 
UN NEEDS CHANGE TO REFLECT CURRENT BALANCE OF POWER 
SEE COLLEGES/UNIV 
SEE ALSO MALL 
*UNIVERSITY MALL SEES NEW BUSINESSES MOVE IN (FIER) 
SEE UNAC 
SEE UND 
SEE USD 
*A CONVERSATION WITH A PROFESSIONAL MR NICE GUY 
SEE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
*PROF STILL TIED TO VOW OF CIA SILENCE (POPHAM) 
SEE ALSO US BOUSE, US SENATE 
FBI CONCERN UNNEEDED (L ) 
*STUDENTS SOUND OFF ON JANKLOW CONTROVERSY 
JANKLOW HOLDS PRESS CONFERENCE (HERRICK) 
JANKLOW CONTINUES POOR PUBLIC RELATIONS (ED) 
*HERSETH ANNOUNCES BID FOR CONGRESS (VANDERWERFF) 
JORY CONVICTS JANKLOW ON ALL COUNTS 
JANKLOW RESIGNS FROM CONGRESS 
JANKLOW RESIGNS FROM PUBLIC OFFICE (FIER) 
*US CONGRESSIONAL CANDIDATE TALKS POLITICS WITH COLL 
MONEY, VISIBILITY, TURNOUT KEY FACTORS IN SPECIAL RA 
HERSETH NOT AS UNBEATABLE AS MANY DEMOCRATS THINK 
SEE ALSO PRESIDENTS 
*THE GREAT WHITE-HAIRED BOPE--WESLEY CLARK (HULT) 
*TIM JOHNSON DISCUSSES HIS PRIMARY FOCUS 
*SDSU GRAD SEN TOM DASCHLE SIGNS NEW BOOK 
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US SENATE 
US SUPREME COURT 
USD 
VALENTINE'S DAY 
VALUES 
VAN BUREN STEPHEN 
VAN DER SLUIS EVER 
VANDALISM 
VANDERWERFF TODD 
VELDHUIZEN KRISTA 
VENHUIZEN TONY 
VERDEHR TRIO 
VETERANS DAY 
VICE PRESIDENT-US 
VICKROY AMY 
VIDEO GAMES 
� VIDEO LOTTERY 
' VIDEO STORES 
VIDEOS 
VIENNA CHOIR BOYS 
VINATIERI ADAM 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
1/20/2004 A071 SD VOTERS SHOULD QUESTION THUNE'S MOTIVE (HORTON) 
1/20/2004 A074 THUNE MADE RIGHT DECISION, STILL UNDERDOG (VENHUIZEN 
3/30/2004 A071 SCALIA SHOULD RECUSE SELF TO ENSURE UNBIASED JUSTICE 
3/30/2004 A074 PERSONAL FRIENDSHIP WON'T SKEW PROFESSIONAL DECISION 
10/28/2003 AOlS *SDSU WANTS TO PLAY GAMES WITH USD, AUGIE NEXT YEAR 
3/02/2004 Sl31 *LAST SHOT FOR BASKETBALL AGAINST USD--WOMEN CRUSH 
2/10/2004 A035 MATHEWS HALL TO SELL CRUSH SODA, CARNATIONS 
2/10/2004 A071 *LIKE OR LOATHE VALENTINE'S DAY (HAMILTON) 
2/10/2004 S091 NOTHING SAYS LOVE LIKE A BURNED CD (WEIKAMP) 
2/10/2004 Sl81 *FLORAL SHOP COMPETITION FIERCE (FEISTNER) 
2/24/2004 SlOS SLICE OF LIFE (KLAVETTER) 
1/27/2004 A084 *COMMUNICATION & BELIEFS IMPORTANT WHEN DECIDING TO 
2/17/2004 A021 VAN BUREN TO TELL HOW THE NORBYS PRESERVED HISTORY 
10/14/2003 A021 EUROPEAN AG TO HIGHLIGHT 4TH NE HANSEN LECTURE 
1/27/2004 A074 PARKING LOT VANDALISM (L) 
9/09/2003 Al03 *CONFUSION COMMON WITH COLUMNIST'S NEW HUSBAND (HILL 
9/09/2003 Alll *OUR EDITOR WANTS YOU TO CHECK OUT HIS JUICE 
10/07/2003 A062 FRESHMAN QUESTIONS YIELD EDITOR THOUGHT (VANDERWERFF 
10/21/2003 S041 *THE APPEAL OF THE FIELD (VANDERWERFF) 
11/11/2003 A064 *IN SOME CASES, BIG CAN BE MUCH BETTER (VANDERWERFF) 
12/09/2003 A052 *READ ALL ABOUT IT- -A CONVERSATION AT THE COLLEGIAN 
12/09/2003 A082 *FELINE CURIOSITY NEARLY CAUSES DEATH OF HUSBAND 
1/20/2004 A071 *AFTER 5 YEARS, 200 CREDITS, EDITOR THANKFUL (VANDER 
1/27/2004 AlOl *BEING THE GROOM CAN BE HASSLE-FREE (VANDERWERFF) 
2/03/2004 A064 *IF LIFE'S TOO SHORT, WAIT UNTIL DEATH (VANDERWERFF) 
2/10/2004 A064 *RANDOM MUSINGS FROM THE UNSTABLE (VANDERWERFF) 
2/17/2004 A062 EDITOR DEFIES MALE STEREOTYPES AS OWNER OF KITTY 
2/24/2004 A062 *SEX COLUMN IMPORTANT, NEEDS CLOSER EYE (VANDERWERFF 
3/02/2004 A062 *TRADITIONAL RIVALRIES WILL FADE, NEW FOES WILL TAKE 
3/16/2004 A062 *POSITIONS ABOUT STATES' RIGHTS SHOULD BE APPLIED UN 
3/23/2004 A071 *THUS SPAKE THE EDITOR (VANDERWERFF) 
3/30/2004 A062 *US INTELLIGENCE WHISTLE BLOWER, PLEDGE CRITIC DESER 
4/20/2004 A062 *RANDOM ADVICE THAT SHOULD BE TAKEN WITH MANY GRAINS 
4/27/2004 A012 *GRADUATION DAY CALLS FOR DECISIONS (KLAVETTER, MARSH 
9/09/2003 A065 *MR REGENT--QUESTIONS & ANSWERS WITH SD'S NEWEST 
9/09/2003 A114 FROM THE RIGHT--SD CONGRESSIONAL RACES COULD BECOME 
9/16/2003 A084 PRESIDENT KEEPS NATION'S BEST INTERESTS AT HEART 
9/23/2003 A074 DEMOCRATS DENY PRESIDENT HIS CONSTITUTIONAL (VENHUIZ 
9/30/2003 A074 GENERAL MUST DEFINE POLICY STANCES TO WIN NOMINATION 
10/07/2003 A074 ANWR A NON-ISSUE SPUN TO MAKE BUSH LOOK GREEDY (VENH 
10/14/2003 A094 SCHWARZENEGGER MAY RECAST CALIF REPUBLICAN PARTY 
10/14/2003 A092 COLUMNISTS CRITICIZED (L) 
10/21/2003 A074 MEDICAL MARIJUANA COULD BE 1ST STEP TOWARD GREATER I 
10/28/2003 B054 WE MUST WORK TOGETHER TO MAINTAIN BORDERS' INTEGRITY 
11/04/2003 A074 CIVIL UNIONS A DANGEROUS STEP TOWARD GAY MARRIAGE 
11/11/2003 A074 UN NEEDS CHANGE TO REFLECT CURRENT BALANCE OF POWER 
11/18/2003 A074 BUSH'S PROPOSAL UNPOPULAR, BUT RIGHT DECISION 
11/25/2003 A074 THOUGH FAR FROM PERFECTION, MEDICARE BILL A GOOD 
12/09/2003 A094 TEN BOLD PREDICTIONS INCLUDE GOOD NEWS FOR BUSH, DAS 
1/20/2004 A074 THUNE MADE RIGHT DECISION, STILL UNDERDOG (VENHUIZEN 
1/27/2004 A074 PRESIDENT'S NATIONAL ADDRESS EXHIBITS EFFECTIVE LEAD 
2/03/2004 A074 HERSETH NOT AS UNBEATABLE AS MANY DEMOCRATS THINK 
2/10/2004 A074 WMDS WERE NOT ONLY REASON FOR IRAQ CONFLICT (VENHUIZ 
2/17/2004 A074 CIVIL UNIONS, MILITARY RECORD KEY IN TIGHT RACE 
2/24/2004 A074 ALL MEDIA HAVE RESPONSIBILITY NOT TO UNDULY OFFEND 
3/02/2004 A074 DECISIONS ON GAY MARRIAGE SHOULD NOT BE LEFT FOR COO 
3/16/2004 A074 MEANING OF ATTACKS IN SPAIN DEEPER THAN PURE RETRIBU 
3/23/2004 A074 LAWMAKERS' COMMITMENT MAKES SESSION SUCCESSFUL 
3/30/2004 A074 PERSONAL FRIENDSHIP WON'T SKEW PROFESSIONAL DECISION 
4/06/2004 A054 INFORMED VOTERS CAN SOLVE PROBLEMS OF NEGATIVE ADS 
4/20/2004 A021 STUDENT RECEIVES PRESTIGIOUS NATIONAL TRUMAN SCHOLAR 
4/20/2004 A074 BUSH'S TAX CUTS MAKE UP FOR CLINTON'S TAX INCREASES 
4/27/2004 A074 LIKELY THAT CHENEY WILL REMAIN AS BUSH'S SIDEKICK 
2/24/2004 Sl71 *ROLL OVER BEETHOVEN, DIG THIS VIOLIN-CLARINET-PIANO 
10/21/2003 A041 AIR FORCE & ARMY ROTC VETERANS VIGIL SCHEDULED 
4/27/2004 A071 THE RIGHT CANDIDATE COULD HELP KERRY WIN ELECTION 
4/27/2004 A074 LIKELY THAT CHENEY WILL REMAIN AS BUSH'S SIDEKICK 
12/09/2003 AOll *CAR ACCIDENT LEAVES STUDENT WHEELCHAIR-BOUND 
3/23/2004 S031 *CROWNING GLORY--12 GIRLS COMPETED FOR TITLES 
10/28/2003 Sl03 *ATTENTION NERDS--A VIDEO GAME REVIEW (NESSON) 
11/25/2003 S031 *THE REAL MATRIX--ONLINE ROLE-PLAYING GAMES 
11/25/2003 S061 *CONFESSIONS OF A VIDEO GAME JUNKIE 
SEE LOTTERY, GAMBLING 
9/09/2003 S181 *BEST OF BROOKINGS--VIDEO RENTALS (VANDERWERFF) 
2/10/2004 SlOl *LOVE THEM OR LEAVE THEM--V-DAY VIDEOS (HILL) 
11/18/2003 A021 VIENNA CHOIR BOYS TO PERFORM HOLIDAY CONCERT 
1/27/2004 A013 *SUPER BOWL HERO HAS SDSU ROOTS (MANGAN) 
2/03/2004 A013 *HE DOES IT AGAIN--SDSU GRAD ADAM VINATIERI (VANDERW 
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VIOLENCE 
VIOLIN 
VIS JOEL 
VISUAL ARTS 
VOCATION 
VOCATIONAL EDUCATI 
VOLLEYBALL 
VOLUNTEERS 
VOTING 
VUKOVICH DALE 
WACIPI 
WAGNER CURT 
WAGNER MARK 
WAL-MART 
WALLS JENNIFER 
WARFARE 
WATER RESOURCES 
WEAPONS 
WEATHER-BR 
WEATHER-SD 
WEB SITES 
WEBBER MICHAEL 
WEDDINGS 
WEIGHT CONTROL 
WEIMER ERIC 
WELLNESS 
WEST NILE VIRUS 
WHALEY JULIE 
WHEELER NANCY 
WICKS ZENO 
WIEKAMP NICOLLE 
WILDLIFE 
WILLIAMS MIKE 
WILLS MARK 
WINE 
WINTER 
WK ANDREW 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
10/21/2003 A042 EFFECTS OF DATING VIOLENCE HIT TOO CLOSE TO HOME 
10/14/2003 Sl33 *FAMOUS VIOLINIST TO PERFORM ON CAMPUS 
3/02/2004 SOSl *AND WHAT THE MASSES ARE DOING THIS YEAR 
SEE ALSO ART 
10/21/2003 A065 *THINKING ON PAPER--RELIGIOUS VIEWPOINTS (CHELL) 
SEE EDUCATION VOCATION 
9/09/2003 Sl41 *YOUNG NETTERS HAVE HIGH HOPES (FIER) 
9/16/2003 S053 NETTERS TAKE 2 OUT OF 3 IN OMAHA (ZOBEL) 
9/23/2003 Sl43 *SDSU TAKES WSC IN 3-GAME SWEEP 
10/07/2003 S071 *FEARSOME FRESHMEN--NEWCOMERS HOPE TO LEAD YOUNG TEA 
10/07/2003 S081 *GUARDING THE NET 
10/21/2003 S071 *JACKS FALL TO UTAH VALLEY STATE 
10/21/2003 S094 INTRAMURAL TEAM REMAINS UNDEFEATED 
11/11/2003 Slll *JACKS FALL TO NDSU 
9/16/2003 A032 THE REWARDS OF A HELPING HAND--HABITAT FOR HUMANITY 
10/21/2003 A071 CASA HELPS CHILDREN (L) 
11/18/2003 A042 POLLSTERS FINDING COLLEGE VOTE MAY BE SURPRISINGLY 
3/02/2004 A084 SA CANDIDATES HOPE STUDENTS VOTE (VANDERWERFF) 
3/16/2004 A061 TAKING ACTION IS KEY TO MAKING DIFFERENCE (ED) 
2/10/2004 Sl71 *FROM POINT A TO SNOWY SOUTH DAKOTA (KLAVETTER) 
SEE POWWOW 
4/27/2004 A031 *JOURNALISM BANQUET HONORS ALUMNI (MANGAN) 
10/07/2003 A021 SDSU GRAD ARTIST TO DISCUSS BROTH PROJECT 
9/09/2003 A084 *RESIDENTS EXPRESS CONCERNS ABOUT SUPER WAL-MART 
10/21/2003 A052 *WAL-MART PROVIDES STUDENTS WITH PRACTICAL EXPERIENC 
1/27/2004 AOSl CITY COUNCIL DISCUSSES WAL-MART SUPERCENTER (VANDERW 
11/18/2003 Sl21 *SENIOR ART EXHIBITS ON DISPLAY NOW (STEIN) 
1/20/2004 S071 *LET'S HAVE A LIVING ROOM WAR (CHRISTEN) 
2/10/2004 A071 BUSH USES SPIN TO OBSCURE IRAQI INTELLIGENCE ISSUES 
2/10/2004 A074 WMDS WERE NOT ONLY REASON FOR IRAQ CONFLICT (VENHUIZ 
4/20/2004 A071 *HISTORICAL ANALOGIES SOMETIMES HAVE BASIS IN FALSE 
2/24/2004 A042 ROUNDS CITES POSSIBLE OAHE WATER PROBLEMS 
3/23/2004 A062 *KENTUCKY HAS CORNER ON MARKET IN MARCH TO MADNESS 
9/23/2003 SOSl *BEAT THE HEAT (FEISTNER) 
2/03/2004 A013 *TEMPS CAUSE LOUD SNOW & CARS WHICH WON'T START 
2/03/2004 A016 WEATHER THIS COLD IS TYPICAL FOR SD (HILL) 
2/10/2004 Sl71 *FROM POINT A TO SNOWY SOUTH DAKOTA (KLAVETTER) 
3/30/2004 AOSl WEATHER STATIONS IN SD TO INCREASE 
SEE ALSO INTERNET 
11/04/2003 A074 *POINTLESS WEBSITES ENCOURAGE INSANITY (HILL) 
3/23/2004 SlOl STUDENTS TAKE LEADERSHIP IN CAMPUS RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
SEE ALSO MARRIAGE 
10/14/2003 S071 HOW TO SIMPLIFY A WEDDING (HOHENTHANER) 
10/21/2003 A062 *LIBBY SHARES ADVICE FOR WEDDING PLANNING (HILL) 
1/27/2004 A081 *SDSU STUDENT MODELS BRIDAL DRESSES (HAATVEDT) 
1/27/2004 A091 *GUIDE FOR BRIDES 
1/27/2004 AlOl TALES OF WEDDING TERROR (KOPECKY) 
1/27/2004 A104 *BEING A BRIDESMAID CAN BE REWARDING (TSCHETTER) 
1/27/2004 AlOl *BEING THE GROOM CAN BE HASSLE-FREE (VANDERWERFF) 
1/27/2004 A104 *OUR ADVICE COLUMNIST GIVES BRIDES HINTS (HILL) 
11/18/2003 A022 PROGRAM SEEKS TO SLENDERIZE AREA RESIDENTS 
2/24/2004 Sl21 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES--WRESTLING WITH WEIGHT 
3/02/2004 Sl21 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES (TANATA) 
3/16/2004 S071 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES--DANCING AROUND A DISORDE 
3/23/2004 SOSl *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES--FOOTBALL HEAVYWEIGHTS 
3/30/2004 A021 SDSU WILDLIFE, FISHERIES STUDENTS WIN AWARDS 
2/17/2004 A042 *STATE GRANTS APPROVAL TO BUILD NEW WELLNESS CENTER 
3/23/2004 Slll *GYMS RANGE IN PRICE, CLASSES, MORE (HOHENTHANER) 
9/16/2003 A052 SDSU GRADUATE CONTRACTS WEST NILE (HEPPLER) 
3/16/2004 A044 5 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FILE FOR OPEN CITY COUNCIL POSIT 
4/20/2004 A045 CITY CHOOSES 3 NEW CITY COUNCIL MEMBERS 
12/09/2003 A032 *SMALL TOWN PROF BRINGS LOVE OF THEATRE TO SDSU 
9/16/2003 A032 *WORLD CLASS PROFESSOR ALWAYS RETURNS TO FREEDOM OF 
11/25/2003 A021 SDSU FACULTY TO RECEIVE FO BUTLER AWARDS 
3/16/2004 A044 5 COMMUNITY MEMBERS FILE FOR OPEN CITY COUNCIL POSIT 
3/30/2004 A073 VOTE FOR WICKS (L) 
4/06/2004 AOSS VOTE WICKS (L) 
1/27/2004 S071 *BORED? HAVE A MOVIE FEST (WIEKAMP) 
9/30/2003 A021 SDSU COOPERATIVE UNIT WINS EDUCATOR AWARD 
9/30/2003 A041 BROOKINGS CITY MANAGER RESIGNS 
3/23/2004 Sl62 *UPC BRINGS WILLS, TURNER TO PAC (TSCHETTER) 
2/24/2004 A021 *ALUM'S LOVE FOR FARMING TURNS TO GLASSES FULL OF WI 
SEE ALSO WEATHER 
2/03/2004 A013 *TEMPS CAUSE LOUD SNOW & CARS WHICH WON'T START 
2/03/2004 A014 PREPARE FOR WINTER ROAD TROUBLES (HILL) 
2/03/2004 A016 WEATHER THIS COLD IS TYPICAL FOR SD (HILL) 
2/17/2004 S031 *SPORTS ON ICE (MARSH) 
9/23/2003 S091 *ROCK STAR SPEAKS TO JUICE--ANDREW WK 
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ZOBEL ADAM 
ZOBEL ROGER 
DATE PAPER NOTATION 
10/14/2003 S041 *WHAT YOU DON ' T  KNOW CAN HURT YOU (HILL) 
10/28/2003 BOll ROLE OF SCOTTISH WOMEN FEATURED IN NEXT LECTURE 
11/04/2003 A064 *WOMEN'S FREEDOM ESSENTIAL TO SOCIETY (NAGY) 
11/04/2003 SlOl *AVANT-GARDE FILMMAKER FOCUS OF DOCUMENTARY 
3/30/2004 A022 *SDSU HONORS 4 WITH DISTINCTION AWARD (KOPECKY) 
3/30/2004 A022 *HERSETH CALLS RURAL SD WOMEN A RESOURCE (MANGAN) 
4/06/2004 A022 *WOMEN ADD TO POLITICS, DIEDRICH SAYS (UECKER) 
4/06/2004 A026 AG MORE THAN JUST FARMERS--NDSU VICE PRES, DEAN OF A 
4/20/2004 A021 SPEAKER LECTURES ON HEART DISEASE IN WOMEN 
SEE ALSO SHELTERS 
2/17/2004 AOll *WOODBINE COTTAGE IMPROVEMENTS HIT SNAG (MANGAN) 
2/24/2004 A073 KEEP WOODBINE LIVABLE (L) 
4/06/2004 A064 MILLER TALKS TO NEW SA SENATORS ABOUT TITLE IX, WOOD 
SEE ALSO JUDGING TEAMS 
SEE ALSO LANGUAGE 
SEE ALSO EMPLOYMENT 
11/25/2003 A022 *SPEAKER SHOWS MIDWEST CONNECTION TO WWII 
2/17/2004 A034 FROM COLLEGIAN TO ARGUS LEADER--ALUM RECALLS (MANGAN 
11/04/2003 S031 *MADNESS ON THE MAT (ZOBEL) 
11/11/2003 Sl05 *WRESTLERS BEGIN HOME SEASON 
1/20/2004 Slll *JACKS SUFFER DEFEAT TO UNK 
2/03/2004 Sl41 SDSU WRESTLES OVER LOSSES (GOEMAN) 
2/10/2004 Sl41 *WRESTLERS SPLIT WEEKEND 1-1 (GOEMAN) 
2/17/2004 Sl51 *WRESTLERS LOSE CLOSE DUEL (ZOBEL) 
2/24/2004 Sl21 *WEIGHING THE CONSEQUENCES--WRESTLING WITH WEIGHT 
2/24/2004 Sl31 *WRESTLERS SUFFER WEEKEND LOSSES (GOEMAN) 
3/16/2004 S091 *4 RABBIT WRESTLERS GO NATIONAL (GOEMAN) 
3/23/2004 S071 *KENTON WRESTLES WELL AT NATIONALS (GOEMAN) 
SEE ALSO NAMES OF WRITERS 
3/16/2004 A031 CONFERENCE TO FOCUS ON UNTOLD STORIES & VOICES 
3/23/2004 A022 *WRITER'S CONFERENCE CONSIDERED GREAT SUCCESS 
2/10/2004 S091 *I GOT THE FROSH COMP BLUES (HAMMOND) 
2/17/2004 A071 TEACHER RESPONDS TO COMP CRITIC (SPINDLER) 
2/17/2004 A074 DEFENSE OF ENGLISH DEPT (L) 
SEE JACKRABBIT YEARBK 
2/03/2004 S061 *A PASSION FOR MUSIC--MICHAEL YENNY (CHRISTEN) 
9/09/2003 A024 *READY FOR HIS CLOSEUP 
10/14/2003 AOll *BEING GAY OR LESBIAN AT SDSU BRINGS CHALLENGES 
4/06/2004 A021 SDSU STUDENT WINS MAIN DISH IN SOY COOKING CONTEST 
10/28/2003 S041 *UNITING THE SPIRIT, BODY & SOUL (TONATA) 
1/27/2004 A031 *EXHIBIT SHOWCASES 150 YEARS OF KIDS' STUFF (VANDERW 
4/20/2004 S081 *PLANTING FOR SPRING--STUDENTS FIND HOBBY IN GARDEN! 
9/23/2003 Sl41 *DON'T COUNT ON SUPER BOWL FOR THE VIKINGS (ZOBEL) 
10/07/2003 S061 *CAN A COLLEGE SOPHOMORE BE ELIGIBLE FOR PRO FOOTBAL 
10/14/2003 Sl71 MINNESOTA STADIUM MADNESS (ZOBEL) 
10/28/2003 S051 *NFL SUDDEN DEATH OVERTIME SPARKS DEBATE 
11/11/2003 S091 *SHOULD OL' JOE PA STICK AROUND NEXT YEAR? 
11/25/2003 S081 *SHOULD BCS SELECTION PROCESS CHANGE? 
12/09/2003 S151 *COLLEGE FB BOWLS MIX SWEET & SOUR TASTES 
2/17/2004 Sl53 *POKER IS NOT A SPORT (ZOBEL) 
4/06/2004 A014 *RODEO IS HARDER THAN IT LOOKS, EDITOR FINDS (ZOBEL) 
4/27/2004 S071 *NFL DRAFT--STUDS OR DUDS? (ZOBEL) 
10/28/2003 S091 *A BLAST FROM SDSU'S PAST WILL KICK OUT THE JAMS 
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